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Abstract
CLIC is a study for a Multi-TeV e+e− linear collider, in which the rf power for the main
linacs is extracted from 100 ampere electron drive beams, by the use of specially designed
power extraction structures. Up to 90% of the beam energy is extracted from the
drive beams along one kilometer long decelerator sectors, rendering the beam transport
challenging.
We have identified two major challenges for robust beam transport: the significant trans-
verse wakes in the power extraction structures, and the large energy spread induced by
the power extraction process. By beam dynamics studies we have qualified power ex-
traction structure designs, leading to the present CLIC baseline structure in which the
transverse wakes are sufficiently mitigated. We have further shown that the beam energy
spread induced by the deceleration implies that standard 1-to-1 correction might not
ensure satisfactory drive beam transport. As alternative, we propose a decelerator orbit
correction scheme based on dispersion-free steering and exploiting the structure beam
loading. By simulation the proposed scheme shows excellent performance, assuming suf-
ficient beam position monitor resolution. We have performed successful demonstrations
of similar orbit correction schemes in the linac of the CLIC Test Facility 3. The results
of the beam dynamics studies have lead to specifications for decelerator instrumentation
and magnets, described in detail in this work.
The first prototype of the baseline power extraction structure has been tested with beam
in the Two-beam Test Stand in the CLIC Experiment Area, where a field recirculator
has been installed to boost power production. We have derived formulae for rf power
production and voltage, including a simple model describing power extraction with re-
circulation. The model has been applied to the first Two-beam Test Stand experimental
result. We compare the measured rf power, phase and energy loss with reconstructed
signals based on beam intensity measurements, and a good agreement between the mea-
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This thesis concerns accelerator physics research related to the international efforts to-
wards the design and construction of a linear electron-positron collider for high-energy
particle physics. Specifically, we have studied the beam physics in the decelerator
(energy-extractor) of the Compact Linear Collider, CLIC. We introduce the subject
by a presentation of particle physics, aimed at the non-expert, followed by a brief de-
scription of the methods used in high-energy particle physics, and an introduction to
CLIC, also in a non-technical language. At the end of this introductory chapter an
outline of the thesis is presented.
1.1 Particle physics
Particle physics is the study of the smallest, most fundamental constituents of nature.
Physics seeks to describe nature by laws that are uniform in both space and time,
and particle physics is an essential part of the effort to explain the early stages of the
universe and the properties of today’s universe. The link between particle physics and
cosmology together with astrophysics is therefore very strong. The development of the
great theories of quantum mechanics and the special theory of relativity in the first half
of the 20th century provides the pillars needed to describe the fundamental particles
and the interactions between them.
Systems of atomic dimensions are not well described by the laws of classical mechanics
and electrodynamics. Quantum mechanics provides a description of such small-scale sys-
tems, based on a framework where systems consist of superposition of possible states.
When measuring a system observable, there is a certain probability of measuring the
value corresponding to a given possible state. Quantum mechanics implies thus a non-
deterministic description of nature. Since its conception in the late 1920s and up to
today, excellent agreement between the predictions of quantum mechanics and experi-
ments has been shown.
The special theory of relativity is based on the invariance of the laws of physics with
respect to any inertial frame, and the constancy of the speed of light. This theory has
shown excellent agreement with experiments as well. A profound implication of the the-
ory is the equivalence of energy and mass, expressed through Einstein’s equation
E = mc2 (1.1)
1
1. Introduction
which shows that energy, E, can be exchanged with mass, m, by an exchange-ratio equal
to the square of the speed of light, c.
In particle physics, a very fruitful approach to describe fundamental particles has proven
to be relativistic quantum-field theory, a theory combining quantum mechanics and the
special theory of relativity. In quantum-field theory, particles as well as forces are
represented as the quanta of fields, and the theory allows for particles to be created and
annihilated. As illustration, Figure 1.1 shows two examples of processes described by
the quantum-field description of the electromagnetic force; quantum electrodynamics. In
the diagrams, time flows from the left to the right. Figure 1.1(a) shows electron-electron
scattering; two electrons experiencing a mutual repulsive force, mediated by the force
carrier particle, a photon. Figure 1.1(b) shows pair-production in vicinity of a nucleus;
a massless photon is converted into a massive electron and positron (anti-electron) pair.
The latter process illustrates the implications of both quantum mechanics and relativity;
quantum-field theory does not predict exactly when the pair-production will take place,
only the probability for it to take place. When the process does take place, energy is
converted into mass, in accordance with Eq. (1.1).
In the second half of the 20th century a consistent framework based on quantum-field
theory, describing the fundamental particles and their interactions, the Standard Model
of Particle Physics, has been developed. Excellent agreement has been found between
the predictions of the Standard Model and experiments. However, there are many unan-
swered questions about the theory which can only be sought answered by further experi-
ments. We will come back to the Standard Model of Particle Physics in Chapter 2.
Every time particle physics experiments have accessed a higher energy scale, new par-
ticles or phenomena have been discovered. The experimental discoveries may have pro-
vided confirmation of existing theories, e.g. the discovery of the mediators of the weak in-
teraction at CERN in 1983, discussed below, or they may have provided stimulus for new
theory development, e.g. the first evidence for neutrino mass with Super-Kamiokande
in 1998, well described in reference [1].
(a) Electron-electron scattering (b) Electron-positron pair production
Figure 1.1: Example of particle physics processes described by the Standard Model. (a)
Electron-electron scattering where the scattering force is mediated by a force-carrier photon.
(b) Pair-production, in vicinity of a nucleus, where a massless photon is converted into an
electron-positron pair.
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In high-energy particle physics, particles interactions occurring at high energies are
studied. Using particle accelerators it is possible to generate intense beams of particles
at high energies, colliding either with fixed targets, or with particles moving in the
opposite direction. Using particle detectors surrounding the regions of collisions, one
can detect the products of the collisions and analyse the physics processes occurring at
the moment of collision.
1.2 CERN - the European laboratory for particle
physics
CERN, originally standing for ”Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire”, is the
European laboratory for particle physics. The laboratory was founded in 1954, partly
as an effort to revive and reunite European science after the Second World War. CERN
has today 20 member states, including Norway, and serves as an international particle
accelerator laboratory for the high-energy particle and nuclear physics community world-
wide.
The main role of the laboratory is to provide large scale experimental infrastructure
for high-energy particle physics; more specifically particle accelerators and detectors, as
well as IT-infrastructure. In CERN-based projects, design and construction of particle
detectors, as well as data-analysis, have typically been performed by large collaborations
of universities and institutes, including CERN. Design and construction of particle accel-
erators have traditionally been more exclusively the domain of CERN. This is, however,
about to change with the next generation of particle colliders considered, which will be
designed and constructed by large international collaborations.
To illustrate how large-scale high-energy particle physics experiments are performed,
we use as example the CERN-situated 27 km Large Hadron Collider ring (LHC). The
purpose of the LHC project is to collide protons against each other, at very high energies,
and analyse the outcome. The proton-proton collision energy will be 14 TeV. One TeV
is equal to the kinetic energy a particle with unit charge gains by being accelerated by
an electric voltage of 1000 billion volt, and particle physics processes at this energy scale
have never been explored in collider experiments before. Figure 1.2 shows the region in
which CERN and the LHC are located, on both sides of the Franco-Swiss border close
to Geneva, Switzerland. The track of the underground LHC ring is indicated in white.
Particle accelerators
Particle accelerators, circular as well as linear, use electric fields to accelerate charged
particles. The fields are typically oscillating at radio-frequency (rf), and are synchronised
with the particle motion in order to provide net acceleration. The average electric field
seen by the particles in an accelerating structure (the accelerating gradient), can reach
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several million volts per meter. Furthermore, electric or magnetic fields are used to
steer and focus the particle beams. At high energies, magnetic forces become relatively
stronger, so for high-energy accelerators typically magnetic fields are used for steering
and focusing.
Before collisions in the LHC, bunches of protons are accelerated to high energies using a
chain of accelerators, as shown in Figure 1.3(a). Linear accelerators are used to accelerate
the particles up to an energy of 50 MeV. A set of ring accelerators (synchrotrons) brings
the energy up to 450 GeV before injecting the bunches into the LHC, both in clock-wise
and counter-clockwise directions. When the LHC has been filled with proton bunches,
the machine will provide the final acceleration up to 7 TeV per proton. Protons in the
two directions will travel in separate beam pipes for most of the trajectory, but the pipes
join close to four interaction regions, allowing for bunches to collide. When the particles
Figure 1.2: Aerial photo of the region in which CERN and the LHC are located. The trajectory
of the underground LHC proton-proton collider is indicated by the large white ring. The CERN
main site (Meyrin, Switzerland) is located just above the wine fields in the bottom middle of
the picture. The Jura mountains and the Lake Geneva is seen to the left and to the right
respectively. Picture copyright CERN.
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have reached full energy, magnets are used to bring the particle beams into collision at
the interaction regions. The interaction regions are surrounded by the particle detectors
of the LHC experiments ATLAS, ALICE, CMS and LHCb, their location indicated on
Figure 1.3(a).
The interaction region
Figure 1.3(b) shows how the proton beams are squeezed and steered into collision in the
ATLAS interaction region. Out of the 100 billions particles in each LHC proton bunch,
about 20 pairs of protons, on average, will come close enough to generate hard collisions
of interests. In these processes, described by standard model physics, or eventually new
physics, new particles may be produced. The particles produced are typically unstable
and they quickly decay (transform) into new particles.
Particle detectors
The particles created in the collision, and their decay products, will travel away from
the collision point in all directions. Around the interaction region, layers of particle
detectors are installed in order to identify and measure properties of particles passing
through. From these measurements, the processes occurring in the interaction region are
sought reconstructed. Figure 1.3(c) illustrates the layers of a generic particle detector
surrounding the interaction point, showing how different particle types are interacting
with the different layers of the detector. Both LHC general purpose experiments, ATLAS
and CMS, have detector layers very similar to Figure 1.3(c) surrounding the interaction
regions.
Information technology
Some of the physics processes of interest occur very infrequently, and it is therefore
of importance to collide particles at the highest possible rate. In LHC, bunches will
collide in the interaction regions with an average frequency of 32 MHz. Even though
detector trigger mechanisms select in real-time but a tiny fraction of the collisions for
further analysis, the resulting amount of data to be stored is estimated to reach many
petabytes per year (one petabyte is one million gigabytes). Therefore GRID-based
solutions for sharing of storage space and processor power across the world have been
developed for the LHC experiments. Figure 1.3(d) depicts the overall structure of the
LHC-grid. Collision data from the LHC experiments will be transferred from CERN
(the Tier-0 centre) to 11 main hubs world-wide (the Tier-1 centres), which will store
most of the data. Much of the data-analysis will be performed at the regional (Tier-2)
centres, accessible for physicists participating in the experiments.
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(a) The CERN accelerator complex (b) Proton beams colliding in ATLAS
(c) Detector layers (d) GRID
Figure 1.3: The ingredients of high-energy particle physics collider experiments, with the LHC
as example: (a) The CERN accelerator complex, including the accelerator chain leading to
the LHC. The protons to be collided in the LHC are first accelerated in the linear accelerator
LINAC 2, then further accelerated in a series of ring accelerators, before receiving the final
boost in the LHC. (b) At four interaction regions the beams are squeezed down to a very small
size, and steered into collision by magnets. Only a tiny fraction of the protons collide close
enough to produce new particles. Most protons pass through an interaction region unaffected,
but will continue to circulate in order to aim for collision at the next interaction region. (c)
Typical layers of a particle detector. Each layer has a specific function, allowing the different
particle species produced in the collisions, and their decay products, to be identified and
measured. Low energy particles are strongly bent by magnetic fields provided by the detector,
while high energy particles travel in almost straight lines (in the figure the colliding beams
travel into and out of the paper). (d) The GRID organisation of the data expected from the
LHC. Tier-1 centres around the world store the bulk of the data. Much of the data-analysis
are performed using the data-power of the many regional Tier-2 centres. Picture (a) and (b)
copyright CERN.
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1.3 Hadron colliders versus lepton colliders
Particles species are classified into hadrons, which are composite particles constituted
of quarks, confined by the strong interaction, and leptons which are modelled as funda-
mental, point-like particles. For example, the proton is constituted of quarks and is a
hadron, while the electron is considered to be a fundamental particle, a lepton.
The fraction of the momentum carried by the constituents of the hadrons at a given time
is continuously fluctuating, quantified statistically by parton density functions, and the
collision energy will vary from collision to collision. A hadron collider like the LHC will
therefore effectively scan the energy range up to a few TeV for new particles and phys-
ical phenomena. However, hadron collisions are not well suited to do precision physics,
needed to measure to a good level of accuracy important model parameters. Lepton
colliders are better suited, because colliding fundamental particles instead of hadrons,
produces much smaller amount of background particles (which impede data-analysis)
and because the initial state of the colliding particles is well know. Historically, col-
liders for high-energy particle physics have therefore varied between hadron and lepton
colliders, where the results of the two often are complementary.
A famous example of the mutual achievements of hadron and lepton colliders is found in
the history of CERN; in 1983 the 7 km long proton anti-proton collider Spp¯S discovered
experimentally the particles that mediate the weak interaction, the W±and Z0 bosons,
exactly as predicted by the Standard Model many years earlier. The fascination story
of the hunt for these particles is told in reference [2], in a language accessible to the
general public. Refs. [3,4] are scientific papers reporting the discoveries, leading to the
Nobel price in physics already the following year. A few years later, the 27 km long
electron-positron collider, LEP, was used to produce a very large number of Z0 bosons
by tuning the collision energy to the value corresponding to the Z0 resonance peak (in
the order of 1000 Z0’s could be produced per hour this way). Experimentally it has been
found that there exist several generations of fundamental particles, where each particle
generation shares the same characteristics, except mass and stability (for example, two
heavier, but unstable, variations of the electron have been discovered; the muon in 1937
and the tau in the 1970s). By comparing measurements of the decay width of the Z0
at LEP, with the Standard Model predictions, one found strong indications that there
exist only three generations of matter in nature.
With the exception of the 2-mile Stanford Linear Collider, all particle colliders operated
up to today have been single or double ring colliders [5]. For example, LEP collided
electrons towards positrons in the same tunnel now used for the LHC, in the period
1989-2000. However, as will be shown quantitatively in Chapter 2, synchrotron radi-
ation loss imposes limits to the energy that light particles can reach in rings. Linear
colliders are therefore considered the better option for lepton collisions at high energy.
Particle physics experiments in linear colliders are performed very similarly to what
was presented for the LHC; after acceleration to high energies by radio-frequency fields
pumped into two very long linear accelerators, electron and positron bunches will collide
in the centre of the machine, surrounded by particle detectors. Figure 1.4 shows the
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Figure 1.4: A basic linear collider. Electrons and positrons generated by the sources are
accelerated to high energy in two very long linear accelerators, and collide with each other at
the interaction point. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
layout of a basic linear collider.
In order to complement the LHC results and do precision measurements on physics
at TeV-scale energies, there is general agreement in the international particle physics
community that the next collider should be a linear electron-positron collider. At present
there are two design studies for linear electron-positron colliders on-going, one being the
International Linear Collider study [6] and the other the Compact Linear Collider study,
which is the focus of this thesis.
1.4 The Compact Linear Collider
The Compact Linear Collider, CLIC [7], is a study for a Multi-TeV linear collider. The
study began at CERN in the mid-80s as a limited effort [8] and is today an international
collaboration, with CERN and 32 universities and institutes from three continents par-
ticipating in the research [9], including the University of Oslo, Norway. The baseline
design is for a collision energy of 3 TeV, and CLIC is today the only study accommodat-
ing high luminosity e+e− collisions above 1 TeV. The site length of the CLIC machine
is estimated to 48 km, whereof the main linacs total length is 42 km.
The CLIC study, reaching towards Multi-TeV energies, has developed a novel linear
collider concept altogether, based on two-beam acceleration. Here the rf power for the
main linac accelerating structures is not provided by pulsed klystrons, as is conventional,
but by high-current low energy drive beams, running in parallel with the main beams.
In this scheme, all the energy required for the main beam acceleration is stored in drive
beams generated by a relatively small, centrally located drive beam complex. The drive
beams are then transferred into decelerators running in parallel with the main linacs,
where almost 90% of the beam energy will be extracted, converted into rf fields and
subsequently transferred into the accelerating structures. Figure 1.5 shows the principle
of the two-beam scheme. It is a simple and elegant way to provide rf power. However, in
the history of accelerators no similar projects have been performed, and the feasibility of
the two-beam scheme is still to be proven. This thesis is concerned with the very heart
of the two-beam scheme; the drive beam energy-extraction and rf power production.
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Figure 1.5: CLIC power extraction and transfer principle. Energy in form of rf power is
extracted from drive beams by means of special power extraction structures (PETS). The
extracted power is coupled out of the PETS and subsequently transferred into the accelerating
structures, providing power for the main beams. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
The CLIC study is supported by the European strategy for particle physics [10] and
represents a considerable effort within the particle physics community, with significant
investments from both CERN and the collaborating partners. As example, CERN pro-
vides man-power in the order of 50 full-time equivalents per year, plus comprehensive
experimental test facilities for CLIC. The current milestone for the CLIC collaboration
is to provide a Conceptual Design Report, including a discussion on the feasibility of
CLIC, by the end of 2010.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 2 of the thesis we discuss the particle physics motivation for constructing a
future linear collider, and we see how the physics requirements dictate the general design
of such a collider. In Chapter 3 the CLIC machine is described in more detail, with
emphasise on the two-beam scheme. Comparison with the International Linear collider
study is also touched upon, in order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of
the CLIC scheme.
Chapters 4 and 5 constitute the main part of the thesis, containing the author’s new
contributions. The most important results have been presented at five different inter-
national conferences and workshops during the thesis period, and the corresponding
publications are included in Appendix B. An important part of the CLIC study is to
arrive at a conceptual design for a CLIC machine, and two component hardware spec-
ifications, included in Appendix C, have resulted from the thesis work. The text in
Chapters 4 and 5 aims at presenting the necessary background and framework needed
to arrive at the conclusions of the publications. The publications and specifications will
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be referred to at the appropriate locations in the chapters.
In Chapter 4 we step into the core of the two-beam acceleration scheme and focus on
the power-extraction process itself. We develop the framework necessary to understand
the physics of the power extraction, and we present the results of the first experimental
tests of the CLIC 12 GHz power extraction structure with beam, in the Two-beam Test
Stand experimental set-up.
In Chapter 5 we broaden the perspective and investigate the beam dynamics of the
CLIC energy-extractor, the decelerator, where each sector will have more than 1400
power extraction structures installed. The beam dynamics is, as will be discussed,
driven by the effects of these structures.
In Chapter 6 we glance towards the future, describing the first prototype for the CLIC
decelerator, the Test Beam Line, and the experiments planned for the coming few
years.
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In this chapter we discuss a few characteristic of the Standard Model, and based on this
we give examples of the particle physics motivation for a future lepton collider. We fur-
thermore illustrate how the particle physics requirements suggest the main functionality
and features of such a collider.
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model of Particle Physics [11–13] is a quantum-field theory which de-
scribes the properties and interaction of point-like fundamental particles, presented in
Figure 2.1, which represents the observed matter and forces in nature. It can be ex-
pressed in compact form as the Lagrangian density [14]
LSM(x) = Lf (x) + LG(x) + Lφ(x) + Lfφ(x), (2.1)
where Lf is the fermion sector, LG the gauge sector, Lφ the Higgs sector and Lfφ the
mass-generating sector. All terms are functions of the space-time coordinates xµ =
[t, x, y, z], spanning all of time and space. We will here do no attempt to describe
the Standard Model in full; we will only briefly discuss the significance of each term in
Eq. (2.1) and highlight some features used to introduce the particle physics motivation
for a future collider.
The fermion sector, Lf (x), describes fermion fields, representing matter and anti-matter
particles ; charged leptons (the three electron generations), neutral leptons (the three
neutrino generations) and quarks (the three generations of quark pairs).
The Standard Model requires the fermion fields to be invariant with respect to local
phase transformations. This invariance property is called gauge-invariance, by analogy
with the gauge-invariance properties of classical electromagnetic fields. Requiring gauge-
invariance of the matter fields leads to the introduction of gauge fields, coupled to the
fermion fields. The gauge sector, LG(x), describes these gauge fields, representing force
carrier particles ; the photon, mediator of the electromagnetic force acting on particles
with electric charge; the W± and Z0 bosons, mediators of the weak force acting on
particles with weak charge (leptons and quarks); and the gluons, mediators of the strong
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force acting on particles with colour charge (quarks and gluons). At high energies
(& 100 GeV) the photon and the W± and Z0 bosons become indistinghuisable, and
the electromagnetic and the weak force are unified. Lf (x) contains interaction terms
describing the coupling between the fermion fields and the gauge fields. LG(x) contains
interaction terms describing the coupling of gauge fields to themselves. The gauge sector
self-interaction terms arise from the principle of gauge invariance.
The requirement of local gauge invariance thus dictates the form of the particle interac-
tions in the Standard Model. The validity of this approach is the decades of experimental
results showing excellent agreement [15] between the Standard Model predictions and
corresponding physics processes observed in nature, for example in high-energy particle
colliders.
2.1.1 The Higgs mechanism
Nature tells us that some particles are massless while most particles have masses, where
the magnitude of particle masses varies by many orders of magnitude. This observation,
combined with the requirement of local gauge invariance, have lead to the introduction of
the so-called Higgs mechanism, in which most particles acquire mass through interaction
Figure 2.1: Nature’s fundamental building blocks, according to the Standard Model of Particle
Physics. The matter particles (fermions) comprise leptons and quarks, and the force carrier
particles (bosons) comprise the photon, the gluons, and the W± and Z0 bosons. The mass-
generation mechanism of the Standard Model predicts the existence of a hitherto unobserved
particle; the Higgs boson. Picture courtesy of Fermilab.
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with a Higgs field, permeating all of space. The Higgs mechanism affects the electro-weak
part of the Standard Model, where interactions are governed by the massless photon and
the massive W± and Z0 bosons.
The Higgs mechanism achieves asymmetry in the gauge boson masses by the concept of
spontaneous symmetry breaking, where the vacuum is assumed a non-zero expectation
value, v, and a Higgs field, η, represents real fluctuations about v. The mechanism










where g is the coupling constant of the electro-weak force and θW the weak mixing angle,
quantifying the mixing between the electromagnetic and the weak force. The photon,
on the other hand, remains massless after the symmetry breaking.
The potential of the Higgs field assumed by the Standard Model Higgs mechanism [14]
is




where λ is a free parameter in the model. As indicated by Eq. (2.2), the vacuum expec-
tation value, v, can be estimated from experimentally measured quantities to [15]
v = 246 GeV.
It can further be shown [14] that the mass of the quantum of the Higgs field, the Higgs




implying that the value of the Higgs mass cannot be directly predicted from known mea-
surement data, due to the dependence on λ. In Eq. (2.1) the Higgs sector, Lφ(x), de-
scribes the Higgs field and the coupling of the Higgs field to the W± and Z0 bosons.
The Higgs mechanism does directly generate masses for the W±and Z0 boson, while
in order for the fermions to acquire mass, Yukawa couplings [14] to the Higgs field are





where gHff are free coupling constants. In Eq. (2.1) the fermion mass-generating sector,
Lfφ(x), describes the Yukawa couplings. The Higgs mechanism thus introduces the
possibility for fermions to acquire masses, but it does not give any answer to why their
masses take on seemingly arbitrary values.
Nevertheless, the Higgs mechanism is considered to be the most elegant way to introduce
mass terms, and the mechanism is an integral part of the framework of the Standard
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Model. As discussed in the introduction, the masses of the the Z0 and the W± bosons
have been measured to excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. Further-
more, the existence of a Higgs particle is integral to the renormalizability [14] of the
Standard Model. However, the Higgs particle remains the only particle in the Standard
Model that has not been observed experimentally. Until an eventual discovery of a
Higgs particle and measurements of its properties, the mechanisms of the electro-weak
symmetry breaking and mass generation will remain unproven theories.
2.2 Examples of Higgs physics at a future lepton
collider
We will motivate the need for a future lepton collider by looking to Standard Model Higgs
physics, with the understanding that this represents only a small fraction of potential
physics processes to be studied at a future collider. LHC physics result will precede any
electron-positron collider by many years, and if there exists a Higgs particle as described
by the Standard Model, the LHC detectors ATLAS and CMS are designed so that such
a particle should be discovered with a high confidence level (5σ), in a relatively early
phase (30 fb−1) of LHC operation, see e.g. [16]. It is further reported in [16] that after
300 fb−1, a mass estimate precise to about 0.1% is expected for a Standard Model Higgs.
However, if the LHC discovers and measures the mass of a Higgs-like particle, there are a
number of precision tests to be performed before one can really be sure that the particle
found is a Higgs boson as predicted by theory.
A few cases where future lepton colliders are expected to perform better than LHC will
be highlighted, emphasising the collision centre of mass energy,
√
s = ECMS, and the
integrated luminosity,
∫ Ldt, needed for such performance. The centre of mass energy
equals the maximum energy available for particle production;
√
s must at least equal the
sum of the mass of the particles to be produced. The integrated luminosity quantifies
here the amount of collisions needed to perform a given collider physics investigation,
and will be given in units of inverse attobarn and inverse femtobarn, ab−1 and fb−1 (a
process with a cross-section of 1 fb is expected once in data amounting to 1 fb−1).
The following paragraphs, based on literature survey, illustrate some of the Standard
Model Higgs physics that can be performed at a future electron-positron collider. The
literature on the subject is extensive, and the most important sources used here have
been the reviews found in [6, 17] which focus on the energy range
√
s = 200-1000 GeV
and [18, 19] which focus on the Multi-TeV energy range. Ref. [20] discusses specifically
the interplay between the LHC and the ILC, emphasising their complementarity.
Higgs production
A requirement for e+e− Higgs precision measurements is copious Higgs particle produc-
tion. Dominant processes for Higgs production in e+e− colliders are Higgs-strahlung,
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e+e− → Z∗ → Z0H; an s-channel process with cross-section σs ∝ 1/s, and vector bo-
son fusion, e+e− → W ∗W ∗ → ν¯eνeH, and for large
√
s also e+e− → Z∗Z∗ → e+e−H;
t-channel processes with cross-section σt ∝ log(s/m2H) [6]. The Higgs-strahlung and
WW-fusion cross-sections are approximately equal at
√
s = 500 GeV, and fusion dom-
inates at higher energy [6]. Figure 2.2(a) shows the Feynman diagram for the three
processes, and Figure 2.2(b) shows the Higgs-production cross-section for different
√
s.
For example would 1 ab−1 of data yield about 500’000 Higgs events at
√
s = 3 TeV and
about 100’000 events at
√
s = 500 GeV, assuming a light Higgs.
Higgs Yukawa and gauge boson couplings
In the Standard Model, the Higgs mechanism is responsible for all fundamental particle
masses, and a clear prediction, following from Eq. (2.6), is that each fermion couples to







Measurements of the coupling strengths gHff must be checked for quarks and leptons.
For charged leptons the relatively small muon Yukawa coupling, gHµµ, is the most chal-
lenging to measure. However, according to [19] this coupling can be measured with an
accuracy of up to about 4% assuming an
√
s = 3 TeV and an integrated luminosity
of 3 ab−1, for a Higgs mass around 120 GeV. Furthermore, the ratio gHµµ/gHττ can
be verified to within 5-8%, thus verifying the lepton coupling universality to good pre-
(a) Higgs production processes (b) Higgs production cross-sections
Figure 2.2: Higgs production in an e+e− collider. (a) The dominant production processes are
Higgs-strahlung and vector boson fusion. Picture courtesy of ILC [6]. (b) Higgs production
cross-section in an e+e− collider for different
√
s. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study [18].
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cision. In comparison, the gHµµ measurement is considered very difficult both at the
LHC and at a sub-TeV e+e− collider. Measurements of the Yukawa quark couplings for
the lightest quarks are also considered very difficult, even at high luminosity Multi-TeV
colliders. In contrast, the Higgs coupling to the massive gauge bosons, gHZZ and gHWW ,
can be measured relatively easily, independently of the Higgs decay channel as seen from
Figure 2.2(a). According to [6], an accuracy of less than 3% can be achieved assuming
a
√
s = 500 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 (mH= 120 GeV assumed for
the gHWW estimate).
Higgs spin
The Higgs boson as predicted by the Standard Model is a spin-0 scalar particle; the only
scalar particle among the Standard Model fundamental particles. It is therefore of high
importance to measure the spin of Higgs boson candidates. An e+e−-collider can with
relative ease perform Higgs spin measurements. For example, [21] indicates that with
an energy scan in the
√
s = 200 GeV to
√
s = 250 GeV range, a spin-0 scenario can be
distinguished from spin-1 and spin-2 scenarios for an integrated luminosity of only 20
fb−1, based on the spin-dependence of the cross-section e+e− → ZH → l+l−+ 2 jets.
This measurement is illustrated in Figure 2.3(a), reproduced from [21].
Probing the Higgs potential
The Standard Model predicts a Higgs potential of the form of Eq. (2.4), where the
trilinear Higgs self-coupling constant, gHHH ∝ vλ, contains the same parameters as the
Higgs mass, Eq. (2.5). A measurement of the trilinear coupling gHHH will therefore
provide an independent estimate of the λ parameter with respect to the value deduced
from Higgs mass measurements, and will thus provide a direct verification of the form
of the Higgs potential. This measurement is therefore considered highly important
to fully establish the electro-weak symmetry breaking mechanism. However, triple-
Higgs processes have several orders of magnitude lower cross-section than the processes
in Figure 2.2(a), rendering the measurement challenging. For mH = 120 GeV, [18]
estimates an accuracy of about 8% for the gHHH measurement, assuming
√
s = 3 TeV
and an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1. In comparison, Ref. [6] reports an estimated
accuracy of 22% for
√
s = 500 GeV, assuming 1 ab−1. In contrast, measurement of the
Higgs self-coupling is considered very difficult at the LHC at the predicted luminosity
values, according to e.g. [6]. This measurement is illustrated in Figure 2.3(b), showing
how precision measurements of the Higgs trilinear coupling can be used to constrain the
possible scenarios for the Higgs scalar potential.
Other physics
The previous examples, related to the Standard Model Higgs sector, illustrate the type of
precision physics that could be performed with a linear collider. Refs. [6,17–19] present
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a wealth of other scenarios including potential to complete an eventual super-symmetric
particle spectrum and probing extra space-time dimensions. In many scenarios only a
Multi-TeV collision centre of mass energy yield the full physics potential. Investigations
with
√
s in the Multi-TeV range often need to be accompanied by integrated luminosity
of order ab−1 (due, in part, to the 1/s cross-section dependence of s-channel processes).
Finally, it should be noted that as the required integrated luminosity for a physics inves-
tigation depends on the process, LHC results should not only point to the energy scale
for a future lepton collider, but also help indicate the luminosity requirements.
2.3 Characteristics of a future lepton collider
In this section we will study how the physics requirements of TeV range collision en-
ergy and ab−1 range integrated luminosity will influence the design of a future lepton
collider.
(a) Higgs spin measurement by energy scan (b) Precision measurement of the Higgs potential
Figure 2.3: Examples of linear e+e− collider Higgs physics. (a) Measurements of the Higgs
spin by the method of energy scan. Because the centre of mass energy,
√
s, will be adjustable in
a linear e+e− collider, this measurement can be performed with relative ease in such a machine.
Plot courtesy of M. T. Dova [21]. (b) Precision measurements of the Higgs trilinear coupling
at a 3 TeV electron-positron collider, constraining the possible scenarios for the Higgs scalar
potential. The scalar potential assumed by the Standard Model corresponds to the green line,
while alternative scenarios correspond to the white lines. Plot courtesy of M. Battaglia.
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2.3.1 From rings to linear colliders
The highest energy lepton collider to date was the CERN LEP ring, with a peak collision
energy of
√
sLEP = 209 GeV [22]. In LEP the peak collision energy was limited by the
synchrotron radiation energy loss. Due to synchrotron radiation, a particle travelling in










where e is the electron charge, c the speed of light, ε0 the permittivity of free space,
m0 the particle rest mass, E the particle kinetic energy and R the radius of the circular











At LEP peak energy, the particle energy loss per turn reached more than ∆U = 3
GeV [22]. The radio-frequency accelerating system (rf) needs to replace the lost energy,
and LEP needed several upgrades before achieving
√
sLEP = 209 GeV, including upgrade
to superconducting rf with the accelerating gradient increasing gradually [22].
The implications of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) for future electron-positron colliders are best
summarised in terms of cost. For ring colliders the major cost factors are the tunnel
and magnets cost, scaling linearly with the ring radius, Cinfra ∝ R, as well as the rf
power cost, scaling according to Eq. (2.8), CRF ∝ E4/R. The total optimised cost,









) = 0⇒ R ∝ E2,
implying that cost scales for ring colliders as
Cring ∝ E2. (2.9)
As example, [24] discusses an electron-positron collider in a ring of 233 km circumference.
Assuming a synchrotron radiation loss of 100 MW, [24] concludes that the collision
energy is limited to about
√
s = 370 GeV, if luminosity of at least L = 1×1034 cm−2s−1
is required.
On the other hand, if the acceleration is done linearly the synchrotron radiation loss
is negligible with respect to the energy gain due to acceleration [23]. For a given linac
accelerating gradient, the energy reach will to first order be proportional to the linac
length and cost
Clinear ∝ E. (2.10)
For TeV-scale energies, the cost scaling factors point towards linear machines for a future
electron-positron collider, and the bulk of the world-wide R&D effort for future lepton
colliders has been in this direction, e.g. [6, 7, 17, 25]. A linear collider, however, has two
disadvantages with respect to a ring collider that needs to be addressed:
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1. In a linear collider each accelerating element can be used only once, while in a ring
the accelerating elements provide fresh voltage every turn.
2. In a linear collider the particle bunches must be dumped after collision, while in
a ring the bunches can collide every turn until they are exhausted.
The first point makes it challenging to reach very high energies, the second point makes
it challenging to reach very high luminosity; we will now investigate these two issues
further.
It should here be noted that due to the factor 1/(m0c
2)4 in Eq. (2.8), the synchrotron
radiation loss in ring colliders can be strongly suppressed by colliding heavier particles
than electrons. In principle TeV lepton collisions can therefore also be achieved by col-
liding muons in a ring, and on-going studies are investigating this possibility [26].
2.3.2 Accelerating gradient constraints in a linear collider
Each structure or cavity will accelerate particles only once. For a given
√
s, the accel-
erating gradient, G, will thus dictate the collider length.
Electron accelerating structures have been routinely operated at gradients of up to a
few tens of MV/m. For example, the structure used for the Stanford Linear Collider
(SLC) operated at G=17 MV/m [27]. If we want colliding beams with
√
s = 1.0 TeV,
and assume two linear accelerators (linacs) where a fill factor F=75% of the total length






Clearly, it is of interest to push the gradient to higher values in order to reach reasonable
linac lengths for TeV-scale linear colliders. During the last decades there have been two
lines of development for high gradient electron linacs; superconducting cavities and
room-temperature structures.
Superconducting rf cavities
Superconducting rf cavities (SC cavities) made from Niobium are now in service in
several projects world wide. The main advantage of SC cavities are very low wall losses,
which for linear colliders implies several distinct advantages. As will be discussed further
on, power consumption is a key parameter in linear collider design. SC cavities allow
for standing-wave operation, which again allows for relatively long beam pulses without
excessive power loss. Furthermore, the shape, size and operating frequency of the cavities
can be chosen without worrying about increased wall power loss.
The critical magnetic field for superconductivity, however, limits the gradient in SC
cavities to about 50 MV/m [28]. The TESLA collaboration [17], started in 1992, per-
formed extensive research to improve gradient and cost per MeV of superconducting rf
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Figure 2.4: International Linear Collider TESLA type superconducting cavity. The 1.3 GHz
cavity consists of nine coupled cells, made from Niobium. Current research efforts aims at
reaching gradient of 35 MV/m with a production yield of 50%. Picture courtesy of ILC [6].
cavities. Superconducting technology was adopted for the International Linear Collider
study [6] following the International Technology Recommendation Panel (ITRP) deci-
sion in 2004 [29]. The ILC target is an average operational gradient of 31.5 MV/m [6] in
the TESLA type 9-cell cavities, shown in Figure 2.4. Current research efforts [30] include
demonstrating production of 9-cell cavities where at least 50% of the cavities achieve a
gradient of 35 MV/m at Q-factors of at least 1010 (referred to as a yield of 50%), as well
as improving the understanding of the observed limitations to the gradient [30].
Normal conducting rf structures
Normal conducting structures have no defined hard limitation on the accelerating gra-
dient in the structure. However, structures filled with an intense rf field corresponding
to a high accelerating gradient, experience several physical phenomena shown to limit
the gradient. Electron field emission becomes significant at high surface fields, and is
believed to be the cause of a runaway condition in the cavity leading to breakdown of
the rf field [31]. Rf breakdown leads to change of the accelerating field in the structure,
and the breakdown rate must therefore be contained to very small values. In addition
rf breakdown may, in the worst case, damage the structure walls thus decreasing its
efficiency. The exact mechanisms leading to rf breakdown in a structure are not fully
understood, and therefore the limits on the surface fields due to breakdown are not fully
clear.
Another limiting phenomenon is the surface heating due to the rf magnetic fields and
corresponding induced wall currents [31]. The surface heating, and correspondingly the
peak surface magnetic fields, must be kept within acceptable limits.
Within the NLC/GLC studies [25], research in high gradient normal conducting rf struc-
tures were performed until the ITRP decision [29]. For NLC/GLC, the design criterion
of unloaded gradient of 65 MV/m, at breakdown rate below 0.1 per hour for a 400 ns
pulse, was successfully demonstrated [32]. The CLIC study as well has adopted normal
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Figure 2.5: The 11.4 GHz NLC/GLC type normal conducting structure. The design criterion
of 65 MV/m gradient and breakdown rate below 0.1 per hour for a 400 ns pulse, was successfully
demonstrated for this structure. Picture courtesy of S. Do¨bert [32].
conducting structures, profiting from the advantages of the two-beam scheme, explained
in Chapter 3.
2.3.3 Luminosity constraints in a linear collider
The luminosity of a particle collider, L, is defined as the proportional constant relating
the rate of events for a given process, R, to the process cross-section, σ,
R = Lσ
and is normally given in units of cm−2s−1. The integrated luminosity requirements
originating from the particle physics studies [6, 17–19] relate to the collider luminosity
as ∫
Ldt [fb−1] = L [cm−2s−1]× T [s]× 10−39,
where L is the luminosity during the time period T . For example, if one would want
to collect one ab−1 of data after operating at peak luminosity during one ”Snowmass
year”, corresponding to 1 × 107 s, a peak collider luminosity of L = 1 × 1035 cm−2s−1
would be needed. In comparison, the Large Hadron Collider has a luminosity goal of
LLHC ≈ 1× 1034 cm−2s−1, profiting, however, from a a very high average bunch crossing
rate (32 MHz) and a high charge per bunch (100 billions of protons) [33].
In general, collider luminosity for bunched beams can be expressed as [23]




where N is the number of particles in each bunch, fbunch the average bunch crossing
rate and σx and σy the transverse beam sizes. Gaussian transverse beam distributions
are assumed in Eq. (2.11). The bunch crossing rate for linear colliders is equal to the
pulse repetition rate, frep, times the number of bunches fired per pulse, Nb, fbunch =
frepNb.
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In linear colliders the beams are after collision dumped in dedicated post-collision
lines. At the repetition rate, two beam pulses of total energy Ebeam = NNbECMS
must therefore be produced. For linear collider design considerations it is fruitful to
re-express Eq. (2.11) in terms of the average power of the colliding beams (beam power),
Pbeam ≡ Ebeamfrep. Furthermore, we introduce the total power efficiency η from the
total wall-plug AC power, Pmachine, to the beam, Pbeam = ηPmachine. The luminosity in
linear colliders is furthermore increased by a factor denoted HD, usually in the range
1-2 depending on the collider parameters, due to extra beam-beam focusing effects at







The ratio of luminosity to total power is one of the key figures of merit for linear collider
design. The parameters, however, are chosen very differently than for a ring collider.
For example, linear collider bunch collision with beam parameters corresponding to LHC
nominal operation [33] would require a beam power of Pbeam ≈ 32 MHz × 1 × 1011 ×
1 TeV ≈ 1 TW - a prohibitively high power consumption. If we, on the other hand,
require the same luminosity as LHC with more moderate beam power of say Pbeam
= 10 MW, the remaining factors in Eq. (2.12) must be increased by a total factor of
Nη/σxσy ∼ 105 to compensate.
To achieve this increase, linear colliders require very small transverse beam sizes at
the interaction point. However, when very small bunches come close together, the
electromagnetic interaction between the bunches becomes intense. The corresponding
bending of the particle trajectories leads to the emission of synchrotron radiation, in this
context named beamstrahlung. The beamstrahlung leads to a luminosity spectrum, where
the total luminosity is produced over a range of energies, L = L(E), and the quantity
to be maximised now becomes luminosity in the high-energy range of the spectrum [34]
(for some physics processes the total luminosity will still be of interest, though [18]).
This leads to constraints on the ratio N/σx; if σx is reduced, the luminosity is increased,
but at the same time the spectrum degrades more due to beamstrahlung. [34] concludes
that for luminosity optimisation it is required that
N/σx ∝ 1/√σz,
where σz is the bunch length at the collision point. Also the beam-delivery system and
the damping rings (see next section) constraints σx from below [34]. Because of the
limitations on σx, the vertical beam size has to be pushed to very small values, yielding





where the beam emittance, , is a measure of the transverse phase-space, and the beta
function, β, a measure of how well focused the beam is.
The very simplified discussion in this section indicates thus that in order to maximise
L/Pmachine, Eq. (2.12), both y and βy must take on very small values, and the machine
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efficiency η must be very good. We will discuss luminosity optimisation and parameters
values further when we in the next chapter present the CLIC machine, where indeed η,
y and βy are highly optimised. Before discussing the specific CLIC design choices, we
conclude the chapter by summarising the basic functionality of a linear collider.
2.3.4 Functionality of a linear collider
In brief terms, the functionality of a basic linear collider, illustrated in Figure 1.4, is
to generate pulses of opposite charge, accelerate them to the desired energy at very
high accelerating gradients, and steer them into collision at the interaction point. We
have seen that the transverse beam sizes, especially the vertical, must be very small at
collision to ensure sufficient collision luminosity. This is ensured first by exploitation
of synchrotron radiation damping [23] in dedicated damping rings. When electron or
positron beams circulate in rings, synchrotron radiation damps transverse oscillations,
and the transverse beam emittances can therefore be shrunk to very small values. The
transverse emittances must furthermore be preserved very well from the damping rings
to the interaction point, including in the long main linacs. Potential sources of emit-
tance growth [35] include machine imperfections, radiation effects, wake fields, electron
cloud [36] and ion effects [37]. The very strong focusing of the beam into the interaction
point is performed by the final focus, which primary purpose is to act as an optical
telescope turned around. Because of the non-zero beam energy spread, however, the fi-
nal focus lattice is more complex, including non-linear magnets to correct for chromatic
effects. A future linear collider must push the limits of today’s technology for all parts
of the collider, in order to achieve the requirements set by particle physics.
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In this chapter we first discuss the major design choices of CLIC, then the CLIC two-
beam scheme is presented, with emphasis on the power efficiency. The advantages and
disadvantages of the design are briefly discussed, and finally the future steps for CLIC
are outlined.
3.1 Design choices for a Multi-TeV collider
The CLIC baseline design is for a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 3 TeV [38]. The
luminosity target, based on physics analyses reported in e.g. [18, 19], is a luminosity
within 1% of the centre of mass energy of L1% = 2.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1 corresponding to
a total luminosity of L = 6.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1 [38]. We will see how these requirements
have lead CLIC to adopt a two-beam acceleration scheme.
3.1.1 Reaching high accelerating gradient
Today’s gradient limit for superconducting cavities would imply a 150 km long machine
for a
√
s = 3 TeV collider, and is not considered a viable option. The CLIC accelerating
technology of choice is therefore normal conducting structures.
Empirical scaling laws based on decades of accelerating structure design experience have
shown that the breakdown limit increases with the resonant frequency of the structures,
as indicated by e.g. the Kilpatrick rule-of-thumb [39]. It has been found [38], however,
that the achievable gradient dependence on frequency is less clear for high frequencies,
and in the frequency range between 12 GHz and 30 GHz negligible correlation between
achievable gradient and frequency has been found. Previous versions of the CLIC struc-
tures operated at 30 GHz fundamental mode frequency [40]. During the recent few
years, however, a new CLIC accelerating structure and main linac parameter set has
been derived using a novel approach based on a methodical optimisation procedure,
described in the following.
The structures must adhere to a breakdown rate in the order of 10−7 breakdowns per
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pulse per structure, in order to limit luminosity loss due to rf breakdown to about
1% [41] (it is assumed that if breakdown occurs during a pulse, the pulse is lost for
luminosity purposes). Accelerating structure design parameters affect the rf properties
of the structure but also the beam dynamics of the main linac, and thus ultimately
the collider luminosity. The complex interplay between the parameters has lead to
an integrated CLIC main linac optimisation procedure [42, 43], taking into account a
number of rf constraints enforcing the breakdown rate (limitations on surface field,
pulsed surface heating, power and pulse length) as well as beam dynamics constraints
(limitations on emittance growth and beam-beam effects). The optimisation criterion
takes into consideration the ratio of collider luminosity to input main linac power, as
well as the total collider cost, including investment and exploitation.
The optimisation procedure resulted in a choice of 12 GHz structures with an acceler-
ating gradient of 100 MV/m (including the effect of beam loading) [38]. It is important
to note that the gradient is not an input to the optimisation, but an outcome, yielding
low cost and a good luminosity to power ratio. The frequency of 12 GHz was close to
the optimum; moreover, 12 GHz X-band frequency was chosen also due to closeness to
the NLC frequency of 11.4 GHz, allowing to profit from NLC experience (the frequency
must be an integer multiple of 3 GHz in order to test structures with beam in CTF3).
The parameter optimisation resulted as well in a very short CLIC main beam pulse of
156 ns [38].
Compared to the NLC structures with unloaded gradient of 65 MV/m [32], the CLIC
structures with loaded gradient of 100 MV/m profit from reduced aperture to rf wave-
length ratio (lower surface electric field for the same gradient) and the possibility to allow
for very short main beam pulses, due to the availability of highly compressed rf power
due to the two-beam scheme (cf. Section 3.1.3). The CLIC structures profit as well from
improved damping due to damping wave-guides for each slot, with dielectric damping
material in the wave-guides in order to sufficiently damp higher-order wake field modes.
The improved damping allows for relatively shorter bunch spacing and larger average
pulse intensity during the short pulses, resulting in good rf to beam efficiency.
The CLIC 12 GHz baseline structure
By 2008 a baseline design for the CLIC 12 GHz structure was established [44]. The
CLIC baseline is a travelling-wave structure with linearly varying iris radius and wave-
guide damping. An earlier version named T18, similar to the baseline design, has been
tested successfully at an unloaded gradient above 100 MV/m, with a break down rate in
the range of 10−7 at the CLIC pulse length [45]. The T18 is depicted in Figure 3.1(a).
This structure, however, is not equipped with damping wave-guides. For illustration a
disc with damping wave-guides is shown in Figure 3.1(b). To demonstrate the feasibility
of the CLIC structure, high-gradient tests of structures with damping wave-guides are
required, such tests are foreseen for the second half of 2009.
The gradient of 100 MV/m, combined with a fill factor of 79% and 10% energy margin
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(a) The T18 structure (b) Disc equipped with wave-guides
Figure 3.1: (a) The CLIC 12 GHz T18 accelerating structure mounted for testing. (b) A disc
equipped with damping wave-guides. Pictures courtesy of the CLIC study [45].
needed for robust operation [38], implies a CLIC main linac length of 21 km, considered
to be within the limit of feasibility.
3.1.2 Reaching high luminosity
As discussed in Chapter 2, a good wall-plug to main beam power efficiency η is desirable
and a very small vertical beam size σy is necessary in order to reach the CLIC design
luminosity of several 1034cm−2s−1.
Vertical beam size
In the CLIC baseline design an ultra-small vertical beam size of
σy =
√
∗yβ∗y ≈ 1 nm
is foreseen [38] at the interaction point (IP), corresponding to the width of a water
molecule. In order to achieve this, both the emittance at the IP, ∗y, and the beta
function at the IP, β∗y , must be highly optimised.
The target output normalised vertical emittance [23] for the CLIC damping rings is
Ny ≤ 5 nm. The target value is smaller than what has been obtained in any existing
storage or damping ring, but deemed feasible assuming adequate machine alignment
precision [46], and the estimated performance is reported to Ny = 4 nm [47]. In CLIC
the damping cannot be performed with a single ring, because of the high repetition
rate of 50 Hz and too large incoming transverse emittances, and two damping rings
per colliding beam are therefore required. CLIC requires a maximum emittance growth
factor of four from the exit of the damping rings, during the transport to the main
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linac, through the 21 km main linac and to the end of the 2.8 km long beam-delivery
system.
The CLIC final focus lattice of the beam-delivery system must generate a focal point at
the IP corresponding to a beta function of β∗y = 0.07 mm; six orders of magnitude lower
than the main linac β. A particular challenge related to the small σy is the need for
extremely stable quadrupole final doublet magnets [48]. The design and optimisation of
the CLIC beam-delivery system are described in e.g. [49].
Wall-plug to main beam efficiency
In simple terms, two major sources of efficiency loss for a pulsed operation high-gradient
rf linac are
1. Limited efficiency from the accelerating structure input power to the beam power,
ηrf
2. Limited efficiency in the klystrons and the klystron modulators,
ηklystron = ηmodulator × ηtube
As example, the International Linear Collider L-band klystrons have an efficiency of
ηklystron,ILC = 0.83 × 0.65 = 0.54 [6]. Furthermore, the design choice of superconduct-
ing cavities allows for a good ηrf,ILC (still limited to about 2/3, due to long fill-time).
However, the power consumption of the cryogenic systems is significant, and the total
collider wall-plug to main beam efficiency for ILC is estimated to ηILC = 9% [6]. For a
viable CLIC design it is of importance that the efficiency of the CLIC machine is of the
same order.
By adopting X-band frequency for the CLIC main linacs, the challenge of efficient X-
band rf power production in short pulses, must be addressed. Klystron efficiency tends
to decrease with frequency, and equipping 42 km of underground main linacs with high-
power X-band klystrons is considered to be very costly and maintenance intensive since
a very large number of klystrons would be needed. Furthermore, due to the short
CLIC pulse length of 156 ns flat-top, the rf klystron pulse would need to be highly
compressed. Techniques for rf pulse compression are available, but at the cost of large
efficiency loss [50].
Instead of using X-band klystrons, CLIC has adopted a novel approach for X-band rf
power generation: two-beam acceleration.
3.1.3 Two-beam acceleration
The concept of two-beam acceleration was proposed in 1982 [51] and adopted for the
CLIC scheme a few years later [8]. Ref. [52] describes in detail the history and evolution
of the two-beam scheme in CLIC; we will here highlight the main features of today’s
implementation, with focus on the power efficiency.
The CLIC two-beam scheme consists of producing rf power for the main beams to be
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collided, by extracting energy from electron drive beams running in parallel with the
main beams. The drive beams will be of much higher current (beam intensity) and much
lower energy than the main beams, and can therefore be generated by a relatively short
drive beam accelerator. The principle is analogous to a transformer ; the low voltage
seen by the high current drive beam is converted into high voltage seen by the low
current main beam.
The CLIC power extraction and transfer principle is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.5.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the relevant components of a CLIC 12 GHz two-beam module. The
drive beam energy is extracted by sending the beam through special copper power ex-
traction and transfer structures (PETS) where part of the electron beam field is captured
by the geometry of the structure. The captured field will resonate at the fundamental
mode resonant frequency of the structure, the same frequency as for the fundamental
mode of the accelerating structure (12 GHz). The rf field will travel out of the structure
with a high group velocity. At the PETS end the field will be coupled out, transferred
via waveguides to the accelerating structures (located no more than about a meter away
from the PETS, see Figure 3.2) and coupled in, exactly as if the power had been gene-
rated by a klystron. Both the drive beam and the main beam must be monitored to a
high degree of precision using beam position monitors, and kept stable and focused with
the help of magnetic lenses (quadrupole magnets).
There are a number of considerations on how to best form a drive beam for a two-beam
accelerator scheme. For example, it is not trivial to produce very high current beams,
furthermore, the amount of energy extracted must be as high as possible, while at the
same time keeping the drive beam stable. The overall efficiency from wall-plug power
to main beam power must be optimized. We will in the next section present the design
choices adopted for the CLIC two-beam scheme.
3.2 Overview of the CLIC two-beam scheme
Figure 3.3 presents a functional sketch of the entire CLIC 12 GHz machine. In the
bottom half of the picture we recognise the sub-systems corresponding to a generic
linear collider, sketched in Figure 1.4. The top half of Figure 3.3 illustrates the drive
beam complex which will act as the rf power source for the main beams.
The drive beam parameter choices are the result of a continuous optimisation effort,
on-going since the start of the CLIC project, and we will not attempt here to justify
all choices. A detailed description of the drive beam complex, however with outdated
parameters, can be found in [52]. We will here explain the main CLIC power efficiency
factors, and cite values from from the last major CLIC parameter revision [38]. It
should be noted that because the CLIC 12 GHz design is not finalised, some of the
efficiency numbers quoted, and therefore also the overall efficiency, should be considered
as estimates subject to change.
The power production requirements originate from the main beam and main linac pa-
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rameters (which again originate from the collision energy and luminosity required by
particle physics). We therefore start the discussion of the drive beam complex with
the sub-system closest to the main linac; the decelerator, in which the actual energy
extraction and rf power production take place.
3.2.1 Drive beam deceleration
As discussed in [52], using a single drive beam pulse (continuously decelerated along the
linac length) to provide power to each main beam pulse, would require short pulses of
very high energy and current. Such pulses would be very challenging to create, accelerate
and manipulate. Instead, for CLIC, NS = 24 decelerator sectors per linac are envisaged,
as shown in Figure 3.3. In each sector a different drive beam train is decelerated from the
initial energy to a minimum value. The length of each drive beam train must correspond
Figure 3.2: View of a CLIC 12 GHz two-beam module highlighting the CLIC power extrac-
tion and transfer principle. One module contains up to four power extraction and transfer
structures (PETS), where each PETS feeds two accelerating structures (here three PETS and
six accelerating structures are shown). Rf waveguides transfer the rf power generated from
the PETS into the accelerating structures. Quadrupole magnets are used for strong focusing
of both beams. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
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to the pulse length of the main beam pulse plus the accelerating structure fill time and
rise time [38], yielding a train length of ttrain = 243 ns. The drive beam energy before
deceleration, E0, is upwards limited by synchrotron radiation effects; for CLIC 12 GHz,
E0 is set to 2.4 GeV.
The minimum energy of particles in the drive beam after deceleration, Emin, depends
on the number of and the characteristics of the PETS, and can be adjusted by changing
the decelerator design. The maximum energy extracted from the drive beam particles
after deceleration is denoted
ηextr ≡ E0 − Emin
E0
. (3.1)
In [38] the extraction efficiency is set to ηextr = 90% as a compromise between efficiency
and beam stability, yielding a minimum drive beam energy of Emin = E0(1 − ηextr) =
0.24 GeV.
The drive beam current must provide enough power to fulfil the main beam power
Figure 3.3: Functional sketch of the Compact Linear Collider, CLIC. The lower half of the
figure, including the main linacs, incorporates the parts needed in a conventional linear collider
(cf. Figure 1.4). The upper half shows the CLIC drive beam complex, where the drive beam
is generated, as well as the decelerators where a large amount of energy is extracted from the
drive beams and converted into rf power used to accelerated the main beams. The drawing is
not to scale. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study [38].
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requirement of PMB = 14 MW [38], after all efficiency factors from drive beam power
to the main beam power have been taken into account. From the drive beam to the rf
power produced in the PETS there is a total efficiency
ηDB = ηextr × ηdist × ηΩ,PETS × ηramp × F (λ) = 0.77, (3.2)
where F (λ) is the charge distribution form factor, ηdist efficiency loss due to single-
bunch effects, ηΩ,PETS efficiency loss due to PETS ohmic losses and ηramp efficiency
loss due the drive beam charge ramp required for accelerating structure beam-loading
compensation [53]. F (λ), ηdist and ηΩ,PETS will be discussed further in Chapter 4 and 5
of this thesis. The losses from the PETS rf output to the accelerating structure rf input
are given by
ηTR = 0.94
and finally, the efficiency from the input rf to the main beam is estimated to
ηrf = 0.28.




ηDB × ηTR × ηrf = 70 MW.
To find the decelerator train average current we write




2.4 GeV/e× 50 Hz× 243 ns× 24 = 101 A.
We note that even though the split of the decelerator into sectors reduces the current by
a factor NS = 24, the required drive beam current remains very large. The drive beam
bunch frequency is defined to fbunch= 12 GHz, corresponding to the fundamental mode
of the power extraction and transfer structures.
To ensure uniform rf power production it is important that the drive beam is transported
through the decelerator with very small beam losses. This issue will be studied further
in Chapter 5.
3.2.2 Drive beam pulse compression by frequency multiplica-
tion
The very intense drive beam will be generated by frequency multiplication, where the
bunches of a 0.5 GHz 4.2 ampere electron beam will be interleaved to yield a factor NS
= 24 increase in both frequency and average current. The rationale is that a 0.5 GHz
4.2 ampere beam is much more readily generated and accelerated by an electron linac
than a 12 GHz 101 ampere beam.
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The frequency multiplication will be performed using one delay loop and two combiner
rings, as shown in Figure 3.4. The delay loop will combine incoming bunches spaced
with 0.5 GHz by a factor two by the following scheme: the drive beam accelerator will
have a frequency of 1 GHz and accelerate two drive beam half-train, where one half-
train occupies every odd rf bucket and the other half-train every even rf bucket. This
phase-coding is made feasible by a phase-switch in the sub-harmonic buncher in the
injector [7]. After the drive beam linac, a 0.5 GHz rf-deflector will kick the first half of
the train into the delay loop, while not affecting the second half. The delay loop length
is such that the two half-pulse interleave, generating a train of 8.2 A and 1 GHz bunch
frequency with half the initial train length.
The two combiner rings use rf deflectors in a similar manner to interleave upstream
trains with trains already inside the rings [7]. Now the bunch frequency and the intensity
increase as new trains are interleaved, while the train length remains the same. The first
combiner ring increases the bunch frequency by a factor three and the second ring by a
factor four. The net result is the 101 ampere 12 GHz trains required by the decelerator.
The initial and final time structure of the drive beam train are shown in Figure 3.4.
The bunch trains will be transported in long transport lines with big beam pipe aper-
Figure 3.4: Functional sketch of the pulse compression and frequency multiplication for the
CLIC drive beam (not to scale). The delay loop and the two combiner rings will increase the
bunch frequency and the beam intensity of the beam from the linac by a total factor of NS =
24. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
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tures [54] and kicked into each decelerator sector after turn. To ensure uniform rf power
production it is important that the pulse compression and transportation of the drive
beam pulses are achieved with very small beam losses. The current estimate of the
efficiency from the drive beam accelerator to the entrance of the decelerator is [38]
ηPC = 1.
This efficiency figure, however, is subject to further studies, including precise estimates
of energy loss due to synchrotron radiation and wake field effects. It is expected, however,
that the efficiency ηPC will remain very good, and therefore not influence significantly
the overall CLIC efficiency [55].
3.2.3 Drive beam acceleration
The 4.2 ampere 0.5 GHz drive beam will be generated by an electron linac operating at
L-band frequency. In order to maximise the wall-plug to rf efficiency, the drive beam
linac is designed so that the beam will extract all of the rf power coupled into the
structure, except what is lost in the walls. Furthermore, a choice of short structures
yields relatively small wall losses. This fully loaded operation with short structures
is estimated to give a very high drive beam accelerator rf to beam power efficiency
of [38]
ηDB,rf = 0.93.
The klystron efficiency of the drive beam accelerator, from klystron modulator power
input, to rf input to structure, is estimated to [38]
ηklystron = 0.57,
a figure comparable to the ILC L-band efficiency of ηklystron,ILC = 0.54 [6].
3.2.4 Overall CLIC power efficiency
We summarise the overall efficiency of the CLIC scheme, going from the start to the
end of the power chain, using the efficiencies calculated in the previous sections. A more
detailed calculation is presented in [38]. The power input to the drive beam klystron
modulator is converted into drive beam accelerator rf with an efficiency of ηklystron. The
drive beam rf-to-beam efficiency is ηDB,rf . The pulse compression and transport to the
decelerator are performed with an efficiency ηPC. The decelerator rf power extraction
efficiency is given by ηDB. The losses in the transfer from the PETS output to the main
linac structure input are given by ηTR. The main beam rf-to-beam efficiency is ηrf . The
overall efficiency of the CLIC machine from the drive beam modulator power input to
main beam is thus
ηbeam = ηklystron × ηDB,rf × ηPC × ηDB × ηTR × ηrf = 10.7%, (3.3)
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which for the main beam power requirement of PMB = 14 MW per beam implies that a
power of
Pbeams = 2PMB/ηbeam = 263 MW
is needed to produce the main beams.
To calculate the overall efficiency of the machine, power estimates of infrastructure
and other subsystems must be taken into account, for CLIC estimated to Pinfra =
129 MW [38]. The estimation of the overall wall-plug power consumption for a CLIC
12 GHz machine is thus
PCLIC = Pbeams + Pinfra = 392 MW,





3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of CLIC
The design choices of the CLIC scheme, presented in this chapter, have a number of
advantages, but also disadvantages. A natural design for comparison is that of the In-
ternational Linear Collider, ILC [6]. First, because it is the only other linear collider
study on-going, and second, because the main linac technologies adopted are diametri-
cally different for the two machines; normal conducting drive beam fed X-band accel-
erating structures for CLIC, versus superconducting klystron fed L-band accelerating
cavities for ILC. We will here do a brief point-by-point comparison of collider perfor-
mance issues arising from the design differences. Ref. [29] presents a more detailed
comparison between the super conducting and normal conducting technologies devel-
oped for TESLA/ILC and NLC/GLC respectively. It should be noted, however, that
not all points in [29] are equally applicable to CLIC.
Collision energy and site length
ILC and CLIC are optimised for different collision energies. The ILC baseline design
provides for
√
s = 500 GeV (31 km site length) with possibilities for an upgrade to√
s = 1 TeV (∼ 53 km site length), while the CLIC baseline design provides for √s =
3 TeV (48 km site length) with possibilities to start with a machine with
√
s = 500 GeV
(13 km site length).
Power efficiency
Comparing the ILC overall efficiency of 9% [6] with the CLIC total efficiency of 7.2%, we
see that although normal conducting main linac structures are used, the CLIC overall
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efficiency is only marginally smaller. This can be explained by the estimated high effi-
ciency of the drive beam acceleration, compression and deceleration, as well as optimised
main linac rf to beam efficiency.
Frequency and cavity aperture
To reach the specified gradient, CLIC operates at X-band frequency (12 GHz), while
ILC operates at L-band frequency (1.3 GHz). The lower operating frequency and sub-
sequently larger structure apertures at L-band lead to smaller transverse wake fields.
Sufficient mitigation of transverse wakes is therefore considered to be a challenge for
CLIC, while much less so for the ILC. For example, the CLIC main linac will be oper-
ated using BNS damping [56], while this is not considered necessary in the ILC.
Alignment and tolerances
To preserve the ultra-low emittances needed in both ILC and CLIC, the component
misalignments must be kept within specified tolerances. This is particularly important
in the very long main linacs. In ILC the main linacs will be cooled down to 2 K, and the
alignment tolerances are relatively relaxed. For example, the assumed component offsets
with respect to the modules, in the ILC main linacs, are 300 µm [6]. For CLIC the align-
ment tolerances are generally tighter. For example, the CLIC main linac pre-alignment
tolerances are in the order of 10 µm. In order to reach these very tight tolerances a
novel system, based on active pre-alignment, is being developed for CLIC [57].
Pulse length and bunch spacing
The CLIC main linac and accelerating structure optimisation [43] yields very short pulses
of 156 ns with very short bunch-spacing of 0.5 ns. This makes intra-beam feedback
extremely challenging, and poses as well challenges for detector design; in particular,
single bunch-crossings can probably not be resolved. Because of the superconducting
cavities, ILC can allow for long pulses without loss of efficiency. The ILC bunch spacing
is 370 ns; a factor two longer than the length of the entire CLIC main beam pulse. The
large bunch spacing in ILC furthermore mitigates multi-bunch wake field effects, and
lowers the risk of harmful electron cloud and ion effects.
Challenges related to the CLIC two-beam scheme
The CLIC two-beam scheme requires that rf power is generated in a stable manner,
timely and uniformly along the decelerator sectors. Very small loss levels are there-
fore required along the whole of the drive beam chain, including acceleration, beam
pulse compression and deceleration. Furthermore, the main beam must be synchronised
with the rf power generated by the drive beam to a precision of about 15 fs (0.1◦ at
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12 GHz) [38]. In order to achieve this target, feed-back and/or feed-forward systems
are very likely needed, requiring phase-monitoring with the same order of precision. Ex-
periments reporting beam timing measurements with precision within 10 fs are found
in [58].
Technology readiness
All feasibility issues for the ILC are considered solved, and with the completion of the
Reference Design Report [6], the ILC study has now entered the technical design phase.
The main remaining challenge seems to be reaching the superconducting cavity gradient
yield [30]. The feasibility of CLIC, on the other hand, is still to be proven. The goal
is that major issues will be addressed with the Conceptual Design Report, discussed in
the next section.
Cost
The ILC Reference Design Report cost estimate is 6.6 Billion US $ (2007 values) [6] for
the 500 GeV machine (detectors not included). The CLIC cost estimate is still under
evaluation. There is, however, general agreement that with higher collision energy, the
relative cost of the CLIC scheme with respect to the ILC scheme decreases. The main
reason for this scaling is the CLIC drive beam complex; the complex represents a fixed
cost needed also at low collision energies, while once constructed the extension of CLIC
to higher energies can be done straight-forwardly by adding new sectors. To power
the new sectors, the drive beam complex simply needs to generate a longer drive beam
pulse.
3.4 The road to CLIC
The present main goal of the CLIC study is to prove the feasibility of all aspects of
CLIC. A list of the most critical issues have been defined by the CLIC Steering Com-
mittee. A summary of the critical issues, reported by the CLIC project to the 4th CLIC
Advisory Committee [59], is presented in Table 3.1. The feasibility of the critical issues
will be shown by a combination of theory studies, simulation studies and experimental
demonstrations. The items to which this thesis has made contributions are emphasised
with bold font.
3.4.1 CLIC Test Facility 3
The CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) [60], presented in Figure 3.5, is built to test key
concepts of the CLIC drive beam generation and two-beam acceleration scheme.
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Table 3.1: CLIC feasibility issues
Item Description
C1 Operation of high-gradient accelerator structures
C2 Operation of high-power power extraction and transfer structures
C3 Two-beam acceleration and operation in prototype CLIC module
C4 Drive beam generation and combination
C5 Drive beam energy extraction and power production
C6 Generation and preservation of low emittances
C7 Component alignment and stabilisation
C8 Operation and machine protection
C9 Experimental conditions in the detector
The CTF3 150 MeV electron drive beam linac operates with Slotted Iris Constant Aper-
ture structures [61]. The slots continue into wave-guides with SiC dielectric material
to provide strong damping of the dipole modes. After the linac a magnetic chicane is
installed to provide for bunch lengthening before the delay loop and combiner rings,
in order to minimise coherent synchrotron radiation effects [62]. After the chicane, the
beam may be combined by a factor two in the 42 m circumference delay loop, and up
to a factor five in the 84 m circumference combiner ring (alternatively the delay loop
can be bypassed, and the combiner ring can be used for making only a half-turn, allow-
ing for the use of uncombined beams). The delay loop and the combiner ring must be
isochronous in order to preserve the longitudinal structure of the bunches [60]. In the
CLIC Experimental Area (CLEX), shown in Figure 3.6, demonstrations of two-beam
acceleration and drive beam deceleration will be performed in the Two-beam Test Stand
(discussed further in Chapter 4 of this thesis) and the Test Beam Line (discussed further
in Chapter 6 of this thesis), respectively.
A number of important CLIC concepts have already been demonstrated in CTF3. The
full-beam loading operation of the linac has been demonstrated [63] and the linac is now
routinely operating at full beam loading, with a stable beam, indicating that the dipole
mode damping works as foreseen. Bunch-length control and measurement have been
performed [64]. A factor two combination with the delay loop using phase-coding and a
factor four combination with the combiner ring have been demonstrated [65]. However,
simultaneous use of the delay loop and the combination ring, is still to be demonstrated
at the time of writing, as well as most of the experiments foreseen in CLEX.
Even though CTF3 will address many of the critical issues for CLIC, the value of the
demonstration will to some extent be limited by the large difference between key param-
eters in CTF3 and the CLIC machine. Most notably: the drive beam energy is a factor
16 smaller in CTF3, the drive beam current is a factor 3.5 smaller in CTF3, the drive
beam pulse length is a factor 100 smaller in CTF3. As consequence of the low drive
beam energy, the energy fraction extracted in CTF3 will be smaller than the ηextr =
90% defined for the CLIC decelerator. Between the limited scale of CTF3 and a CLIC
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Figure 3.5: The CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) included a 150 MeV electron linac, a delay loop
and a combiner ring to perform drive beam frequency multiplication, as well as an experimental
area (CLEX). Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
machine used for particle physics, it is considered that a smaller prototype would be
useful.
3.4.2 Conceptual Design Report
A major milestone for the CLIC study is the publication of the CLIC Conceptual Design
Report (CDR), currently foreseen to be completed by the end of 2010. Perhaps most
importantly, in the CDR the feasibility issues for CLIC, item C1-C9 in Table 3.1, should
be reported on.
In addition the CDR should present the scientific case for CLIC, a conceptual design
of the machine, an estimate of the overall performance and the related component re-
quirements, proof that all components and their interplay are conceptually understood,
Figure 3.6: The CLIC Experimental Area (CLEX), where experiments of drive beam deceler-
ation, rf power production and two-beam acceleration will take place. The CTF3 drive beam
enters CLEX from the upper right beam line. The locations of the Two-beam Test Stand
(TBTS) and the Test Beam Line (TBL) are indicated. Picture courtesy of the CLIC study.
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evolution path to a Technical Design Report and a cost estimate.
3.4.3 CLIC 500 GeV and beyond
The separation of the decelerator and main linac into sectors makes it straightforward
to build the CLIC machine in stages. The first stage would include the full drive beam
complex, a shortened version of the beam delivery system, and the sectors closest to the
interaction point. A typical energy level for the first machine built for particle physics
is considered to be 500 GeV (but will depend on the physics needs identified by the
LHC). In parallel with the CLIC 3 TeV baseline design, parameter optimisation for a
CLIC 500 GeV machine has also been performed. CLIC 500 GeV parameters are found
in [66]; nominal key parameters are collision energy of 500 GeV at a peak luminosity
of 2.3 × 1034 cm−2s−1, a total length of 13 km and an overall power consumption of
129 MW. Ideally a 500 GeV machine can enter operation while the next sectors of the
machine are being tunnelled and built (at some point the beam-delivery system would be
extended by converting the adjacent sectors). This shows one of the major advantages
of CLIC: the machine will provide a highly upgradable straight path towards future
research in particle physics.
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The rf power required for the CLIC main linac accelerating structures will be generated
by a 101 ampere drive beam travelling through a number of power extraction and transfer
structures (PETS) [67]. When the drive beam passes through the PETS it generates
an electromagnetic field due to the impedance, oscillating with the fundamental mode
frequency of frf = 12 GHz and travelling with a group velocity βgc of about half the
velocity of light. This rf field is coupled out and transferred to the main linac accelerating
structures where it is used for accelerating the main beam.
The first tests of the 12 GHz PETS with beam took place in November and December
2008, in the specially designed Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) [68] in the CLIC experi-
mental area (CLEX). The prototype PETS constructed for tests in CLEX corresponds
to a one meter version of the PETS designed for CLIC (which has length of 21 cm).
The prototype is longer in order to produce nominal CLIC PETS power from the CLEX
nominal beam intensity of 28 A (compared to 101 A in CLIC). A photo of the one
meter prototype PETS after final assembly is presented in Figure 4.1. The PETS in the
TBTS is equipped with a field recirculator, which couples part of the rf power produced
back into the PETS, in order to further increase the power production from a limited
current.
This chapter discusses the PETS power production as well as the effect of one PETS
on the drive beam, the latter providing vital input for the decelerator beam dynamics
studies. In comparison, Chapter 5 discusses the effect of multiple PETS on the drive
beam in the decelerator lattice. Furthermore, the theory of PETS operation with field
recirculation is discussed in this chapter. We aim at developing a simplified system model
in which the physics of the PETS and the recirculation can be explained in a transparent
way, using closed-form mathematical expressions. Finally, the test results of the 2008
run are analysed using the model developed, and agreement between the model and the
measurements is quantified. These test results also provide the first benchmarking of the
theory and simulation studies on which the CLIC decelerator studies are based.
The most important results in this chapter have been presented in two papers included
in Appendix B. The first paper [67], presented at the 22nd IEEE Particle Accelerator
Conference (PAC 2007, Albuquerque, USA) summarises the design of the 12 GHz CLIC
power extraction and transfer structure. The second paper [69], presented at the 19th
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European Workshop on Beam Diagnostics and Instrumentation for Particle Accelerators
(DIPAC 2009, Basel, Switzerland), summarises the results from the first beam tests of
this structure.
4.1 Basic concepts
A charged particle interacts electromagnetically with its surroundings, due to the geo-
metry and the finite conductivity of the surroundings. The electromagnetic fields orig-
inating from the interactions might interact with other particles in the vicinity. For
arbitrary particle motion, analytical calculations of the forces acting on the particles
would be intractable, even for very simple geometries and small number of particles.
For relativistic particle beams, however, the calculations of electromagnetic interactions
can often be simplified.
In high-energy electron accelerators particles travel very close to the speed of the light.
Assuming the particle speed to be equal to the speed of light (ultra-relativistic) is there-
fore for many purposes a good approximation when working with electrons. Due to
causality, the electromagnetic field generated by the particle will then trail the source
particle, and therefore only affect trailing particles. In this case the field is called a wake
Figure 4.1: The one meter prototype 12 GHz power extraction and transfer structure, in its
final assembly before installation and test in the Two-beam Test-Stand in the CLIC Experi-
mental Area at CERN.
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field. For illustrational purposes Figure 4.2 shows the electromagnetic field trailing a
highly relativistic Gaussian electron-bunch passing through an iris with thickness three
times the bunch RMS length, simulated with the Azimuthal Beam Cavity Interaction
(ABCI) computer code [70]. By passing through the iris the bunch has lost a fraction
of its energy to the wake field.
In the ultra-relativistic approximation, particles travel along the machine with a fixed
distance with respect to each other. The forces experienced by a witness particle, due
to the wake field generated by a given source particle, can therefore be evaluated in the
frame moving with the source particle, simplifying calculations. We will measure the
beam motion along the machine using an axis denoted s, fixed in the laboratory frame.
The particle to particle (and bunch to bunch) distances will be measured along an axis
denoted z, moving with the beam, with values given in the laboratory frame. When
plotting values along the beam we will in this work put time on the ordinate axis, where
t = z/c. This way the plots relate immediately to typical beam diagnostics observables
and requirements. Our definition of coordinates is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
In a travelling-wave structure [71] for particle beams, a high amplitude electromagnetic
field can be set up where one of the travelling wave modes has a phase velocity that
matches the particle velocity (for high-energy electrons equal to c). The phase-velocity
is matched e.g. by suitable periodicity of the structure irises. Characteristics of ac-
Figure 4.2: The electromagnetic field trailing a highly relativistic Gaussian electron-bunch
passing through an iris with thickness three times the bunch RMS length (upper half of the
plane shown only). By passing through the iris the bunch has lost a fraction of its energy to
this field.
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Figure 4.3: Two coordinate systems are used to describe the particle motion. Electron bunches
(in red, indicated by ”1” and ”2”) move along the s-axis of the machine with the speed of light
c. The distance between bunches is fixed, and is measured in the laboratory frame along the
z-axis of a frame moving synchronously with the beam. The distance between two subsequent
bunches is denoted zbb. Transverse displacements from the ideal beam are along axes denoted
by x and y. The direction of the z-axis is chosen as to correspond to the convention of the
CLIC beam physics simulation code, PLACET. In plots in this work, time, where t = z/c, is
normally used on the ordinate axis.
celerating structures for high-energy electron linacs in general are discussed thoroughly
in [71], and we here summarise the key parameters needed for our studies.
4.1.1 Structure parameters
For a travelling-wave structures the following quantities can be defined for a given
mode [71], assuming the linac-Ω convention1:
1) The shunt-impedance per unit length
R′ =
(travelling-wave longitudinal electric field)2





2) The quality factor
Q =
stored field energy per unit length





where ωrf is the fundamental mode angular frequency, 2pi×frf . In general we will denote
quantities per unit length by a prime (’). In [71], the concept of wake functions and
impedances are introduced as well. The wake function describes the potential seen by
a particle trailing a unit charge at a fixed distance, while the impedance is the Fourier
transform of the wake function. The concepts of wake fields and impedances are further
developed, using a fully Maxwellian approach, in [72]. The mode longitudinal loss factor
per unit length is defined as the energy a point-charge, q, loses to the impedance, per unit
1The circuit-Ω/m convention, in which the shunt-impedance equals the resistance of the equiva-
lent LRC-circuit, is also in frequent use in the accelerator community. The relation between the two
conventions is R′/Q [Linac-Ω/m] = 2R′/Q [Circuit-Ω/m]. In this work we consistently use linac-Ω.
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length, normalised to the charge squared. Furthermore, for a structure with a sharply
peaked (high Q) fundamental mode, the impedance of this mode is proportional to the
ratio (R′/Q) [72]. For a mode with low group velocity the loss factor can be calculated
as [71] k′|vg→0 ≡ E ′/q2 = 14(R′/Q)ωrf . The energy lost to the mode impedance is
converted into a wake field trailing the charge.
4.1.2 Particularities of the PETS
The CLIC power extraction and transfer structure is basically a constant impedance
travelling wave-structure, where the required rf power is generated by deceleration of
electron bunches moving through the structure, as will be explained in detail below.
The PETS is not fundamentally different from a travelling wave accelerating structure,
but it is characterised by a fundamental mode group velocity of almost half the speed
of light, and some of its characteristics are not covered by [71, 72]. For the analysis
of the first CLIC PETS tests with beam and also as a starting point for the beam
dynamics work it is important to have a clear picture of the PETS dynamics. We will
therefore develop formulae for the PETS, starting from basic structure parameters. The
expressions developed are only valid when the structure length is much longer than the
bunch spacing, as will become clear as we proceed.
4.2 PETS power extraction and energy loss
We are here interested in expressions for the PETS fundamental mode field, voltage
and output power. As basic assumption, the trailing wake field of a particle is modelled
as a ”field sausage” with sharply cut edges, travelling with the group velocity of the
field [73]. We assume that the field is coupled instantaneously out of the PETS, thus
not taking into account bandwidth considerations. We further assume PETS nominal
operating conditions where bunch-trains are uniform, with bunch spacing equal to the
fundamental mode frequency and zero phase slip (these conditions correspond to the
baseline for the decelerator beam dynamics studies in Chapter 5). These simplifications
allow the expressions for field, power and voltage to take a simple form. The expression
can then readily be further developed, e.g. in the case of field recirculation, as discussed
in Section 4.4. In contrast, [71] contains some more general expressions, e.g. for beam
loading for a bunch train with a fixed phase slip per bunch, limited however, to the case
of low group velocity.
A charge passing through the PETS excites preferentially the fundamental mode, and
the mode wake field will travel along the PETS with a group velocity vg < c. When the
particle has reached the PETS output at distance LPETS, the field will have travelled a
distance vgL/c ≡ βgL. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The PETS field from a single charge. The fundamental mode wake field will travel
along the PETS with a group velocity vg. When the charge has reached the PETS end, the
field has travelled a distance βgL into the PETS. For illustrational purposes a group velocity
of vg ≈ 0.25c has been used for this drawing.
4.2.1 PETS longitudinal loss factor and wake function
For structures with high group velocity the energy in the field will be concentrated in a
fraction (1− βg) of the structure length, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, implying that the
loss factor per unit length defined in [71] must be scaled by a field compression factor







The loss factor should in principle be extended with a damping term due to finite
mode Q-values [71]. In this work we will for notation simplicity take ohmic losses into
account by incorporating an ohmic loss reduction factor in the field expressions, ηΩ,PETS.
ηΩ,PETS quantifies the reduction of the field at the PETS end due to ohmic losses (no
losses implies ηΩ,PETS = 1), and is a function of the structure length, the mode group
velocity and the mode Q (for the PETS fundamental mode Q ≈7200 [75]). For the
CLIC PETS of 0.21 m length, ηΩ,PETS is higher than 99%.
The average force of the wake field per unit length on a witness particle, trailing a point-
like source particle generating the wake field, normalised to the charge of both particles,
is defined as the longitudinal wake function per unit length W ′0(z). The wake function
depends on the distance z between the two particles, and for a sharply peaked mode it
is given by [72]












1− βg , (4.3)
where the field-compression factor again must be included. The wake function amplitude
is two times the loss factor, because the driving charge sees only half of the field it
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generates, while a trailing charge will see the full field (cf. the fundamental theorem of
beam loading [72]).
Because the field travels out of the PETS due to the group velocity, the wake function
per unit length is only to be applied after a particle catches up with the leading source
field. The catch-up distance, dcatch−up, is calculated e.g. by noticing from Figure 4.4
that a trailing particle will catch up with the field of a particle a distance z ahead, after
a time tcatch−up = dcatch−up/c. The field travels a distance (dcatch−up − zβg) in the same
time, tcatch−up = (dcatch−up − zβg)/vg, yielding
dcatch−up(z) = z
βg
1− βg . (4.4)
The wake field will therefore only be felt over an effective length
Leffective(z) = LPETS − dcatch−up. (4.5)
We could include the factor Leffective in Eq. (4.3) and continue the development using
the effective integrated wake function. We believe, however, that the discussions in this
chapter become more clear working with Eq. (4.3) as it stands, and Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)
will therefore not be applied explicitly.
The actual parameters of the PETS longitudinal modes have been calculated [75] using
the electromagnetic solvers HFSS [76] and GdfidL [77,78].
4.2.2 PETS fundamental mode field
We consider here only the dominant, sharply peaked 12.0 GHz fundamental mode. The
amplitude of the longitudinal electric field trailing a point-like source bunch (plb) with
charge qb is equivalent to the mode wake function per unit length, multiplied by the
source charge, and multiplied by the ohmic loss reduction factor ηΩ,PETS. We will from
now on write ”the field” for the fundamental mode longitudinal field amplitude. We have
assumed that the bunch frequency equals the fundamental mode frequency,
fbunch = frf .










For a bunch with finite length, if the bunch length is much shorter than the distance
between bunches (which is true for the CLIC drive beam), the effective field originating






′) ≡ EplbF (λ), (4.6)
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For a Gaussian bunch the form factor evaluates to F (λ(σz)) = exp(−12(σzωrf/c)2), where
σz is the bunch rms length. The effective field trailing a bunch is thus reduced by a factor
F (λ). The form factor enters directly in the efficiency calculations for the CLIC machine,
as can be seen from Eq. (3.2). In addition to the explicit form factor in Eq. (3.2), there
is a second, implicit form factor in ηextr. The implicit form factor does not contribute to
machine efficiency loss, however, since ηextr is an input parameter for machine design,
cf. discussion above Eq. (3.2).
The rf field will reach steady state when a trailing bunch catches up with the end of
the field of the first bunch at the PETS output, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The fill-
time, defined here as the time between first rf at the PETS output until a steady state
condition is reached, is therefore given by the time it takes the field of a bunch to travel




and the corresponding number of trailing bunches before this condition is reached is
Nfill ≡ tfillfbunch = LPETSfbunch
vg
(1− βg). (4.9)
At steady state conditions the field originating from Nfill bunches will be superpositioned
towards the PETS end, as shown in Figure 4.5, and the total field at the PETS end can
therefore be computed as
Ebeam = NfillEbunch, (4.10)








where we have introduced the average beam intensity I = qbfbunch. We note that because
Nfill in reality is a discrete quantity for a bunched beam, Eq. (4.11), which is linear in
LPETS, will not be accurate for small Nfill.
4.2.3 PETS output power
By applying Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) at the PETS end, where the travelling wave field, E,
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Figure 4.5: The PETS completely filled, after a time tfill, with Nfill bunches contributing to
the end field. The rf power is extracted at the PETS end (right side of the PETS in the figure).
Fields of bunches trailing the bunch at the PETS end are not shown (they do not contribute
to the field at the PETS end). For illustrational purposes parameters LPETS = 1 m, group
velocity vg ≈ 0.25c and bunch frequency fbunch ≈ 0.4 GHz have been used for this drawing.
linking the travelling-wave field and the corresponding stored field energy per unit length.
The field is coupled out and exits the PETS with the group velocity vg. The PETS
output power can be found by evaluating the energy flow out of the PETS, using that





















4.2.4 PETS mean and peak voltage
The voltage experienced by an electron in the PETS, in units of V, corresponds to the
energy loss of the electron, in units of eV. For the beam dynamics studies in Chap-
ters 5 and 6 it is of importance to know the maximum energy loss of the beam. We
will therefore develop an expression for the PETS peak voltage (for symmetric bunch
charge distributions and assuming negligible single-bunch effects, the peak voltage will
be experienced in the middle of the bunches). We assume here that the energy change
due to other modes than the fundamental is negligible.
The longitudinal field, seen by a synchronous witness particle, builds up step-wise as
the fields from leading bunches are caught up with, as seen from Figure 4.5. For suffi-
ciently large Nfill self-field corrections will be negligible, and we here calculate the peak
integrated longitudinal field seen, the peak PETS voltage Uˆ , by adding contributions
from all leading bunches seen in the PETS. Each leading bunch seen will contribute by
a factor
∆Ubunch = EbunchLPETS(1− tcatch−up/tfill),
where the catch-up time, tcatch−up, increases linearly with the distance from the witness
bunch to the leading bunch. For large Nfill we can therefore estimate the voltage seen
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which after integration and using Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) yields the following expression









)2), t < tfill. (4.14)




EbeamLPETS, t ≥ tfill. (4.15)









Another useful quantity is the mean voltage seen by a steady state particle bunch, 〈U〉.
By writing the generated power as P = 〈U〉IηΩ,PETS we get, using Eqs. (4.11), (4.13)
and (4.15), the following relation
〈U〉 = UˆF (λ). (4.17)
Finally, we note that the amplification factor of resonant energy loss with respect to sin-
gle bunch self-field energy loss, given by Uself =
1
2
EbunchLPETS, is found from Eqs. (4.11)
and (4.15) as
Aresonance ≡ Uˆ/Uself = Nfill.
4.2.5 Limitations of the expressions
We have taken into account the bunch charge distribution by scaling the field expressions
with the form factor F (λ), starting from Eq. (4.6). Within a single bunch, the field
generated from the bunch itself is more complicated, due to causality. For the expressions
Eqs. (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15) to be accurate, Nfill must be sufficiently large to render
single-bunch effects insignificant. Furthermore, Nfill must be sufficiently large so that
the discreteness of the field build-up, shown in Figure 4.5, can be ignored. The bunch
must in addition be sufficiently long as to render the energy profile after extraction
approximately symmetric; if it is not symmetric the tail of the bunch will experience
a larger voltage than the head, implying a different peak voltage. The expressions
developed above are therefore suggested to be used only for rough estimations. For
precise calculations the particle tracking code PLACET [73] can be used. PLACET
incorporates a PETS element which calculates the voltage for arbitrary Nfill and λ(z),
as well as a dedicated routine which calculates rf power and phase, also for arbitrary
charge distributions. The expressions Eqs. (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15), however, are indeed
good approximations for PETS operations in the CLIC Test Facility 3, discussed in the
next sections and in Chapter 6.
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(b) Energy loss inside a bunch (steady state)
Figure 4.6: Energy loss in a 1 meter long PETS for a 5 A 12 GHz bunch train with 1 mm
rms Gaussian longitudinal charge profile. Simulated slice energy loss in red. Simulated bunch
centroid energy loss in black. Calculated steady state mean energy loss in blue. Calculated
steady state maximum energy loss in green. (a) The first 10 ns of a pulse. (b) Zoom on a single
bunch in the steady state regime, starting after 3.9 ns. The Gaussian bunch charge profile is
shown as well, in magenta (o), for clarity.
4.2.6 Example for a 1 meter long PETS
As an example we calculate field, power and voltage for the 1 meter long 12 GHz PETS
designed for the CTF3 Two-beam Test Stand (discussed further in Section 4.5) with
parameters as given in Table A.2. We assume a rectangular pulse with intensity of 5 A,
bunch frequency fbunch = 12 GHz and pulse length 10 ns. We further assume zero phase
slip, a Gaussian longitudinal charge profile with rms length of σz = 1 mm and no ohmic
losses. Eqs. (4.11), (4.13), (4.15) and (4.17) yield for this example P = 7.12 MW, Ebeam
= 2.94 MV/m, Uˆ = 1.47 MV and 〈U〉 = 1.42 MV. Furthermore, Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9)
give a fill time of tfill = 3.9 ns and correspondingly Nfill = 47 bunches.
For illustration, Figure 4.6 shows a PLACET simulation for the same set-up, showing
the energy loss along a 10 ns long pulse. The energy loss in the transient part is given by
Eq. (4.14), while after the fill time of tfill = 3.9 ns the energy loss is given by Eq. (4.15).
The calculated values for mean and maximum energy loss are marked on the graph, as
well as the simulated beam energy loss along the pulse. Eqs. (4.11), (4.13), (4.15) and
(4.17) give accurate estimates better than 1% for this structure and beam, with respect
to the PLACET simulation. The single-bunch wake effect is visible as an asymmetry
in the energy loss profile in the right plot, and is responsible for part of the small
discrepancy between the analytical estimates and the simulation.
4.3 PETS transverse wakes
The beam current can in general be decomposed in multipole moments of all orders.
Each multipole moment will induce a wake potential of the same order [72]. While
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the fundamental mode induced by the monopole moment is what provides the PETS rf
power, the higher order modes induced by higher order beam moments lead to unwanted
and potentially harmful effects.
For the decelerator beam dynamics studies, the transverse wake potential originating
from the dipole moment of the beam has been studied extensively, by a procedure
discussed below. In earlier work, radial dependence of the longitudinal field has been
studied [79], but for the 12 GHz PETS no rf data have been available for such studies.
Wake potentials resulting from quadrupole (or higher) moments have not been studied
either in this work, however, by requiring all parts of the simulated beams to stay within
half the aperture radius, see Section 5.2, their effects would be mitigated.
One of the main PETS design drivers is sufficient suppression of the dipole wake. In the
current design, the dipole wake has been strongly suppressed by the use of longitudinal
slots filled with lossy dielectric material, and the resulting dipole spectrum has been
optimised to minimise the effect on the beam dynamics [67].
The structure rf simulation and design work were not part of the thesis work and we
here only outline the procedure and results. We also discuss briefly how the wake is
implemented in the beam dynamics simulation tools and discuss the impact of the dipole
wake when the beam goes through a single PETS. The actual optimisation of the PETS
dipole mode is part of the thesis work. The effect of the dipole wake combined with
strong focusing in long beam lines is further discussed in Chapter 5, and the interplay
between decelerator beam dynamics and PETS rf design, culminating in the present
PETS dipole spectrum, is explained there.
4.3.1 Calculation of the dipole wake
The simulation code PLACET [73] represents the dipole wake as a finite set of discrete
time-domain modes. Each mode is modelled as a damped sine with separate amplitude,
2k′T , frequency ωT , Q-factor QT and group velocity βT . For each dipole mode, the wake
function per unit length can be written as [67]












where k′T is the transverse kick factor, including the field-compression factor 1/(1− βT )
[74,80]. Analogous to the PETS longitudinal wake function, the transverse wake function
is also experienced over an effective length given by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), where Eq. (4.4)
is calculated using βT .
The PETS dipole mode parameters are identified by the following procedure [67]: time-
domain simulations performed with GdfidL [77] yield the dipole wake potential for a
finite bunch length (1-2 mm was used), as well as an estimate of the impedance calculated
by dividing the Fourier transform of the wake potential with the bunch spectrum. This
impedance estimate is a good approximation up to frequencies of about ∼100 GHz,
depending on the bunch length simulated [75]. A set of modes that best represents the
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impedance estimated is then fitted, while keeping the total number of modes reasonably
small. A final check is performed by convoluting the discrete mode wakes with the bunch
used for GdfidL simulations and compare the result with the GdfidL wake potential
calculation. It should be noted that even though the PLACET model and the formalism
allow for high group-velocity also for the dipole modes, it is not obvious to separate the
effect of the group velocity and the damping from the calculated GdfidL wake potential.
It is expected, however, that the damping term (Q) will be dominant with respect to
the catch-up effects (βT ) [75]. The PETS modes for the base line PETS have therefore
been modelled as static modes with βT → 0, with the remaining parameters adjusted
to best represent the GdfidL impedance.
The modes used to model the 12 GHz CLIC PETS for the beam dynamics simulations
in this thesis are best illustrated by the corresponding impedance. The impedance is
easily calculated as the sum of the Fourier-transform of each wake function [72], and
is shown in Figure 4.7. Nine time-domain modes contribute to this impedance, and
the parameters for each mode are specified in Table A.5. Figure 4.7 shows that both
relatively broad band modes (low Q-factor and relatively high amplitude) and sharply
peaked modes (high Q-factor and relatively low amplitude) have been taken into account
in the representation of the PETS impedance.
Finally, it should be noted that unlike for other structures, the wake function in Eq. (4.18)
holds for both multi-bunch effects and single-bunch effects, as discussed in [81]. The
beam dynamics simulations performed with PLACET, discussed in Chapter 5, thus cor-
rectly take into account both multi-bunch and single-bunch effects by implementing the
impedance spectrum in Figure 4.7.
4.3.2 The effect of the dipole wake on the beam
We here present some considerations of the effect a dipole mode of a single PETS has on
the beam, assuming static transverse modes with βT → 0. In the next chapter the effect
of the dipole wake of multiple PETS, combined with betatron motion, will be treated.
The force acting on an electron inside the PETS, due to the dipole wake from a particle
leading at a distance z, is found by scaling the wake function per unit length W ′T (z) by
the source charge, q1, the unit charge e and the offset of the source particle with respect
to the structure centre axis, y1 [72]
Fy,wake(s, z) = eq1W
′
T (z)y1(s). (4.19)








(γm0y˙) ≈ γm0c2y′′ = Etoty′′, (4.20)
where y′ = dy
ds
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The total kick a trailing particle receives, θ ≡ ∆y′, due the offset of the driving particle,









4.3.3 Example for a 1 meter long PETS
We use again the example of a bunch train with fbunch = 12 GHz and an intensity
of I = 5 A from Section 4.2.6 and we assume the CTF3 2008 PETS run energy of
Etot = 127 MeV [82]. The PETS tested in 2008 did not have damping material installed
in the slots, and the dipole wake can for this case be approximated as a single mode
with parameters 2k′T ≈ 8.3 V/pC/m/mm, Q ≈ 5000, fT ≈ 15 GHz and a group velocity
β ≈ 0.7, but bouncing forth and back inside the cavity [75]. In this example we consider
the undamped mode to be static (βT → 0) for simplicity, which also corresponds to the























































Figure 4.7: The PETS transverse dipole mode impedance. The GdfidL calculation is shown
in red (o). The impedance fitted using a set of nine discrete time-domain modes is shown in
blue (x). The remaining discrepancy between the curves comes from the limited number of
modes used, plus that fact that the time-domain modes are modelled with zero group velocity,
while the real modes have finite group velocity. For the decelerator beam dynamics studies,






















Figure 4.8: The kick along the pulse with an initial offset of 1 mm after passing through a
1 meter long PETS without damping material. The resulting kick applied to each of the bunch
slices are shown in red, while the mean kick applied to each bunch is shown in black.
from Eq. (4.22). For the example parameters we estimate the maximum kick due to a






k′T = 27 µrad/mm.
Figure 4.8 shows PLACET simulations of the resulting kick along a pulse having passed
through the 1 meter long undamped PETS. Before entering the PETS all the bunches
in the pulse have zero angle and 1 mm offset with respect to the PETS centre. We have
set the mode frequency of fT = 15.0 GHz. However, the order of magnitude of the kicks
does not depend strongly on the frequency as long as it is far from a multiple of the
bunch frequency of 12 GHz.
In the PLACET simulations each bunch is sliced longitudinally. In red the resulting kick
applied to each of the bunch slices are shown, while the mean kick applied to each bunch
is shown in black. PLACET does take into account motion inside the PETS and in this
scenario this effect is significant. PLACET also takes into account rf edge-focusing
effects (which are here negligible with respect to the effect of the transverse wakes). We
note that the final kick along the pulse is within the order of the estimated kick on the
second bunch, θ ∼ 27 µrad, as expected. The discrepancy with the analytical estimate
is due to single-bunch effects and the motion inside the PETS.
4.4 Field recirculation
The PETS output power is limited by the current, as indicated by Eq. (4.13). By
coupling a fraction of the output field back into the PETS, a relatively higher PETS
output power (and higher beam energy loss) can be achieved for the same current. We
say that the field is recirculated. We remind of our simplified use of the term ”the field”
for the fundamental mode longitudinal field amplitude.
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For the first 12 GHz PETS beam tests in CLEX [82], the recirculation was performed
using an external recirculation arm [83], as illustrated in Figure 4.9. Recirculation
can also be performed by internal reflection, where a fraction of the beam generated
field is reflected at the output coupler, travelling backwards in anti-phase with the
beam generated field, and then being reflected back into the forward direction at the
PETS input coupler. Since the backward wave will be out of phase with the beam
generated field, the effect of the backward wave on the beam is to first order negligible.
Recirculation is not part of the present CLIC baseline design, however, recirculation
by internal reflection might be considered as an option for the CLIC project in the
future [75].
We now develop analytical expressions for the PETS fundamental mode field, output
power and voltage, including the effect of recirculation. These expressions will in the
next section be used to analyse the first PETS beam tests. We assume that the fill-time
of the PETS is much smaller than the recirculation round trip time. Other considerations
concerning PETS operation with recirculation can be found in [84,85].
4.4.1 Principle
In the cases of both external and internal recirculation, a fraction of the PETS field,
g, is circulated back in parallel with the beam generated field, after a round trip time
tcirc. g thus includes the total gain factor, consisting of the splitter ratio κ times the
round-trip ohmic loss reduction factor ηΩ,circ,
g = κηΩ,circ.
Figure 4.9: Principle of PETS operation with external recirculation of the field.
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The recirculated field might be shifted in phase with respect to the beam generated
phase, and we denote this phase-shift φ. The total multiplication factor for the recir-
culated field is then given by the phasor geiφ. For φ 6= 0 the total field at the PETS
output will in general not be in phase with the beam generated field, and we will denote
the total field phase with respect to the beam generated field phase by θ. We will use a
tilde (∼) to indicate that the field is given by the complex phasor
E˜ = Eeiθ.
For clarity we will still write fields in phase with the beam generated field (which with
our definitions is a real quantity) without the tilde.
If at time m the field at the PETS output is Em, this field, multiplied by ge
iφ, will one
recirculation cycle later add to the field generated by the interaction of the beam with
the PETS impedance, Ebeam, yielding a total field of
E˜m+1 = E˜mge
iφ + Ebeam, (4.23)
where Ebeam was derived in Eq. (4.11).
4.4.2 PETS fundamental mode field with recirculation
For steady state conditions with constant beam intensity, I, we can find analytic expres-
sions for the steady state amplitude and phase of the total PETS field. Using Eq. (4.23)











The steady state solution M →∞ yields the field
E˜ss =
Ebeam
1− g exp(iφ) =
Ebeam√














After the beam has passed the PETS the driving term, Ebeam, in Eq. (4.23) will not be
present anymore. Assuming that steady state has been reached, we see from Eq. (4.23)
that the field will decay according to
E˜P = E˜ss(ge
iφ)P , (4.26)
where P is the number of full recirculation cycles after the beam has passed. For a
perfect recirculation phase (φ = 0) the steady state field, Eq. (4.25), reduces to
Ess,φ=0 =
Ebeam
1− g , (4.27)
and zero relative steady state field phase.
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4.4.3 PETS output power with recirculation
The PETS output power, including the effect of recirculation, is still related to the
PETS output field by Eq. (4.12). In this chapter we are mainly concerned with the
output power amplitude, which is found by squaring the absolute value of the field






4.4.4 PETS voltage with recirculation
In the case of no recirculation the PETS peak voltage seen by the beam particles is





where the factor 1
2
entered because the beam generated field builds up stepwise in the
PETS. With field recirculation, the circulated field enters the PETS and passes through
it, only affected by ohmic losses (which we have included in the total gain factor g). This
circulating field also contributes to the voltage, but without the factor 1
2
. Furthermore,
a particle travelling through the PETS will only see the part of the field in phase with
its motion, with our definitions corresponding to the real part of the field. Thus due to
the recirculation, the energy loss increases by a term
Uˆcirc,M = <(E˜circ,M)LPETS,







Note that the summation in Eq. (4.29) starts from one, unlike the summation for the
total output field, E˜M , in Eq. (4.24). Expressing the total energy loss in terms of the
total output field we get















The steady state solution M → ∞ is found by substituting the real part of Eq. (4.25)
















1− g . (4.33)
PETS voltage deduced from the output POWER
The energy loss can be calculated in an alternative and equivalent way, considering the
PETS output power P . The power out of the PETS must equal the power circulated
back into the PETS plus the power generated by the beam, Pbeam = P , given by
Eq. (4.13). The power circulated back into the PETS is by our definitions g2 times the
PETS output power one recirculation cycle earlier. The PETS output power after M
full recirculation cycles can thus be expressed simply as
PM = g
2PM−1 + Pbeam. (4.34)
The power extracted from the beam can also be written as
Pbeam = 〈UM〉IηΩ,PETS. (4.35)





(PM − g2PM−1), (4.36)
which can indeed be shown to be equivalent to Eq. (4.31). This equivalence is shown in
Appendix D.
4.4.5 Recirculation of the PETS dipole wake
It is expected from the PETS design that most of the energy of the transverse modes
is stored in the slots [67] and will therefore neither be coupled out nor recirculated [75],
and this issue is not pursued further here.
4.4.6 Example for a 1 meter long PETS
For illustration, Figure 4.10 shows the power, relative field phase and voltage for the
same 1 meter PETS and 5 A beam as described in the example in Section 4.2.6, but
now including the effect of recirculation, computed using Eq. (4.23). The power and
energy loss without recirculation correspond to the first plateau in the plots. Examples
for two different recirculation scenarios are shown: in scenario (a), presented in the
left column of the figure, the recirculation settings are g=0.5 and φ = 0 (a possible
scenario for a CLIC machine with recirculation), in scenario (b), presented in the right
column of the figure, the recirculation settings are g=0.75 and φ = -18◦ (the actual
identified recirculator settings for the CTF3 PETS tests in 2008, as discussed further
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in Section 4.5.3). The recirculation round-trip time is here set to tcirc = 26 ns (also as
identified for the CTF3 PETS tests [82]). The fill-time is assumed to be negligible with
respect to the round-trip time.
With respect to the energy loss without recirculation, calculated in Section 4.2.6, the
steady state energy loss for scenario (a) is increased by a factor 3 and for scenario (b) by
a factor 3.2, in correspondence with Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33). With respect to the power
production without recirculation, the power in scenario (a) is increased by a factor 4, and
in scenario (b) by a factor 7.4, in correspondence with Eqs. (4.26), (4.27) and (4.28). In
scenario (b) the total power is almost a factor two higher than in scenario (a), while the
energy loss is only slightly higher. This occurs because in scenario (a) the recirculated
field builds up quicker due to the larger g, while it is not completely in phase with the
beam due to the non-zero recirculation phase φ, and therefore do not decelerate the
beam as much (we remind that the power discussed here is the total power flowing out
of the PETS, not only the power in phase).
Finally, we note the dip into negative voltage in Figure 4.10(f), due to the rotation of
the field phasor by more than 90◦. A sufficiently small charge entering the PETS in this
time (after the mean pulse has passed) will thus be accelerated.
4.5 First 12 GHz PETS experiments with beam in
the CTF3 TBTS
The first 12 GHz CLIC power extraction and transfer structure was first tested with
beam in the Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) [68] in the CLIC Test Facility 3 [60] in
November and December 2008.
4.5.1 The Two-beam Test Stand
The Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) is a unique and versatile facility devised to test key
components of two-beam acceleration [68]. Worldwide it is the only facility where CLIC
type power production (combining PETS and accelerating structures) can be tested with
beam. The prototype PETS mounted in the TBTS is equipped with an external field
recirculator [83], in order to more rapidly reach the power level specified for the CLIC
PETS (135 MW [38]). The recirculator is equipped with a remotely controlled splitter
for adjusting the percentage of the field being recirculated, and a remotely controlled
phase-shifter for adjusting the phase of the recirculated field. The TBTS PETS with
recirculator will be modelled using the expressions developed in Section 4.4, and the gain
g and phase φ in Eqs. (4.23) to (4.36) can thus in principle be adjusted during operation.
Within the individual pulses, however, g and φ remain constant in our formalism.
The thesis work included responsibility for the data acquisition and TBTS experiments
co-ordination during the 2008 run as well as the analysis of the data logged during this
run [69, 82, 86]. The work did not include design nor construction of the TBTS; the
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(f) Energy loss, g=0.75 and φ=-18◦
Figure 4.10: Computed power, field phase and energy loss for a rectangular beam pulse
passing through a 1 meter PETS with external recirculation. Left column, scenario (a) with
recirculator settings g=0.5 and φ=0◦. Right column, scenario (b) with recirculator settings
g=0.75 and φ=-18◦. The upper row shows computed PETS output rf power, the middle row
shows the computed PETS output field phase and the lower row shows the computed voltage
in the PETS. In all the plots the pulse intensity is shown in magenta for reference. The steady
state power and mean voltage without recirculation is 7.1 MW and 1.4 MV respectively, as
calculated in the example in Section 4.2.6. In scenario (a) the steady state power is a factor
4 higher and the steady state energy loss a factor 3 higher than without recirculation. In
scenario (b) the steady state power is a factor 7.4 higher and the steady state mean energy
loss a factor 3.2 higher than without recirculation.
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TBTS was constructed by Uppsala University [87], funded by the Swedish Research
Council and the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.
4.5.2 The TBTS 2008 run
The TBTS consists of two parallel beam lines; one for the drive beam with PETS
and one for the probe beam with accelerating structures. In the 2008 run only the
drive beam was operational and power extracted from the PETS was terminated in a
load. The Two-beam Test Stand in its December 2008 configuration is presented in
Figure 4.11.
The first beam arrived in the TBTS PETS on 14 November 2008, and the beam pulse
intensity increased gradually from a couple of amperes to a maximum of about 5 amperes
on 11 December 2008 (the last day of operation in 2008).
The 2008 run was part of the TBTS commissioning and there were still issues with data
signal timing and calibration that needed to be taken into account in the data analysis.
A particular problem during this run was that due to mechanical problems neither the
splitter nor the phase-shifter could be remotely adjusted during the run, and the settings
of neither were known a priori, which made it necessary to identify the recirculator
parameters as part of the data analysis. In addition the CTF3 machine was not always
running in a stable fashion, e.g. klystron failure occurred regularly, leading to smaller
or larger perturbation of the klystron working point. Nevertheless, from the data logged
during the run (beam and rf signals), it was possible to perform a thorough analysis and
in particular to study the agreement between the logged data and the model approach
outlined in this chapter.
A detailed analysis of the run is found in [82]. In [86] the analysis is further extended
by correlating three different ways of estimating the beam energy loss.
The results of the first beam tests of the CLIC power extraction and transfer structure in
the Two-beam Test Stand were summarised and presented at the 19th European Work-
shop on Beam Diagnostics and Instrumentation for Particle Accelerators, DIPAC’09 [69],
paper included in the Appendix B. Key results originating from the analysis of the TBTS
2008 run were in addition included as part of three different oral presentations at the
23rd IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, PAC’09 [65,88,89].
4.5.3 Summary of the experimental results
Extending Eq. (4.24) to arbitrary beam pulse intensities [82], keeping all other model
parameters constant, the BPM intensity measurements can be used to reconstruct the
expected PETS output field, PETS output power, Prec, as well as the relative field phase
with respect to the beam generated field, θrec. The reconstructed rf quantities are then
compared with measured rf quantities, Pmeas and θmeas.
Similarly, the energy loss can be calculated from Eq. (4.31) for arbitrary pulse intensities,
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(a) Sketch of the Two-beam Test Stand - December 2008 configuration (not to scale)
(b) TBTS PETS tank, field splitter and phase-shifter
Figure 4.11: The Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS). (a) Sketch of the TBTS elements considered
for the experimental results reported in this thesis. (b) Photo of a Two-beam Test Stand PETS
tank. The left-most copper structure in front of the tank is the field splitter while the right-
most is the phase-shifter. One inductive BPM is seen on each side of the PETS tank. In
the foreground the beam line for the TBTS probe beam is seen; at this point no accelerating
structures were installed in this line.
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using either the reconstructed power and the measured beam pulse intensity, Urec, or
the measured power combined with the measured pulse intensity Umeas. In addition the
energy loss can be estimated independently from rf measurements using the BPM in
the spectrometer line, UH , with the technique outlined in [90]. The three estimation
approaches can then be compared [86].
In order to identify the unknown recirculation parameters, a continuous series of 200
logged pulses was used. The series was extracted from a period where no significant
shortening of the pulses was observed, since our model approach is only valid for nominal
PETS operation. It was also mandatory to fit a constant factor, because the output
power depends strongly on the bunch length (e.g. increasing the bunch rms length
from 1 mm to 2 mm reduces the power production by 17%), and no drive beam bunch
length measurements had been performed in the CLEX area at the time of writing.
Measurements done some time before the TBTS run indicated a relatively long bunch in
CTF3 before the combiner ring of order ∼ 1.5 mm to 2 mm [91], but these measurements
are not necessary valid for the CLEX bunch length during the TBTS run. A three-
parameter fit [82] gave as results g = 0.75, φ = -18◦ and k = 0.78 where k is the scaling
factor needed to fit the reconstructed model assuming nominal PETS parameters and
a form factor F (λ) = 1. The scaling factor, k, thus lumps deviations from the PETS
nominal parameters, calibration errors as well as the unknown form factor. If the PETS
power production would be as expected from Eq. (4.13), and perfect signal calibration
is assumed, k = 0.78 would imply to a bunch length of 2.8 mm [82]. In other words,
when or if all TBTS and PETS signals are fully understood and calibrated to high
precision, the PETS power production would also provide a high precision bunch form-
factor measurement.
We end this chapter by presenting measured and reconstructed PETS output power,
field phase and energy loss for a few pulses, to show the agreement between the sim-
ple modelling approach presented in this chapter and the TBTS measurements. All
model parameter stay the same for all pulses. We distinguish between pulses where the
measured rf pulse length is comparable to the measured BPM intensity pulse length
(nominal pulses) and pulses where the rf pulse length is considerably shorter than the
BPM intensity pulse length (shortened pulses). The pulse shortening is believed to be
due to rf breakdown [31] in the PETS or other parts of the rf network, as the beam
tests were performed simultaneously with the rf conditioning of the PETS (no rf condi-
tioning was performed prior to the beam tests). At this stage of the commissioning, the
BPM signals did not allow for precise enough kick measurements to perform a detailed
study of the dipole wake, however, significant kicks were identified for some shortened
pulses [69]. More pulses and a more detailed discussion about the agreement model and
measurements are found in [82] and [86].
Pulses showing no rf pulse shortening
Our constant parameter recirculation model used for fit and reconstruction showed rea-
sonable agreement for logged pulses in the series, regardless of the beam intensity profile
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(which varied quite a lot during the data logging [82]); the rms difference of the mea-
sured and reconstructed power pulses lies within 10% for 75% of the pulses in the series
used for the fit. The rms difference between the three estimations of the beam energy
loss lies within 20% for 75% of the pulses [86].
In Figures 4.12 and 4.13 we present four pulses with different power level and pulse shape
in order to demonstrate to which degree our approach handles a variety of different BPM
pulse intensity profiles. The reconstruction does not take into account the transient
effects at the beginning of the pulse, and some discrepancies occur due to imperfections
of the measured signals [82]. Apart from that, the physics of the PETS operation with
recirculation seem to be reasonably well explained by the modelling approach developed
in this chapter. Finally, it must also be noted that the most important conclusion of
the first 12 GHz PETS with beam was the excellent performance of the PETS itself - a
big step towards showing the feasibility of two-beam acceleration.
Pulses showing rf pulse shortening
For a number of pulses logged there is a clear shortening of the rf pulse length with
respect to the BPM intensity pulse length. This is seen most readily by comparing the
reconstructed rf power and the measured rf power.
In Figure 4.14 we present two shortened pulses to illustrate the observed pulse shortening
during the TBTS run. The measured power and phases of these pulses show different
behaviour; for the pulse numbered ”4-1” the power descends monotonously to zero while
for the pulse numbered ”7-455” the measured power at some point increases slightly
after having descended monotonously. The energy loss estimate based on the BPM
spectrometer still gives information about the real energy loss, while the two other
estimates are not valid for shortened pulses [86].
The different behaviour of the shortened pulses might indicate different locations of an
eventual breakdown, but this is a subject for a study of its own. By extending the simple
constant-parameter system model used here, by varying parameters along the pulse, or
by introducing new parameters, it is clear that the agreement between the reconstructed
and measured power, phase and energy loss can be improved. E.g. by varying several
parameters along the pulse, [85] fits the reconstructed and measured power and phase
well.
We believe, however, that it is an important point that PETS operation under nominal
conditions apparently can be well described using simple constant-parameter models as
developed in this chapter. Other physics, e.g. the occurrence of rf breakdown, can then
be more easily studied as deviations from the constant-parameter model. By combining
models of the physics of breakdown with varying parameter modelling, the TBTS may
thus be a very powerful tool to study the physics of breakdown. Such work is outside the
scope of this thesis and will be addressed in future TBTS sessions. However, the first
PETS beam tests have demonstrated excellent capability of the Two-beam Test Stand
as a test-bench for both breakdown studies as well as nominal PETS operation.
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(f) Energy loss, pulse nr. 7-394
Figure 4.12: Reconstructed and measured rf and beam quantities for two pulses showing no
rf shortening. Left column: a 17 MW pulse. Right column: a 25 MW pulse. The upper row
shows reconstructed and measured PETS output rf power, the middle row shows reconstructed
and measured PETS output field phase, the lower row shows the reconstructed and measured
beam energy loss in the PETS. Reconstructed values are shown in black (+), measured values
are shown in green (o). In the lower row, the energy loss estimated using the spectrometer
dipole is shown in blue (x). In all the plots the pulse intensity is shown in magenta for reference.
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(f) Energy loss, pulse nr. 7-1
Figure 4.13: Reconstructed and measured rf and beam quantities for two pulses showing
no rf shortening. Left column: a 14 MW pulse, with monotonous increase and decrease
in the rf power. Right column: a 13 MW pulse with a notably different beam intensity
profile. For both pulses the simple constant-parameter model gives a reasonable agreement
between measurements and reconstruction. The upper row shows reconstructed and measured
PETS output rf power, the middle row shows reconstructed and measured PETS output field
phase, the lower row shows the reconstructed and measured beam energy loss in the PETS.
Reconstructed values are shown in black (+), measured values are shown in green (o). In the
lower row, the energy loss estimated using the spectrometer dipole is shown in blue (x). In all
the plots the pulse intensity is shown in magenta for reference.
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(f) Energy loss, pulse nr. 4-455
Figure 4.14: Reconstructed and measured rf and beam quantities for two shortened pulses.
Left column: a shortened pulse with peak power of 17 MW where the measured power drops
monotonously to zero. Right column: a 25 MW pulse where the measured power drops
monotonously to recover slightly and rise again until it drops to zero. The upper row shows
reconstructed and measured PETS output rf power, the middle row shows reconstructed and
measured PETS output field phase, the lower row shows the reconstructed and measured beam
energy loss in the PETS. Reconstructed values are shown in black (+), measured values are
shown in green (o). In the lower row, the energy loss estimated using the spectrometer dipole
is shown in blue (x). In all the plots the pulse intensity is shown in magenta for reference.
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The sole purpose of the CLIC electron drive beam is to generate rf power for the ac-
celerating structures. This power must be generated timely and uniformly along each
decelerator sector, shown in Figure 3.3, and at the same time a high energy extraction
efficiency must be achieved. Uniform and stable power production implies that the beam
must be transported to the end with very small losses.
The PETS introduces a particularly large energy spread in the drive beam, and it is
important to ensure transport of particles in the whole energy range in order to minimise
losses. This implies that the dispersive effects have to be considered with special care.
The PETS transverse wakes, introduced in Chapter 4, are another major challenge to
minimal loss transport. These effects combined render the beam dynamics in the drive
beam a novel challenge, and we will in this chapter outline how this challenge has been
addressed in the framework of this thesis.
The most important results have been presented in four papers included in Appendix B.
The first paper [81], presented at the 44th ICFA Workshop on X-Band rf Structure
and Beam Dynamics (The Cockroft Institute, United Kingdom, 2008) summarises the
key topics of the beam dynamics studies performed for the CLIC decelerator in the
framework of this thesis. The second paper [92], presented at the 11th biennial European
Particle Accelerator Conference (EPAC’08, Genova, Italy, 2008), investigates the need
for advanced orbit correction for the CLIC decelerator, and proposes correction schemes,
shown by simulation to perform satisfactory. The third paper [93], presented at the
11th biennial European Particle Accelerator Conference (EPAC’08, Genova, Italy, 2008),
investigates a number of failure scenarios for the decelerator. The fourth paper [94],
presented at the XXIV Linear Accelerator Conference (LINAC’08, Victoria, Canada,
2008) reports on correction experiments performed in the linac of the CLIC Test Facility
3, thus demonstrating on a real machine the algorithms studies of [92]. In addition, the
beam dynamics studies have been a vital input to the 12 GHz PETS design leading to
the paper [67], included in Appendix B. In this chapter we will take the occasion to
elaborate on the underlying physical principles for the results in these papers and CLIC
specifications.
The thesis work has also resulted in formal specifications input to the CLIC study,
included in Appendix C, concerning two of the main components of the decelerator; a
quadrupole specification [95] and a BPM specification [96]. The specifications illustrate
the fact that a thorough understanding of the beam dynamics is necessary in order to
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pin down clear specifications for hardware components.
The work in this chapter partially builds on and extends earlier decelerator studies,
reported in [53,79,97–99].
5.1 Energy spread and focusing strategy
5.1.1 Pulse energy profile after deceleration
The beam dynamics in the CLIC drive beam decelerator is driven by the physics of the
power extraction and transfer structure. The stability of the drive beam depends on






of the energy shall be extracted from the most decelerated particles, where E0 is the
drive beam energy at decelerator injection and Emin the minimum particle energy at
the dump. In this work the value of ηextr is considered an input to the study from [38],
where the choice of 90% originates from a compromise between efficiency and envelope
growth.
Each PETS will ideally extract the same amount of energy from the beam, and the
energy of the most decelerated particles, Emost, will decrease linearly with the number
of PETS passed along the lattice
Emost(n) = E0(1− ηextr n
NPETS
), (5.2)
where n is the number of PETS the beam has passed and NPETS the total number
of PETS per sector. Emost(NPETS) corresponds to Emin. Figure 5.1 shows the energy
profile along the drive beam train at the entrance and at the exit of the decelerator,
as simulated with PLACET. We note first that the head of the pulse is decelerated
very little (the PETS has not yet been loaded). At the end of the decelerator the least
decelerated particles are therefore 10 times more energetic than the most decelerated
particles, as can be observed from Figure 5.1. We note also that in the steady state
regime each bunch have a substantial energy spread as well, with energy ranging from
0.24 GeV to about 1 GeV. In this chapter we work with, the beam energy, here denoted
E, since this quantity is more relevant for the beam dynamics studies than the energy
loss, U .
Comparing Figure 5.1(b) with the bunch energy loss in the 1 meter PETS simulated
in Figure 4.6(b), we note that the asymmetry due to single-bunch wake effects is more
pronounced in the short CLIC PETS, due to the smaller Nfill (only 10 bunches are
needed to fill the 21 cm long decelerator PETS). Because Nfill is relatively small, there
is a discrepancy of about 3% between the maximum deceleration found from Eq. (4.15)
and the PLACET calculation (cf. the discussion in Section 4.2). For the decelerator
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(b) Bunch energy profile (steady state)
Figure 5.1: Decelerator beam energy profiles at injection, in blue (+), and after having
passed through an entire sector, in red (x). The Gaussian bunch charge profile is shown, in
magenta (o), for clarity. The final energy of the most decelerated particles, Emin, is a factor
(1− ηextr) = 0.10 times the initial energy, E0. The least decelerated particles lose a negligible
amount of energy, and their energy is therefore Emax = E0.
simulations we rely on PLACET calculations in order to ensure an ηextr of exactly 90%
in the simulations. The asymmetry in the bunch deceleration implies that a relatively
smaller part of the total beam energy is extracted with respect to a symmetric bunch
deceleration (for a constant ηextr), because the peak deceleration is not at the peak
charge. In the CLIC drive beam efficiency factor, Eq. (3.2), the corresponding reduction
in extraction efficiency is taken into account by the factor ηdist (calculated by simulation).
In principle the single-bunch effects can be compensated for by frequency detuning, as
explained in [99], however, detuning was shown to increase envelope growth due to
wake fields (discussed in Section 5.4), and is therefore not part of the CLIC baseline
design.
It is important to note that even though the high-energy transient only last for tfill ≈
1 ns, containing less than 0.5% of the train charge, it must be transported through the
decelerator equally well as the steady state part. This is because if part of the transient
is lost, a new energy transient will build up, potentially leading to continuous losses
along the lattice.
5.1.2 Lattice and focusing strategy
To mitigate the effect of the PETS transverse wakes, tight transverse focusing is re-
quired along the decelerator. The present baseline design is based on alternating gra-
dient focusing-defocusing (FODO) cells [23], with two quadrupoles installed per CLIC
module [38], leading to a FODO cell length of 2.01 m. Between each quadrupole zero,
one or two 21 cm long PETS will be installed, depending on how many accelerating
structures are installed in the CLIC module. As example, Figure 3.2 shows a CLIC
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Figure 5.2: Decelerator lattice structure. Transverse focusing is performed by alternating
gradient focusing-defocusing (FODO) cells, where the quadrupole gradient decreases along the
lattice to keep the phase-advance of the most decelerated particles constant. Between each
quadrupole zero, one or two PETS are installed.
module with one PETS in the first half and two PETS in the second half of the drive
beam line. As the number of accelerating structures per module vary with the main
beam energy, the average number of PETS per module varies as well along the deceler-
ator. Since ηextr = 90% is enforced for every decelerator sector it implies that the sector
length varies in order to incorporate the same number of PETS. In the beam dynamics
studies the longest decelerator sector, with length Lsector = 1053 m (consisting of NFODO
= 524 FODO cells) is normally simulated. We often conveniently refer to this sector as
”the decelerator”.
The decelerator focusing strategy, suggested in [97], is to scale the quadrupoles so that
the most decelerated particles experience a constant normalised quadrupole strength
kEmin(n) = k0 along the lattice (the corresponding FODO cell phase-advance is φFODO
= 92.5◦). From Eq. (5.2) and the relation k ∝ g/E where g is the quadrupole gradient,
we see that the least decelerated particles necessarily experience a gradually weaker
focusing given by




This focusing strategy implies that the gradient of two adjacent quadrupoles should
ideally be adjusted in steps of down to 50 mT/m, depending on how many PETS are
installed between the two (one, two or zero). Studies have shown, however, that a more
coarse gradient tapering might be acceptable, as discussed further in the decelerator
quadrupole specification [95], included in Appendix C. Another important implication of
the focusing is a relatively tight energy acceptance at the decelerator injection; particles
injected with energy ∼3% lower than the nominal, or less, will be lost due to unstable
focusing to the end of the lattice, as further discussed in [93].
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5.2 Framework for the transverse dynamics studies
5.2.1 Betatron motion
We will adopt a Courant-Snyder like formalism [100] in order to describe the transverse
motion of particles in the decelerator. For motion along a linear lattice, only part of the
framework in [100] is needed. We here develop the relevant quantities for the decelerator,
following [23]. In the decelerator both transverse planes have equal beam dynamics, and
the coupling between the planes is very small. When analysing transverse motion we will
use the symbol y to describe the transverse position of particles, however, the analyses
are equally applicable to the x-plane. In the linear approximation transverse motion of
particles is governed by the homogenous Hill’s equation
y′′ +K(s)y(s) = 0, (5.4)
where K(s) is the focusing function along the lattice. Eq. (5.4) can be reformulated by
seeking a solution of the form
y(s) =
√













β′2 +K(s)β2(s) = 1. (5.7)
Beta function
From Eq. (5.5) we see that the function β(s), which evolves according to Eq. (5.7),
quantifies the focusing properties of a beam line lattice. β(s) is typically referred to as
the betatron amplitude function or, as we will adopt, the ”beta function”.
Particle action
The particle action, J, defined in Eq. (5.5) is equal to 2pi times the area of the transverse
phase-space of the state-vector [y y′]T describing the particle motion (alternatively, we
could have used the Courant-Snyder invariant,  = 2J , to quantify the phase-space
area). When a particle undergoes betatron oscillations, with the beta function evolving
according to Eq. (5.7), J is an invariant of the motion. J can be calculated from Eq. (5.5)
and expressed as [23]
2J = γ(s)y2(s) + 2α(s)y(s)y′(s) + β(s)y′2(s) (5.8)
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The drive beam will be injected into the decelerator FODO lattice with a phase-space
assumed to be matched to the periodic solution of the start of the FODO lattice. The
drive beam will quickly develop a large energy spread as it is decelerated (Figure 5.1)
and we therefore opt to leave the beam phase-space picture after injection, as will be
further explained in the next paragraphs.
Dispersive effects
In principle one could define dispersion functions by Taylor expansion of y(s, Ea + ∆E)
around a sufficiently high energy. However, for our purposes we see no particular use-
fulness of such an approach. First, a large expansion order would be needed to give
useful results, second, we are equally interested in particles of all energies. Instead, we
will consider the beta function to vary with the particle energy, β(s) = β(s, E(s)). In
our framework we thus interpret the beta function as a quantity linked to the individ-
ual particles. The rationale of this approach will be clear when we define metrics and
criteria for the beam dynamic studies in Section 5.2.
Tune
The betatron phase, φ, will advance with different pace for particles of different energies
according to Eq. (5.6) where β(s) → β(s, E(s)). In analogy with circular machines we
define the tune as the number of betatron oscillations along the entire lattice. In order
to avoid confusion with the symbols for the PETS quality factors, we adopt in this thesis










The most decelerated particles have a tune of ν(Emin) = NFODOφFODO/2pi = 135, while
the least decelerated particles have a tune of ν(E0) = 70. In the decelerator there is
thus a huge intrinsic ”tune spread”. The tunes are given here up to the nearest integer,
because unlike in rings, we are not particularly concerned with integer parts of the
tune.
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Smooth approximation
We will in some cases use a smooth approximate model of the betatron motion where









which defines the average beta function. Eq. (5.13) is defined so that the phase-advance
in the smooth approximation is equal to the phase-advance of real betatron motion for
the same cell length.
5.2.2 Physics included in the simulations
The transverse beam size will grow along the decelerator due to a number of physi-
cal effects. The decelerator beam is an ultra-relativistic electron beam, to first order
travelling in a straight line (the only bending fields in the decelerator lattice arise from
quadrupole offsets and correction). The physics considered to be dominant for trans-
verse beam growth in the decelerator are the transverse wake fields in the PETS (see
Section 5.4), machine imperfections (see Section 5.5) and adiabatic undamping, present
also for a perfect machine (see Section 5.3). The main tool for the beam dynamics
studies has been the tracking code PLACET [73]. PLACET incorporates a PETS el-
ement which takes into account the PETS energy extraction, adiabatic undamping,
rf-kicks and transverse dipole wakes. PLACET also includes an advanced framework
for study of machine imperfections, where all machine components can be given arbi-
trary misalignment. PLACET is to date the only code that can realistically simulate
PETS elements, and therefore also the CLIC decelerator. Space-charge and ion effects
are not included in the PLACET simulations. These effects will be briefly discussed in
Section 5.8. As there are no bending magnet elements in the line, synchrotron radiation
effects, both coherent and incoherent, are expected to be very limited.
5.2.3 Modelling of the drive beam in PLACET
The PLACET drive beam is modelled as a train of bunches, where each bunch is sliced
longitudinally (we use the terms ”train of bunches” and ”pulse” interchangeably in this
text). For each slice a number of macro particles with different centroid motion, different
energy and different second order moments to represent the transverse particle distri-
bution, are tracked. The longitudinal charge-distribution is static (the particles do not
change relative z-position during the tracking). Figure 5.3 illustrates the PLACET drive
beam model. More details about the simulation models can be found in the PLACET
manual [101].
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In this work, 51 slices per bunch have been used for the simulations, ensuring convergence
of single-bunch wake effects. A single macro particle per slice is used. The number of
bunches simulated varies according to the subject under study (the simulation times
increases by about the square of the number of bunches, so the full train length of 240 ns
is usually not simulated), but at least 2 ns of the beam is always simulated in order to
cover transient effects arising from the PETS beam loading, shown in Figure 5.1(a).
For the dipole wake studies leading to e.g. the PETS design reported in [67], trains of
lengths up to 100 ns were simulated in order to study in full eventual envelope growth
along the beam. Gaussian longitudinal bunch charge distributions have been used, and
the simulated beam intensity profile is rectangular (all simulated bunches are equally
spaced, at 12 GHz, and contain the same charge).
5.2.4 Metrics for beam envelope growth
It is vital that all parts of the large energy-spread beam are transported in a robust
manner through the entire decelerator. Since each simulated macro particle represents
a chunk of the beam with a certain energy we will require that each simulated macro
particle stay within specific limits all along the lattice. As metric for the overall beam
envelope growth we define the quantity
r ≡ max
√
(|xi|+ 3σx,i)2 + (|yi|+ 3σy,i)2, (5.14)
Figure 5.3: PLACET drive beam model. Each train consists of a number of bunches, and
each bunch consists of a number of slices. Each slice contains one or more macro particles with
different centroid motion, different energy and different second order moments to represent the
transverse particle distribution. All macro particles travels along the s-axis with the speed of
light, and the distance between slices, measured along the z-axis, is constant along along the
decelerator. The direction of the z-axis in the figure follows the PLACET convention.
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where the maximum is found by scanning over the macro particles, indexed with i. r is
thus driven by the macro particle for which the combined position of the centroid motion
(given by x and y) plus 3 sigmas of its transverse distribution (given by σx and σx) is
the largest. r is furthermore calculated to the peak value along the lattice. Normally
the peak value will be towards the end of the lattice, where the effects of imperfections
and wakes have accumulated, and where the particles are least energetic. In this work,
when we speak about the beam envelope, we mean the worst-case 3σ envelope defined
by Eq. (5.14), if not stated otherwise.
Simulation criterion
As simulation criterion when analysing the results of realistic simulations (in Section 5.6)






The factor half provides margin for unmodelled effects like higher order multipole wakes
(cf. the discussion in Section 4.3). Figure 5.4 illustrates a case where the simulation
criterion r is fulfilled; the 3σ ellipses for all macro particles are within the half of the
aperture (in this illustration, the beam is located in the middle of a quadrupole).
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the simulation criterion. The 3σ ellipses for all macro particles
must be contained within half the beam pipe aperture along the entire lattice.
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Envelope of the beam centroid
Dipole kicks due to wake fields or machine imperfections affect the macro particle cen-
troid motion, while the individual emittances of the transverse distributions are pre-
served. When studying the effect of wake fields and imperfections it is therefore of
interest to quantify the envelope of transverse motion of the centroid of the simulated
macro particles, without incorporating the size and adiabatic undamping of the trans-
verse distributions. Simulations studies in this work are performed in a single plane,
unless otherwise stated, and when studying kicks we sometimes use as metric the enve-
lope of the centroid motion of the beam in one plane
yc ≡ max yi, (5.16)
instead of r defined in Eq. (5.14). The part of the beam with the largest transverse
offset of the centroid will drive the value of yc.
Envelope of individual macro particles
It is of interest to compare the envelope of individual macro particle centroids, in order
to identify which part of the beam drives envelope. Because the decelerated beam
consists of particles with large energy differences, the action alone does not give sufficient
information; the particle beta function, β must be taken in account. We define the




where the action, Jmax and βF are the peak action and beta function experiences by the
macro particle along the lattice. The maximum beta function is found close to the F-
quadrupole towards the end of lattice, cf. Section 5.3.2 (with ”F-quadrupole” we mean,
in this work, a quadrupole which focuses in the plane under study).
Implications of the envelope definitions
A few comments regarding our metrics are in place here. First, by adopting metrics
based on the beam envelope, we choose to not consider the beam emittance. It should
be noted that some of the standard formalism and well known formulae dealing with
growth of the beam emittance are in general not applicable to the beam envelope. In
particular, the decoherence of transverse particle motion due to the spread in energy and
phase-advance is not a concern. There is for example no need for chromatic corrections
in the decelerator (as shown in Section 5.4 the decoherent particle motion due to the
energy spread is in fact rather helpful in the decelerator). Second, our definition of
the beam envelope is designed for simulation studies, and is not directly translatable to
beam diagnostics observables. E.g. in case only a small fraction of the beam is driven to
high amplitudes, the envelope, r, could reach many millimetres at the same time as the
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beam centroid as read by a BPM would give readings close to zero. Third, one particular
use of the centroid envelopes defined in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) is their applicability in
calculating wake growth factors, introduced in Section 5.4.
5.3 Beam envelope growth in a perfect machine
The beam envelope, r, will grow significantly even for a perfectly aligned machine and
a perfectly injected ideal beam. It is instructive to estimate the growth for the extreme
cases, the least and the most decelerated particles.
5.3.1 Most decelerated particles
The most decelerated particles will see a constant FODO phase-advance. However, the
deceleration of these particles leads to adiabatic undamping of the [y y′]T phase-space.
This is exactly the opposite process of adiabatic damping under acceleration, discussed








1− ηextr = 10, (5.18)
where J(Emin) is the action of a particle having experienced maximum deceleration at
the end of the decelerator and J0 is the action of this particle at the entrance of the
decelerator. γ0 and γf are the particle initial and final Lorentz factors, respectively.
5.3.2 Least decelerated particles
The particles at the head of the train, on the other hand, will experience negligible
deceleration, and in the absence of kicks their action is invariant along the lattice.
However, they will see a gradually weaker normalised quadrupole strength, according
to Eq. (5.3), leading to a gradually larger beta function, and smaller phase-advance
per FODO cell. The maximum beta function is given by the solution to the envelope
equation, Eq. (5.7), with the beta at the entrance, βF0 as initial value. The solution to







where B is a matrix composed of the Courant-Snyder parameters, b11 = β, b21 = b12 =
−α and b22 = γ, defined in Eqs. (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10), and M are lattice transfer ma-
trices [23] describing sections of the lattice where the focusing function in Eq. (5.4) is
constant, K(s) = K. It should be noted that along all the lattice, and for all particles
energies, the beta function found by applying Eq. (5.19) is within 1% of the beta func-
tion found by calculating the period solution of the FODO lattice with the quadrupole
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strength k corresponding to the particle energy. The calculation of the periodic so-
lution [23] is much less involved, and therefore very practical when estimating beam
dynamics quantities for the decelerator. The near equivalence of the two calculations
also implies that α is very small in the middle of all quadrupoles, and to good approxi-
mation the maximum beta function is found in the middle of the F-quadrupoles for all
particle energies. We use this approximation throughout this thesis by calculating the
maximum beta function at the middle of F-quadrupoles. The maximum beta function




where βF0 is the beta function in the middle of the first F-quadrupole after decelerator
injection.
Figure 5.5(a) illustrates trajectories along a perfect machine, for an on-axis beam, for
two particles injected at a distance 3σy from the centre axis. The particle in blue is at
the head of the pulse and has almost constant energy along the lattice. The particle in
red is situated as to feel maximum deceleration, but is in return focused with a constant
phase-advance along the lattice (here set to exactly φFODO = 90
◦ for the purpose of
illustration). Figure 5.5(a) shows, as is clear also from Eqs. (5.17), (5.18) and (5.20),
that the low energy particles drive the envelope in the case of a perfect machine and
on-axis incoming beam. In phase-space, the ellipse of macro particles will vary in size
(as they are undamped) and shape (as their beta function increase), as illustrated in
Figure 5.5(b) which shows the simulated phase-space after a perfectly injected drive































E = E0E = Emin
(b) Phase-space at the end of a perfect machine
Figure 5.5: The drive beam in a perfect machine with perfect injection. (a) The trajectory
along the decelerator of a least deceleration particle (in blue, o) and a most decelerated particle
(in red, x), injected at a distance 3σy from the centre axis. (b) The macro particle phase-space
ellipses (a few slices selected) from a least deceleration particle (in blue, o) to a most decelerated
particle (in red, x). The most decelerated particles have the larger action by a factor 10, while
the least decelerated particles have a larger beta function by a factor 4.4.
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5.4 Beam envelope growth due to transverse wakes
In Section 4.3 the PETS transverse wakes were discussed. As seen from Eq. (4.19) the
transverse dipole wake force and the resulting kick on a witness particle inside the PETS
are proportional to the centroid offset of the charge generating the wake, with respect
to the PETS centre axis. The drive beam might be offset for many reasons, including
non-perfect injection, component misalignments and beam jitter. The decelerator PETS
must be designed so that the beam envelope is contained for all these scenarios, which
has proven to be challenging task [67]. In this section we describe the effects of the
dipole wake on the beam, starting from an analytical model for coherent point-like
bunch trains, and continuing with analysis of realistic decelerator simulations. At the
end of the section we summarise the PETS beam dynamics and rf design cycle, leading to
the 12 GHz CLIC baseline PETS. A perfectly aligned machine is assumed throughout
this section. The envelope growth due to machine imperfections will be studied in
Section 5.5.
5.4.1 Analytical multi-bunch calculations
We start the wake analysis by developing some notions of the effect of the wake fields
assuming that the bunch train is modelled as point-like particles. As discussed in
Chapter 4, every particle travelling through the PETS will generate a wake field, af-
fecting trailing particles. We denote here the particle generating the wake field the
driving particle, and the particle witnessing this wake field the driven particle.
Modelling the particle motion in the smooth approximation, Eq. (5.12), and assuming
equal betatron frequency for both particles it is well known, see e.g. [72], that the driven
particle will develop a resonantly driven oscillation, 90◦ out of phase with the oscillation
of the driving particle. The driven oscillation term depends linearly on the distance L
travelled,
Υ ∝ L,
where Υ is the growth factor of the oscillation amplitude. Ref. [72] also extends the
analysis, assuming the smooth approximation, to the cases of continuous acceleration
and n-particle models where it is assumed that each particle affects directly only the
first trailing bunch (and indirectly the subsequent bunches). To illustrate the concept of
resonant growth, Figure 5.6 shows the simulated trajectory of the two first bunches of
a point-like bunch train injected with an initial offset in a machine with strong focusing
and a very large dipole wake. The first bunch undergoes betatron oscillations, while the
second is driven resonantly, leading to a linear increase of the betatron amplitude along
the lattice.
The decelerator transverse impedance includes high-Q modes (as seen from the spikes
in Figure 4.7), which are not well described by models which ignore directs effects after
the first trailing particle. We will here follow the framework developed in [102], which
allows for analysis of amplitude growth in cases where each particle directly affects all
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trailing particles (thus a full N -particle model), and which takes into account varying
lattice and beam parameters. The direct amplification of the oscillation, of particle j
due to a driving particle k, caused by a set of localised impedances, can be calculated












where NPETS is the number of PETS in the sector, sn is the location in the middle of
each PETS, β∗(sn) the beta function at locations sn, Ej the energy of the driven particle
at locations sn, qk the charge of the driving particle and e the unit charge. W
′
T,l are
the nine dipole wake functions constituting the PETS transverse impedance given by
Eq. (4.18), with parameters given in Table A.5, and zk − zj the distance between the
two particles. The elements ajk thus define a matrix a where the elements are the direct
effect of the k’th bunch on the j’th bunch. The ajk are complex because the driven
motion is 90◦ out of phase with the driving oscillations.
Particle k affects particle j directly according to ajk, but also indirectly by amplifying
the amplitude of particles in between the two. Ref. [102] elegantly takes the indirect





































Figure 5.6: Illustration of the effect of the transverse dipole wake: two point-like bunches are
injected into a machine where very large dipole wakes are exited. The first particle in the train
(in blue, x) undergoes nominal betatron motion, while the second particle (in red, o) is driven
resonantly by the dipole wake, leading to a linear increase of the betatron amplitude along the
lattice.
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to their initial offsets, yi, as
yf = Ayi, (5.23)
taking both direct and indirect effects into account. Equations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23)
are, however, limited to describing growth factors in the cases where particles drive each
other resonantly, i.e. if all particles have the same energy and the focusing strength is
static in time.
Growth factors
There exist different definitions of wake ”growth factors” in literature. We define the
growth factor of bunch n, Υn, as the amplification of the bunch transverse oscillation
amplitude, due to the dipole wake, at the end of the decelerator sector. We use the suffix
”ana” for analytically calculated growth factors and ”sim” for simulated growth factors.
In this section we will limit the discussion of growth to cases where bunch trains are
injected into the decelerator with an initial offset, constant along the train. For example,
the analytically calculated growth factor of the second bunch is then given by
Υ2,ana = |1 + a21| ,
where a21 is defined in Eq. (5.21). The maximum growth factor along a bunch train is
Υbeam = max(yf )/max(yi), and the analytically calculated growth along the envelope





where 1 is a row vector of ones. With our definitions, the corresponding growth factors




where yc and yn,c are the metrics defined in (5.16) and Eqs. (5.17) respectively, and the
subscript wo indicates simulations performed without the effect of the transverse wakes.
For the growth factors calculations in this section we assume a decelerator sector with
four CLIC baseline PETS installed per FODO cell.
5.4.2 Growth factors along coherent bunch trains
We will use Eq. (5.23) to calculate growth factors for trains injected with an initial
offset, for the special cases of all bunches experiencing minimum deceleration, or all
bunches experiencing maximum deceleration. Even though unphysical, these cases will
give useful insight in the wake growth mechanisms. In the next section, the results
will be compared with realistic simulation studies including the effect of the energy
transient.
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(b) Train of most decelerated bunches
Figure 5.7: Growth factors, at the end of the lattice, along trains with point-like bunches.
(a) A train of bunches corresponding to the least decelerated bunches (E = E0 and gradually
weaker focusing). (b) A train of bunches corresponding to the most decelerated bunches
(constant focusing and gradually lower energy). Simulated growth factors in blue (x) and
calculated using Eq. (5.23) in magenta (o).
Least decelerated particles
The least decelerated particles at the head of a train will see a continuously increasing
beta function along the lattice. Depending on the PETS group velocity, the energy
difference of the first bunches could be small, as will be further discussed in the next
section. We assume here a train of point-like bunches of constant energy E = E0, seeing
a gradually weaker focusing according to Eq. (5.3). Applying Eq. (5.21) with increasing
β∗(s) along the lattice yields a severe growth of Υbeam,ana = 13.
Simulating the same scenario (E = E0, no deceleration but decreasing focusing along
the lattice) yields almost identical results. There is a small discrepancy due to a small
beating of the least decelerated particles (cf. discussion following Eq. (5.19)), which is
not taken into account in Eq. (5.21). Figure 5.7(a) shows the growth factor for each
bunch along the train, for both the calculated and the simulated case.
The trajectories shown in Figure 5.6 correspond to the scenario simulated in Figure 5.7(a),
but with the dipole wake amplitude artificially magnified by a factor 50 to provoke a
clear growth of the second particle during the first 100 meters for illustrational purposes.
In other words; if the wake amplitude in Figure 5.6 were 50 times smaller, the ampli-
tude of the second particle would have grown by a factor about four at the end of the
decelerator, corresponding to the growth factor for the second bunch in Figure 5.7(a).
Most decelerated particles
We next assume a train of point-like bunches injected with an energy E = E0 where
all bunches experience maximum deceleration along the lattice (thus neglecting the
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transient). In Eq. (5.21) the energy varies according to Eq. (5.2). The increase of the















where γ0 and γmin are the Lorentz factors at the start and at the end of the lat-
tice respectively, and Lsector is the sector length. The resulting beam growth factor
is Υbeam,ana = 20. Figure 5.7(b) shows the growth factor for each bunch along the train,
for both the calculated and the simulated case. We note that there is near perfect agree-
ment between the analytical calculation and the simulation (no artificial fudge factors
were introduced).
Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) both indicate a characteristic feature of the dipole wake am-
plification: a transient growth at the head of the train, decaying towards one far enough
into the train, for a finite Q. This comes from the fact that the driven oscillation is 90◦
out of phase with the driving particle. In Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) we observe as well
longer range effects along the train, due to the high-Q PETS modes. For the decelerator
studies, where the envelope requirement is defined the same for all particles, it does not
matter where the peak amplification occurs; it must in any case be suppressed.
5.4.3 Decoherence due to the PETS group velocity
In general, energy spread in the beam mitigates the envelope growth due to transverse
wakes, because the decoherence of the transverse phase-space reduces the beam dipole
moment driving the wake, and because the resonance condition for linear growth is not
fulfilled anymore. The growth factors depend on the level of decoherence of the particle
motion, and for systems which include decoherence we will quantify the growth factors
by simulations only.
For the PETS studies it is instructive to discuss separately the decoherence effects in the
transient. We emphasise this point because it has lead to direct constraints on the type
of PETS considered for CLIC, as will be seen. In the decelerator, decoherent motion
of the bunch centroids will automatically be ensured in the transient part of the beam,
because of the bunch-to-bunch energy difference due to PETS beam loading, which can
be observed in Figure 5.1(a). The PETS power production, Eq. (4.13), is proportional
to the ratio R′/Q upon the fundamental mode group velocity vg, P ∝ R′/Qvg . A degree
of freedom when considering PETS design for a given power requirement is thus to
vary R′/Q and vg, keeping their ratio approximatively constant (only approximatively,
because bunching effects must be taken into account, cf. Section 4.2). Indeed, alter-
native PETS designs with lower group velocity and correspondingly higher R′/Q were
proposed [75], and analysed in the framework of this thesis.
According to Eq. (4.8) the PETS fill time is inversely proportional to the group velocity.
According to Eq. (4.14) the energy difference between the first bunches in the beam,
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Figure 5.8: Tune difference of bunch 2 with respect to bunch 1 (red) and beam growth factor
(blue) as function of PETS fundamental mode group velocity.
∆E21, is then to first order proportional to the group velocity,
∆E21 ∝ vg.
Lower energy difference implies less decoherence of the betatron motion. It is therefore of
interest to quantify the decoherence as function of energy difference between subsequent
bunches, and furthermore the effect of the decoherence on the growth factors. Starting
from the baseline PETS design we scan vg keeping
R′/Q
vg
constant. As growth metric,
the simulated growth factor for the second bunch Υ2,sim is used (growth at the end of
lattice). As decoherence metric, the difference in tune between bunch one and two is used
∆ν12 ≡ ν2−ν1 . Figure 5.8 presents the growth factor and the tune difference for a range
of group velocities. For group velocities much lower than nominal vg,nom, a large growth
factor is observed. As the group velocity increases a local minimum is observed at ∆ν21 ≈
1. We remind that the decelerator focusing is scaled to follow the most decelerated
particles, and the motion of the first bunches is not harmonic; a picture corresponding
of decoherence of simple harmonic motion is therefore not to be expected (typical motion
of a least decelerated particle is depicted in blue in Figure 5.5(a)). The trend, however, is
clear; larger decoherence gives less growth of the second bunch. Figure 5.9(a) shows the
multi-bunch growth factors along the train, Υn,sim, for the baseline PETS. The energy
profile along the train is overlaid for clarity. The decoherence is in this case sufficient
to suppress the growth in the transient. The characteristic peak growth, however, is
now shifted into the steady state part of the train. In comparison, Figure 5.9(b) shows
the multi-bunch growth factors for a ”slow PETS” with a fundamental mode group
velocity vg = (1/2.8)vg,nom (approximately 16% of the speed of light). For this PETS
we do observe a significant growth in the transient, the decoherence is not sufficient to
suppress the growth in this case.
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5.4.4 The effects of long bunches
In the previous sections we have simulated point-like bunches, while the decelerator
nominal bunch length is specified to σz = 1 mm [38]. By including the full bunch length
in the simulations two effects relevant to the envelope growth arise:
1. Decoherence due to the large energy spread within a bunch that develops along
the lattice, shown in Figure 5.1(b). This effect mitigates the envelope growth.
2. Single-bunch wake effects; the wake function of Eq. (4.18) acts equally within the
individual bunches as from bunch to bunch. This effect aggravates the envelope
growth.
For the baseline structure, the PETS induced relative energy spread after deceleration,






















































































































































(d) σz = 1 mm, slow PETS
Figure 5.9: Growth factors (blue) and energy profile (red) along the train, at the end of
the lattice, for both point-like bunches and realistic bunches. The CLIC baseline PETS is
presented in (a) and (c), and the alternative ”slow” PETS design in (b) and (d). For the slow
PETS neither the decoherence of first bunches nor the intra-bunch energy spread is enough to
prevent an unacceptable envelope growth in the transient. The centroid motion of the point-
like pulse and the realistic pulse centroid shown in Figure 5.10 correspond to the beams in (a)
and (c) respectively.
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σEfinal/〈Efinal〉 = 37% within a steady state bunch, where 〈E〉 denotes the bunch mean
energy and σE the rms spread. For the slow PETS, however, the energy spread within
the first bunch is σEfirst/〈Efirst〉 = 1% only, while σEfinal/〈Efinal〉 = 27% within a steady-
start bunch. For both types of structure the energy spread in the steady state part
is sufficient to significantly decohere the beam transverse motion after a few hundred
meters. This is illustrated in Figure 5.10 where the centroid signal of the entire pulse is
plotted (corresponding to the simulated BPM readings), for the two cases of a point-like
bunch train and a train with σz = 1 mm. The figure illustrates the baseline PETS,
but the features are the same for the slow PETS. The centroid of the point-like pulse
is increasing along the lattice, while the centroid of the realistic pulse is reduced by an
order of magnitude after passing through a few hundred PETS (a couple of hundred
meters along the lattice, depending on the exact length of the given decelerator sector),
due to decoherence in the transverse phase-space.
The effect on the growth factors of introducing the nominal bunch length of σz = 1 mm,
is presented in Figures 5.9(c) and 5.9(d), which correspond to Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b)
respectively. For the baseline PETS we no longer observe the characteristic peak growth
due to the multi-bunch effects; it has been suppressed due to decoherence caused by the
intra-bunch energy spread. The single-bunch effects, though, have magnified the growth
factors (up to a factor of about two) for part of the steady state part. In comparison,
for the slow PETS, we notice a significant growth in the transient part of the beam. In
fact, the multi-bunch effects seen in Figure 5.9(b) have been aggravated by single-bunch























Number of PETS passed [-]
point-like bunches
σz = 1 mm
Figure 5.10: Decoherence of transverse motion due to energy spread. The centroid signal of
the whole pulse is plotted along the lattice (as function of the number of PETS passed), for
the two cases of a point-like bunch train and a train with σz = 1 mm, assuming the baseline
PETS design. For the point-like train (in black) the pulse centroid is increasing along the
lattice, while the centroid of the realistic pulse (in green) is reduced by an order of magnitude
after passing through a few hundred PETS, due to coherence in the transverse phase-space.
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steady state part the energy spread is comparable to the baseline PETS, and Υ is of the
same order, but the amplification in the transient is nonetheless unacceptable.
In these simulations only the PETS induced energy spread is taken into account. Intrin-
sic energy spread at the entrance of the decelerator mitigates the problem somewhat,
but for robust PETS design we recommend a design with sufficient decoherence to sup-
press growth in the transient. A rough estimation based on Figure 5.9(a) would imply
a decoherence of ν21 & 2, thus giving a lower limit of the PETS group velocity to about
vg & 0.25c assuming the PETS input constraints in [38]. In any case the discussion in
this section suggests the importance of a thorough beam dynamics study before eventual
new PETS designs are approved.
This discussion has also shown that both multi-bunch and single-bunch effects must
be taken into account when studying the envelope growth in the decelerator; it is the
interplay between the two that leads to the large growth factors in Figure 5.9(d). New
codes simulating PETS should therefore aim to include both effects.
5.4.5 Summary: PETS beam dynamics and rf design cycle
We have seen examples of how the design of a power extraction and transfer structure
for the decelerator carefully must take into account the effect of transverse wakes, both
multi-bunch and single-bunch effects, as well as the effect of the group velocity. The
PETS design therefore requires combined efforts from beam dynamics and rf expertise.
The thesis work included responsibility for beam dynamics analysis of a large number of
potential PETS designs, evaluating stability and envelope growth for each. Eventually, a
convergence on the current CLIC 12 GHz PETS baseline design was reached, presented
in [67] and included in Appendix B.
A given PETS rf design yields a set of dipole modes, which must not lead to unacceptable
envelope growth of the transverse motion of the injected beam. Injection errors might
lead to constant offsets along the train (as discussed in the previous sections), and the
incoming beam might also contain transverse jitter. In both cases the growth must be
contained. Each PETS design was therefore studied [103], as minimum, by investigating
both beams injected with constant offset and beams with jitter of frequencies in the
range from a few GHz to a few tens of GHz (covering the full spectrum of the dipole
mode frequencies). In addition, tolerances on amplitude, Q-factors and frequency values
were investigated [103]. The design cycle continued until an acceptable PETS design
was found, where neither the injection offset, nor beam jitter at any frequency, were
amplified more than a factor of two. Figure 5.11 illustrates the PETS design cycle,
resulting in the CLIC 12 GHz baseline PETS.
As illustration of the performance of the baseline PETS, Figure 5.12(a) shows the growth
factors, Υbeam,sim for beams injected with transverse jitter where the jitter frequencies
correspond to each of the dipole mode frequencies. The scan over the mode frequencies
has been performed for the nominal Q-values, as well as cases where the Q-factor for all
modes is assumed to be a factor two and three higher than the nominal best-estimate
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value (the mode Q-value is considered to be the most difficult to estimate with precision
[75]). 20 ns long bunch trains are simulated here. From Figure 5.12(a) we observe
that no frequency leads to a growth factor along the beam of more than two, assuming
nominal Q-values. When taking into account the transverse distribution of each macro
particle, the amplification of centroids is found to be less significant, because the macro
particle with the largest centroid envelope might not have felt the largest undamping.
Figure 5.12(b) shows the full beam envelope, r, along the decelerator lattice, where
the incoming beam contains jitter of total magnitude of one rms beam size, distributed
equally among the nine mode frequencies. For nominal Q-values the growth of the beam
envelope with respect to the case of no transverse wakes is almost negligible. However,
for Q-values a factor two higher than the nominal unacceptably high growth occurs,
showing that the PETS design margin on the estimated Q-values is less than a factor
two.
Figure 5.11: The CLIC PETS beam dynamics and rf design cycle.
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(b) Envelope growth along the lattice
Figure 5.12: Illustration of the effect of the dipole wake in the CLIC 12 GHz baseline PETS.
(a) Beam envelope growth with beam jittered at each mode frequency, for nominal Q-values,
and all Q-values scaled by a a factor two and three. (b) beam envelope along the lattice, for
nominal Q-values, and all Q-values scaled by a factor two. The nominal Q-values, as estimated
from the rf design, lead to a small, but acceptable envelope growth. However, if all Q-values
are scaled to a factor two times the nominal, the envelope growth is unacceptably large.
5.5 Beam envelope growth due to machine imper-
fections
The assumption of a perfectly aligned machine is not realistic; machine components will
only be aligned with finite accuracy. In this section we study the effects of component
misalignment on the beam envelope, as well as orbit correction schemes to mitigate their
effect. The effects of transverse wakes are not included in the simulation studies pre-
sented in this section, while in Section 5.6 the results of realistic simulations taking into
account the effect of both transverse wakes and misalignment are presented. We shall
see that even if very good BPM precision and accuracy in the µm-range are assumed,
while we require our beam to stay within the mm-range, standard 1-to-1 correction
might not ensure satisfactory drive beam transport in the decelerator. We therefore
develop a novel correction scheme for the decelerator based on dispersion-free steering,
exploiting the PETS beam loading. The main results of this section were presented
in [92], included in Appendix B.
5.5.1 Alignment and tolerances
All lattice components are susceptible to misalignment, and in this thesis we consider
PETS, BPMs and quadrupoles misalignment; both tilt and offsets with respect to a laser-
straight line. With the novel pre-alignment scheme developed for CLIC, it is expected
that components can be aligned with an accuracy of ∼ 10 µm [57]. Tolerance limits
for the tilt and offsets of the various decelerator components have been studied in [103],
based on the following requirement:
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• the beam centroid envelope, yc defined in Eq. (5.16), shall not increase by more
than 1 mm due to the effect of a single type of misalignment
The study was performed by tilting or scattering components, according to a Gaussian
distribution, around a laser-straight line. It was found that the alignment tolerances were
relatively relaxed for rms tilt angles for both PETS and quadrupoles (σtilt ∼ 1 mrad)
as well as PETS rms offset (σPETS ∼ 100 µm). However, the corresponding tolerance
on the quadrupole rms offsets was found to be in the order of a few µm, an order of
magnitude smaller than what is foreseen to be achievable by the pre-alignment. The
quadrupole offsets are therefore the main driver of the beam envelope in the case of an
uncorrected machine.
5.5.2 Uncorrected machine
A standard 1-to-1 correction scheme (described in the next section) will to a large extent
mitigate the beam envelope growth due to quadrupole kicks. However, in order to get
a notion of the magnitude of envelope growth due to imperfections, it is instructive to
study the details of an uncorrected machine as well.
We assume a machine where the quadrupoles are scattered randomly, Gaussian dis-
tributed with σquad, around a straight line. In general, we assume a value of σquad =
20 µm rms for an uncorrected machine. We assume further that the machine is otherwise
perfectly aligned, and that the beam enters on axis. When a particle passes through an
offset quadrupole it will receive a kick. Since we assume a linear decelerator lattice, and
thus linear betatron motion, the resulting amplitude of the oscillation can be found by
summing the kicks along the lattice. We will estimate the average increase in the particle
envelope for the most decelerated particles, due to quadrupole offsets alone. Using thin-
lens approximation and assuming uncorrelated quadrupole offset, we can calculate the











(1− ηextr) , (5.25)
where N is the number of quadrupoles in the lattice, σquad the rms quadrupole offset,
φFODO the FODO phase-advance and ηextr the energy extraction efficiency, defined in
Eq. (5.1). For the decelerator baseline parameters, given in Table A.3, Eq. (5.25) yields
〈rc〉Emin = 4.4 mm. If the quadrupole offsets were assumed to be arranged so that kicks
build up coherently (worst case) the envelope would be proportional to N instead of√
N .
The decelerator transports particles with a large range of energies. For a given machine,
with a given pattern of quadrupole misalignment, particles of some energies will sample
the misalignment with a certain degree of coherence, yielding an envelope for particles
of energies that might be significantly larger than calculated in Eq. (5.25). We illustrate
this discussion in Figure 5.13(a) which shows PLACET simulations for the envelope of
the lowest energy particle, averaged over 1000 machines in red; Eq. (5.25) calculated
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along the lattice in black; Eq. (5.25) with
√
N → N for the coherent worst case in
magenta; and the centroid envelope for particles of all energies for a single typical
machine in blue). In the latter case, some coherence has been picked up by parts of
the beam.
To further illustrate how the various particles energies in the beam drive the envelope,
we do the following ”simulation experiment”: for the same simulated quadrupole mis-
alignment we send in beams with average beam intensity varying from 0.1% of the
nominal up to nominal. Since the energy extraction and PETS energy spread are pro-
portional to the beam intensity, the beam with lower intensity will contain a smaller
energy spectrum, and thus lower probability of sampling coherence in the quadrupole
misalignment. Figure 5.13(b) shows the centroid envelope (for all particles) as func-
tion of average intensity, for one given machine (the same machine simulated in blue in
Figure 5.13(a)). Starting from a centroid envelope smaller than 2 mm, new envelope
plateaux are suddenly reached when the minimum energy reaches an energy level where
the particles sample the quadrupole misalignment with a significant level of coherence.
5.5.3 1-to-1 correction
The growth of the centroid envelope due to quadrupole kicks, might be strongly miti-
gated by steering the beam into the BPM centres. If a corrector is available for each BPM
one can steer the beam into the centre of each BPM (1-to-1 correction). If fewer correc-































scaling of average beam intensity [%]
(b) Envelope as function of beam intensity
Figure 5.13: Beam envelope growth due to quadrupole misalignment. (a) average 2D centroid
envelope along the lattice for the most decelerated particles; simulated (red) and calculated
using Eq. (5.25) (black); envelope assuming coherent (worst case) addition of random kicks
(magenta); centroid envelope for particles of all energies for one typical machine (blue). (b)
centroid envelope one typical machine, at the end of the lattice, as function of average beam
intensity. Increased beam intensity corresponds to increased deceleration and energy spread,
and particles of different energies arise to drive the envelope as the intensity is increased.
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or least-squares solutions to optimise the performance (few-to-few correction).
It is fruitful to describe the correction in a response matrix framework. The corrector-
to-BPM response matrix, R, describes the effect of each corrector change on each BPM
reading. The matrix elements Rij define the incremental BPM reading i, yi, produced





1-to-1 correction can be then performed by sending a pulse, store the BPM readings as
y and apply corrections according to
∆θ = −R†y, (5.26)
where ∆θ is the vector of corrector adjustments and R† the pseudo-inverse of R [105].
Subsequent pulses will then yield zero BPM readings within the BPM precision, assum-
ing a linear system, one corrector per BPM and an R that is a perfect model of the
system to be corrected (for non-linear systems, or if imperfect system models are used,
the correction might still converge to yield zero BPM readings by applying Eq. (5.26)
iteratively).
Particle trajectories along a 1-to-1 corrected decelerator
In the decelerator baseline one corrector per BPM is assumed, as illustrated in Figure 5.2,
and the lattice model is linear. The correctors assumed in the thesis work are quadrupole
movers with 1 µm resolution. After performing 1-to-1 correction in the decelerator, ap-
plying Eq. (5.26), each BPM reading is close to the BPM resolution, specified to 2
µm [96] (the corrector steps add a few µm to the effective resolution) implying that
the beam centroid is centred to the ideal machine axis to within the BPM accuracy,
specified to a 20 µm [96]. The residual quadrupole kicks will, however, generate disper-
sion. This spurious dispersion combined with the large energy spread lead to dispersive
trajectories that might reach the order of several mm with respect to beam centroid.
Thus, even though the beam centroid is well contained, the beam envelope is not. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 5.14(c), showing the trajectory of a least decelerated and
most decelerated particle along a 1-to-1 steered machine. A most decelerated particle
has final energy, Emin = 0.24 GeV, which is relatively close to the final centroid energy,
〈Efinal〉 = 0.38 GeV, and is less affected by the spurious dispersion than a least decel-
erated particle. Figures 5.14(a) and Figure 5.14(b) show the trajectories for the same
particles tracked through a perfect machine and an uncorrected machine, respectively.
In Section 5.6 results of 1-to-1 correction simulations for a large number of realistic ma-
chines are presented, but first a more sophisticated correction scheme will be discussed.
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5.5.4 Dispersion-free steering
The idea of the correction scheme ”dispersion-free steering”(DFS) is to reduce the energy
dependence of the centroid trajectories [106]. In dispersion-free steering, the measured
orbit of the nominal beam, denoted y0, is compared to the measured orbit of a ”test-
beam”, denoted y1, in which the particles see a stronger or weaker optics than in the
nominal beam, and thus follow dispersive orbits. By adjusting the correctors to minimise
the difference between the nominal and test-beam orbits, Σ(y1,i−y0,i)2, the harmful com-
ponents of the quadrupole misalignment can be compensated for. The different optics
for the test-beam can in principle be achieved either by adjusting the lattice magnet
strengths or by using test pulses with energy different from the nominal; in both cases
the absolute beam optics will change. From operational and performance points of view,
however, it is preferred not to change the machine lattice when performing correction,
and using test-pulses with different energies is therefore preferred. In practice, min-
imising only the difference trajectory generally lead to unstable solutions in presence of































































(d) Dispersion-free steered machine (DFS)
Figure 5.14: The trajectory along the decelerator of a least deceleration particle (in blue, o)
and a most decelerated particle (in red, x), for the cases of a perfectly aligned machine (a), an
uncorrected machine (b), a 1-to-1 corrected machine (c) and a dispersion-free steered machine
(d).
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1Σ(y1,i − y0,i)2. (5.27)
where w0 is the relative weighting of the zero orbit and w1 the relative weighting of the
difference orbit. The least squares solution with respect to the correctors is found by
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where R0 is the response-matrix seen by the nominal beam and R1 the response-matrix
seen by the test beam. Comparing Eq. (5.28) to Eq. (5.26) illustrates well the similarities
of dispersion-free steering and 1-to-1 correction.
5.5.5 Decelerator implementation of dispersion-free steering
In the decelerator, we suggest to take advantage of the PETS beam loading (discussed
in Section 4.2) to generate test-beams for the dispersion-free steering. The steady state
energy loss along the decelerator is to first order proportional to the average beam
intensity, as can be seen from Eqs. (4.11) and (4.15), and a test-pulse can therefore
be implemented by varying the beam intensity. Exploiting the beam loading is also a
natural choice for decelerator correction; what we want to mitigate is indeed the effect
of the energy spread resulting from the beam loading, so when we minimise the test-
beam dispersive trajectories resulting from beam loading, we would expect to see a clear
reduction of the spread of dispersive trajectories within the nominal beam as well.
The question of how to vary the drive beam intensity must now be addressed. We
suggest to exploit the delayed switching technique [7], already developed for CLIC main
beam loading compensation [53]: by delaying the switching in the sub-harmonic buncher
before the drive beam linac (see Figure 3.4), empty rf bunches will be inserted in part
of the bunch train. Because the half-trains do not interleave perfectly at the exit of
the delay loop, the average beam intensity will vary along the drive beam pulse. This
method, illustrated in Figure 5.15, thus allows for energy variation along single pulses,
requiring but a single machine operation: change of the switching delay. Dispersion-
free steering for the decelerator could therefore in principle be applied within a single
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pulse, assuming sufficient BPM bandwidth (cf. the BPM specifications [96], included
in Appendix C). For the dispersion-free steering simulations in this work, a test-beam
with 6 GHz bunch frequency has been used. The resulting average steady state energy
is about twice that of the nominal beam, an energy difference comparable to the energy
spread due to beam loading, which dispersive effects we seek to minimise. Test-beams
with 8 or 9 GHz average bunch frequency (every third or fourth bunch removed) show
very similar performance. For all test-beams the bunch charge is unchanged from the
nominal. Figure 5.16(a) shows the steady state energy of the nominal beam and the
test beam.
Eq. (5.28) requests for a relative weight of the difference orbit with respect to the zero






res, since poor BPM accuracy,
σacc, suggests a relatively lower w0 while poor BPM resolution, σres, suggests relatively
(a) Delay loop nominal operation
(b) Nominal switching (c) Delayed switching
Figure 5.15: Test beam generation using delayed switching of the phase coding used to select
the bunches to be kicked into the delay loop. By delaying the switching in the sub-harmonic
buncher of the drive beam accelerator, the average beam intensity can be varied within a
single pulse. (a) Principle of the CLIC delay loop, illustrating nominal switching. (b) Part
of a combined bunch train, and the corresponding beam intensity, with nominal switching.
(c) Part of a combined bunch train, and the corresponding beam intensity, when switching
was delayed. Pictures courtesy of the CLIC study [7,53].
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(b) DFS performance weight dependence
Figure 5.16: (a) Steady state energy of the 12 GHz nominal beam and the 6 GHz test beam
used for DFS. The resulting mean energy of the test beam is about twice that of the main beam,
ensuring a highly dispersive orbit. (b) DFS performance as function of the relative weighting
of the zero difference orbit and the zero orbit. Over a range of four orders of magnitude the
performance of the algorithm depends only very weakly on the relative weighting.
lower w1. Optimal weighting is found by simulation (a weight can in addition be given to
the resulting corrector amplitude, resulting in additional terms in Eq. (5.28) ). For the
decelerator the performance of the algorithm depends only weakly on deviations from the
optimum weighting; varying w1/w0 by four orders of magnitude, w1/w0 ∈ (1...10′000),
leads to a relative difference in r of only a few percent, as shown in Figure 5.16(b).
An important implication of this is that the choice of weights is robust to parameter
changes when doing decelerator beam dynamic studies. It is for instance not strictly
necessary to continuously re-optimise the weights when e.g. changing BPM parameters
by a small factor. All studies in this work have been performed with the relative weight
set to w1/w0 = 100.
5.5.6 Correction binning
The orbit correction will in practise be performed in ”bins” where one bin consists of a
fraction of the lattice. E.g. a pulse is shot, the BPMs are read, and the first 50 BPM
signals of the sector are corrected. Then a new pulse is fired and the next 50 BPM
signals are corrected, and so on.
An interesting question related to the number of bins, is how large difference is tolerated
between the model used for correction and the corresponding real machine, in order to
converge to an adequate correction. For the decelerator it is of special interest to look
at the beam intensity, since the betatron motion depends strongly on the intensity. If
the difference between the model tune and the machine tune is a significant fraction
of an integer, within a single bin, the correction is not expected to perform well. The
drive beam intensity can be measured and controlled only with limited precision, and we
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therefore present results of a simulation study quantifying the tolerance on the intensity
error accepted in the model, as function of the size of the bins used for correction, for
dispersion-free steering. Figure 5.17(a) summarises the result of the study. The error in
the model beam intensity is assumed static during the correction. 50% overlap of the bins
has been applied. Using in the range 20 to 40 correctors per bin, model intensity errors
from -1.5% up to 0.5% (-1.5 A to 0.5 A) yield an increase of less than 10% of the overall
beam envelope with respect to the minimum envelope found for no error, which is deemed
acceptable. Both too many and too few bins lead to worse results, and the correction
breaks down completely if less than ∼ 10 correctors per bin are used. A knowledge of
the beam intensity to this level is considered to be feasible; control of the drive beam
intensity must in any case be controlled to better than percent level due to requirements
on power production and phase tolerances [38]. We therefore do not consider these model
error tolerance levels to be a show-stopper for the deceleration correction. Figure 5.17(b)
highlights the special case of a perfect model, where there is no error in the intensity
estimate, corresponding to the vertical line at 100% in Figure 5.17(a). For this case,
varying the number of bins used has a very small effect; the relative difference in r is
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(b) r/rmin for zero intensity error
Figure 5.17: (a) DFS performance as function of the error in the model beam intensity
(horizontal axis) and bin length in number of correctors (vertical axis). 50% overlap of the
bins has been applied. The darkest blue region indicates an increase in the beam envelope, r,
of less than 10% with respect to the minimum rmin (found for no beam intensity error). The
bound is increased by 10% per region shown in the figure. As long as the binning is small
enough, a model intensity error of up to 0.5% (0.5 A) does not affect correction performance
significantly. (b) The special case of perfect model intensity (corresponding to the vertical line
at 100% in (a)). For this case varying the number of bins used has a very small effect on the
beam envelope.
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Particle trajectories along a dispersion-free steered decelerator
Figure 5.14(d) shows the lowest and highest energy particle, for one machine, after DFS
steering. Both the lowest energy and the highest energy particles are now confined,
unlike the situation after 1-to-1 correction shown in Figure 5.14(c). In Section 5.6
results of dispersion-free steering simulations for a large number of realistic machines
are presented, and compared to 1-to-1 correction.
Experimental tests of the dispersion-free steering for the decelerator
The peculiarities of the decelerator dispersion-free steering scheme imply a need for
proof-of-principle in a representative test-environment. The ideal test-bench will be
the CTF3 Test Beam Line, cf. Chapter 6, which is currently under construction with
completion foreseen in 2011-2012. Awaiting the completion of TBL, experiments with
dispersion-free steering in the fully loaded CTF3 linac have been performed, further
discussed in Section 5.10.
5.6 Results of realistic simulations
In order to quantify the combined effect of the adiabatic undamping (Section 5.3),
transverse wakes (Section 5.4) and the different correction schemes (Section 5.5), 500
machines were simulated with all effects included, including realistic values for all types
of machine imperfections [103] (values given in Table A.3). The maximum envelopes
r along the lattice were calculated for the cases of no correction, 1-to-1 correction and
dispersion-free steering. The model used for correction describes the machine perfectly,
however, the simulated BPMs have limited resolution and accuracy. The correction is
performed in a single bin. As shown in Figure 5.17(b) when using a perfect model,
the simulation results do not depend strongly on the number of bins used. Simulations
are performed in one plane, but the results are scaled in order to represent the two-
dimensional beam envelope, r.
Figure 5.18 presents the simulation results. For the uncorrected case (NC) we observe a
rapid growth of the beam envelope, originating mainly from quadrupole misalignment.
For the 1-to-1 corrected case (1-to-1) the effect of quadrupole misalignment is strongly
mitigated, however, there remains still a significant envelope growth with respect to
the minimum envelope growth resulting from the adiabatic undamping (rad), reaching
about half of the aperture. In comparison, after the dispersion-free steered (DFS) the
envelope growth is now barely above the minimal growth, implying that the decelera-
tor dispersion-free steering scheme, proposed in the framework of this thesis, has very
effectively suppressed dispersive trajectories along the decelerator.
Another comment is here worthwhile: there are 48 decelerator sectors, and each one
of them must perform to specification (Eq. (5.15)), in order to ensure nominal CLIC
performance. If we require that a reasonable 99.9% of all randomly misaligned CLIC
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machines must perform to specification, this translates to a required confidence for
each decelerator sector of 99.998% . It is not feasible to simulate enough machines to
show such confidence levels directly; instead we inspect the tails of the histogram of all
envelopes of the simulated machines. A choice of component tolerance levels yielding
significant distribution tails should be avoided. We here use this approach in order
to give a rough estimate of the BPM resolution specified. Figure 5.18(b) shows the
histogram over the envelope of all 500 machines, for various BPM resolutions used for
the dispersion-free steering. For resolutions of a few µm, the tails of the distributions
have a relatively sharp fall off, while for higher resolutions the size of the tails increases.
This suggests that the BPM resolution should be kept to within a few µm if one wants
a very large number of simulated random machines to stay within the specifications.
5.7 Summary of decelerator specifications
Ultimately, one of the main goals of an in-depth modelling and simulation of the CLIC
drive beam decelerator is to understand the physics well enough to provide clear speci-
fications for the machine components, a vital input to CLIC technical studies and cost
studies. The decelerator studies performed in the framework of this thesis have lead to








































DFS σres=1µmDFS σres=2µmDFS σres=4µmDFS σres=6µmDFS σres=8µmDFS σres=10µm
(b) Beam envelopes for 500 machines
Figure 5.18: Results of realistic simulations of 500 machines including transverse dipole wakes
and machine imperfections, assuming a quadrupole rms misalignment of σquad = 20 µm and a
BPM accuracy of σacc = 20 µm. (a) The beam envelope along the decelerator lattice (the worst
machine) in the cases of no correction (red x), 1-to-1 correction (blue o) and dispersion-free
steering (magenta +). The minimum achievable envelope due to adiabatic undamping alone
is plotted in black. A BPM resolution of σres = 2 µm is assumed in this plot. We observe that
the dispersion-free steering has taken out almost all dispersive particle motion, in all parts of
the beam. (b) Histogram over the envelope of all 500 machines, for various BPM resolutions
used for the dispersion-free steering.
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BPMs.
The sheer quantity of magnets and instruments foreseen for the decelerator (∼ 100’000)
implies that it is worth investing significant simulation efforts in order to establish the
specifications with as high precision as possible.
5.7.1 Quadrupole specifications
The specification for the decelerator quadrupole magnets [95] suggests magnet gradient
design accuracy of 1 × 10−3 rms and a power supply accuracy of 5 × 10−4. As seen
from Eq. (5.3) all quadrupole magnets should ideally have different absolute strength in
order to follow the energy of the most decelerated particles. Ref. [95] discusses how a
limited number of power supplies can be arranged while still giving adequate focusing
properties. For further details we refer to the quadrupole specification [95], included in
Appendix C.
5.7.2 BPM specifications
The performance of 1-to-1 correction and dispersion-free steering depends on the BPM
accuracy and resolution. The beam envelope after performing 1-to-1 correction depends
linearly on the BPM accuracy. The envelope after dispersion-free steering does not
depend significantly on the BPM accuracy. However, the beam envelope size after per-
forming dispersion-free steering depends linearly on the BPM resolution, when this error
source becomes dominant. These considerations suggest a BPM accuracy of ∼ σacc = 20
µm and a BPM resolution of ∼ σres = 2 µm [96] (in correspondence with Figure 5.18).
For further technical and operational details we refer to the BPM specification [96], in-
cluded in Appendix C, which discusses specific issues including decelerator tune-up and
the total number of BPMs needed.
5.8 Discussion of physics not included in the simu-
lations
Neither space-charge nor ion effects are included in the PLACET simulations leading
to the results presented in this thesis. An in-depth study of these physical phenomena
would be outside the scope of the thesis, but for completeness we perform in this section
a rough analytical estimation of their effects, based on already existing formulae.
5.8.1 Space-charge
We will in this section estimate transverse space-charge effects in the decelerator. Only
direct space-charge effects will be considered, and we follow the approach in [108]. The
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space-charge estimates could also have been performed using envelope equations, fol-
lowing e.g. [72], but we prefer not to introduce this framework for the space-charge
estimates alone.
The smooth approximation of betatron motion, Eq. (5.12), will be used, and the ef-
fect of transverse space-charge is included by adding a space-charge term, KSC, to the
quadrupole strong focusing term, Kβ = 1/〈β〉2, yielding
y′′ + (Kβ +KSC)y(s) = 0. (5.29)
We will here do a direct comparison of the space-charge effects with the strong focusing;
if the space-charge term is of the same order as the strong focusing term, the beam
would be space-charge dominated and the validity of our analyses questionable. In the
extreme case, if KSC > −Kβ the motion would even be unstable.
The maximum transverse space-charge force in free space, Fy, for a round beam with
transverse Gaussian distribution, assuming a bunched beam with Gaussian longitudinal
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where e is the unit charge, ε0 the permittivity of free space, β the normalised particle
velocity, γ the particle Lorentz factor, y the vertical distance from the transverse centre
of the beam, and σy the vertical rms size (the analysis applies equally to the horizontal
plane). For particles close to the transverse centre of the beam, the vertical force is to






Using that Fy = β
2Eeγy
′′
, where Ee is the electron rest energy, we deduce for this case







We will calculate the space-charge defocusing first for the most decelerated particles,
towards the end of the lattice. For a transverse Gaussian charge distribution the peak





and substituting values from Table A.3 we get Iˆ = 1.0×103 A, γ = Emin/Ee = 4.7×102,





The magnitude of the direct space-charge defocusing is therefore less than 0.1% of the
magnitude strong focusing for the most decelerated particles. For the least decelerated
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particles, the focusing term Kβ will decrease by a factor 1/10 towards the end of the
lattice, but KSC is about a factor 10 smaller than what we estimated for the most
decelerated particles due to the higher energy. The space-charge effects will thus be of
the same order for all drive beam particles. The worst-case approximation in Eq. (5.31)
is valid for particles close to the centre of the transverse Gaussian distribution. From
Eq. (5.30) we see that KSC will decrease towards the bunch transverse edges ( KSC will
also decrease in the longitudinal direction from the bunch centre), and the space-charge
will therefore induce an addition spread in betatron tune. However, this spread is also
very small compared to the PETS induced tune spread (varying form about 70 to 135),
and will therefore not qualitatively change the drive beam physics. Moreover, the space-
charge effects calculated here are always defocusing, and can therefore only increase the
phase-advance. This implies that the calculation of the focusing strength needed to
follow the most decelerated particles, cf. Section 5.1, should not be affected by the
space-charge defocusing, even by a a very small value. We conclude that the effects of
the transverse direct space-charge are negligible for the decelerator.
5.8.2 Ion effects
The drive beam electrons will ionise residual gas in their path. The electrons of the
ionised gas are repelled while the positively charged ions can be trapped inside the
beam. In general this might lead to betatron detuning and instabilities. Ion effects
for the CLIC drive beam in the long transfer lines [54] upstream of the decelerator,
see Figure 3.3, have already been studied using analytical expressions. The rise-time
of the fast-ion instability, denoted τe, is inversely proportional to the pressure level in
the beam pipe, and we here apply the expressions to perform a rough estimate of the
required vacuum level, by calculating the pressure that leads to a single rise time along
a decelerator sector.
The ion density will grow linearly with the passing of the bunch train, and the ions






where Qi is the ion charge in units of elementary charge, rp the classical proton radius, N
the bunch population, zbb the bunch to bunch distance and σy = σx the transverse beam
rms size (negligible ion motion is assumed in Eq. (5.32)). Substituting the decelerator
baseline parameters from Table A.3 and assuming single ionisation, Qi = 1, and carbon
monoxide, with A = 28, as the dominant residual gas, we get
A Atrap
, indicating that the decelerator train will indeed trap ions.















where p is the pressure, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, σion the cross
section for ion production (about 2×10−22 m−2 for carbon monoxide [54]), N the bunch
population, n the number of bunches, re the classical electron radius, a a frequency factor
where a ≈ 0.1 for a FODO-lattice [109], Nx = Ny the initial normalised emittances and
c the speed of light. The pressure level yielding much less than one fast-ion rise time,





Combining Eqs. (5.33) and (5.34), and substituting the decelerator parameters in Ta-









= 40 nTorr. (5.35)
The pressure level found is thus considerably less constraining than what was found for
the transfer lines [54] (mainly due to the 1 km length of the decelerator sector, with
respect to the long transfer length of 21 km). In return, the decelerator vacuum must be
attained in an environment filled with power extraction and transfer structures, which
will be more challenging.
It should be noted that Eq. (5.33) is an order of magnitude estimate. Also, in Eq. (5.33)
the large energy spread of the decelerator drive beam is not taken into account, and it is
possible that the decoherent motion of the electrons will lead to a slower rise-time and
thus a less severe vacuum requirement. In order to provide more precise estimations
for the required decelerator vacuum level, an extension to PLACET that will calculate
the Fast-Ion effect during tracking, taking into account the real beam phase-space is
foreseen [110].
5.9 Failure modes
A number of failure modes for the drive beam decelerator were studied in the framework
of the thesis, and the results are reported in [93], paper included in Appendix B. An
important result, highlighting again the interplay between beam dynamics studies and
structure rf design, was an estimation of the maximum transverse voltage tolerated
during a PETS breakdown, based on the criterion that yc should be less than 1 m after
an eventual breakdown. Figure 5.19 [93] presents the results, showing an analytical
estimate [93] in blue and simulation results in red. The actual transverse voltages during
breakdown of the 12 GHz CLIC PETS will be a subject of study in the Two-beam Test
Stand [68] presented in Section 4.5.
Another study showed that if two or more quadrupoles fail simultaneously more than
10% of the pulse will be lost. With the very high drive beam intensity, losses of this
level are of great concern. Machine protection issues have not been part of the thesis,
but it is clear that this is an important future subject of study for the decelerator.
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5.10 Orbit correction experiments in the CTF3 linac
We have seen in Section 5.5 that the drive beam decelerator requires sophisticated
orbit correction in order to ensure robust transport through the entire lattice. In the
framework of the thesis, experimental tests of the correction schemes envisaged for the
decelerator were performed in the CTF3 linear accelerator. The linac operates with
full beam-loading [63], implying that the accelerating voltage depends strongly on the
electron current. This renders the linac a particularly good test-bench for the decelerator
(where the voltage is purely due to beam loading). Figure 5.20(a) shows the structure
of the CTF3 linac, and Figure 5.20(b) shows a photo of a linac girder, with the two
SICA type [61] accelerating structures ”Florella” and ”Sylvie”. The corrections were
performed over a section of eleven girders, with energy varying from about 20 MeV
at the entrance of the corrected lattice section, to about 120 MeV at the end. Both
measured response matrices and modelled response matrices were used as basis for the
correction (the energy of the fully loaded linac therefore had to be estimated with good
precision).
The results of the experiments are reported in [94], paper included in Appendix B.
A particularly important and relevant result was the demonstration of dispersion-free
steering in the linac, and we highlight this result here: to clearly distinguish the per-
formance of the different correction schemes, large BPM misalignments of up to 6 mm
were simulated (by artificially adding this value to the BPM readings). The resulting
orbits and dispersion after 1-to-1 correction and dispersion-free steering are shown in
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Figure 5.19: The maximum PETS transverse voltage tolerated during breakdown, along
the lattice. An analytical estimate [93] in blue and simulation results in red. The tolerated
transverse voltage decreases towards the end of the lattice, due to the lower rigidity of the
most decelerated particles.
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BPMs, thus inducing a large orbit bump generating significant dispersion. Dispersion-
free steering, on the other hand, seeks to minimise the difference of dispersive trajecto-
ries, see Eq. (5.27). The resulting orbit shows indeed a salient feature of dispersion-free
steering; unlike 1-to-1 correction, the dispersion-free steering is mostly oblivious to the
(simulated) BPM misalignments. As seen from Figure 5.21 a trajectory close to the
real centre orbit is found by the dispersion free steering, resulting in a reduction of the
dispersion by a factor three.
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(a) CTF3 linac lattice structure
(b) CTF3 linac girder
Figure 5.20: The CTF3 linac. (a) Sketch of the lattice as considered for the steering experi-
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(b) Dispersion after correction
Figure 5.21: Resulting orbits (a) and dispersion (b) after 1-to-1 correction (blue) and
dispersion-free steering (magenta). The dispersion-free steering mostly ignores the simulated
BPM misalignments, finds an orbit close to the centre and reduces the dispersion by a factor
three with respect to the 1-to-1 correction.
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The main purpose of the Test Beam Line (TBL) [111,112] is to provide a realistic demon-
stration of the CLIC decelerator. The TBL will be installed in the CLIC Experimental
Area (CLEX), see Figure 3.6, and will consist of a beam line with 16 cells, each con-
taining a quadrupole mounted on a precision mover, a BPM and a PETS, as illustrated
in Figure 6.1. According to the present schedule, 8 PETS should be installed in 2010,
and the TBL installation should be completed by 2011-2012. In this chapter we present
a study of the beam dynamics in the TBL, emphasising the similarities and differences
between the CLIC decelerator and the TBL.
6.1 TBL baseline parameters
The TBL baseline PETS has a length of LPETS = 0.8 m, with all other characteristics
equal to the TBTS PETS and the PETS proposed for CLIC (parameters in Table A.4).
The PETS length is chosen so that the nominal CLIC PETS power of 135 MW [38]
can be produced in CLEX. We define here as nominal TBL parameters a CLEX drive
Figure 6.1: TBL lattice structure. The TBL lattice consists of 8 FODO cells, with one 0.8 m
PETS installed per quadrupole, in total 16 PETS. The figure should be compared with Figure
5.2 showing the decelerator lattice structure.
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(b) Bunch energy profile (steady state)
Figure 6.2: CLEX beam energy profiles before entering the TBL, in blue (+), and after having
passed through the entire TBL, in red (x). The Gaussian bunch charge profile is shown, in
magenta (o), for clarity. The figure should be compared with Figure 5.1 showing the decelerator
energy profile.
beam initial energy of E0 = 150 MeV and a CLEX beam intensity of Inom = 28 A.
Assuming nominal parameters each PETS will produce a steady state power, according
to Eq. (4.13), of
P = 139 MW,
slightly more than the 135 MW required for CLIC. According to Eq. (4.15), the maxi-
mum energy loss per PETS is
Uˆ = 5.2 MV.
After passing throughNnom = 16 PETS, the minimum residual beam energy will be
Emin = E0 − eUˆNnom = 67 MeV.
and the resulting energy extraction efficiency, defined in Eq. (5.1), is
ηextr = 55 %.
According to Eq. (4.8), the fill-time of the TBL PETS is
tfill = 3 ns,
a factor three longer than for the decelerator, due to the longer PETS length in the
TBL. Figure 6.2 shows the simulated energy profile after deceleration in the TBL with
nominal parameters. Comparing with the CLIC decelerator final energy profile in Figure
5.1, it is seen that the features of the profiles are very similar for TBL and for CLIC,
with the difference, however, of longer fill-time and lower ηextr for the TBL.
We remind that Uˆ and ηextr correspond to the minimum energy particles, while e.g.
a BPM in a spectrometer line would rather measure the mean deceleration, given by
Eq. (4.17), 〈U〉 = F (λ)Uˆ .
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6.2 TBL energy extraction and beam envelope in a
perfect machine
In order to provide a realistic demonstration of the decelerator, it is important that
a significant percentage of the beam energy is extracted in the TBL. The normalised
emittance in CLEX is estimated to be in the same order as in the decelerator, N =
150 µm in both planes, but due to low final energy in the TBL compared with CLIC,
the beam envelope, r, as defined in Eq. (5.14), is significantly larger after deceleration
in the TBL than after deceleration in the CLIC decelerator. The PETS design, on the
other hand, is the same as for CLIC, with the same half-aperture a0 = 11.5 mm. In
TBL the incoming beam will, even for a perfect machine and injection, fill up almost
half of the aperture
rincoming = 3
√
(βF + βD)N/γ0 = 5.1 mm,
where βF and βD are the matched beta functions in the middle of the first TBL
quadrupole, and γ0 the initial Lorentz factor. With 16 PETS and I = 28 A, the fi-
nal beam envelope in a perfect machine is
r = 3
√
(βF + βD)N/γEmin = 7.6 mm,
where γEmin is the Lorentz factor of the most decelerated particles. r reaches thus two
thirds of the available aperture for a perfect machine and injection. In comparison,
in the decelerator the beam envelope, assuming perfect machine and injection, is r =
3.3 mm. An ideal demonstration of the deceleration would imply raising ηextr from 55%
to 90%, and lowering r for a perfect machine from 7.5 mm to 3.3 mm. We will present
some calculations of the values for ηextr and r available with CLEX. An initial beam
energy range from 50 MeV to 200 MeV is considered in order to provide numbers for
eventual CTF3 upgrades as well.
Up to the present, CTF3 is far from operating with the nominal beam intensity in
CLEX [65]. The quantities ηextr and r depend on the incoming beam energy, the beam
intensity and the number of PETS installed. For a perfect machine and injection, scaling
either the number of PETS or the beam intensity yields the same effect on ηextr and r.






where ηred = 1 corresponds to nominal TBL parameters (Nnom = 16 and Inom = 28 A).
Figure 6.3 shows r and ηextr after deceleration with different values of ηred, assuming
perfect machine and injection. From Figure 6.3(a) it is seen that in order to achieve
a high fraction of energy extraction at all, it is vital that either the beam intensity in
CLEX reaches the nominal value, or alternatively that one or more PETS are equipped
with recirculation as in the TBTS [69], or with rf priming (rf coupled into the PETS
from an external source).
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Even with recirculation or rf priming, ηextr will be limited by the CLEX initial energy,
due to beam envelope limitations, see Figure 6.3(b). Sending a low energy beam into
CLEX would in principle lead to a high δexpr, but the beam might be lost before the end
of the TBL. In order to demonstrate high power extraction efficiency, and at the same
time keep losses low, the CLEX initial energy should be as high as possible. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.4 which shows the energy extraction efficiency, ηextr, as function
of E0 for a given maximum beam envelope (the beam envelope, r, is allowed to reach
1/2, 2/3 and 1/1 of the vacuum chamber aperture, respectively). In this graph no limits
on the deceleration are assumed (PETS operation with field recirculation or priming is
assumed where necessary). We see that if the beam envelope should stay within half
the available aperture, which is the requirement for CLIC, ηextr would be limited to 25
%, regardless of the available beam intensity, if we assume the nominal CLEX energy of
E0 = 150 MeV.
Finally, it should be noted that operating the TBL with recirculation or priming to
achieve the nominal deceleration, with beam intensity smaller than the nominal, will
typically result in less severe transverse wakes than for nominal operation. Because the
transverse wake is one of the most important effects to study, the TBL would be a less
good demonstration if it is not run with the nominal beam intensity. In the remaining
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(b) Beam envelope
Figure 6.3: The energy extraction efficiency (a) and beam envelope r (b) after deceleration in
the TBL, in a perfect machine with perfect injection. Each line represents a different decelera-
tion reduction factor, ηred = (N/Nnom)(I/Inom ), where ηred corresponds to the nominal TBL
parameters. An energy range from 50-200 MeV is considered in order to provide numbers for
eventual CTF3 upgrades.
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Figure 6.4: The maximum attainable energy extraction efficiency, in a perfect machine with
perfect injection, as function of the CLEX beam energy, for fixed beam envelope, r. No limi-
tations on the CLEX beam intensity are applied here (PETS operation with field recirculation
or priming is assumed where necessary).
6.3 TBL transverse wakes
In this section nominal TBL parameters are assumed. In particular, it is assumed that
the PETS damping slots are filled with dielectric material, providing strong dipole mode
damping [67], corresponding to the wake parameters in Table A.5.
Analogous to the analysis in Section 5.4 we simulate the envelope growth for trains
injected with a static offset; both point-like TBL bunch trains and trains with full
bunch lengths. Figure 6.5(a) shows the wake growth factors, Υn,sim = yc/yc,wo, along a
train with point-like bunches, after having passed through the TBL. We observe that
the wake growth factor is very small; a maximum amplification of around 10%. For
the decelerator on the other hand, Figure 5.9(a) shows a significant growth, reaching
a factor 4. Figure 6.5(c) shows the amplification for a train with long bunches (σz =
1 mm). In this case a small fraction of the bunch charge shows indeed wake growth
factors above two, however, the bunch centroid motion is not amplified significantly,
because the bulk of the charge has very small growth. Similar results are obtained when
scaling the Q-factors or the wake amplitudes by a factor of 2; neither scaling yields
significant amplification of the beam centroid motion. In order to provoke a significant
growth factor for point-like bunches, the wake amplitude had to be increased by a factor
three with respect to the nominal. For illustration, this (hopefully) unrealistic case is
presented in Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(d), where we observe a growth reaching a factor
three in the transient.
One of the main diagnostic tools in the TBL will be the BPMs. Figure 6.6(a) shows
the simulated BPM position signal, integrated over a pulse train of 140 ns, injected at
a constant offset, for the cases of no transverse wakes, nominal transverse wakes and
wake amplitude three times the nominal. The difference between no wakes and the
nominal wake is not very large, as expected due to the small amplification of the beam
centroid (Figure 6.5(b)). Neither for a wake amplitude three times the nominal is the
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amplification of the BPM reading significantly increased. For this latter case, however,
the effect of the wake has significantly changed the phase-advance of the beam centroid.
This indicates that phase-advance measurements might be an interesting observable
of wake effects in the TBL. The wake effects are somewhat more pronounced when
considering beams with incoming jitter, for worst-case jitter frequencies. Figure 6.6(b)
shows the amplification of a beam injected with transverse jitter with jitter frequency
at the dipole mode frequency of 13.4 GHz . The nominal PETS wake amplifies the
jitter by a factor of about two. In order to artificially induce and measure beam jitter
at specific frequencies, Ref. [111] suggests to use resonant kickers and BPMs, however,





























































































































































(d) σz = 1 mm, three times wake amplitude
Figure 6.5: Wake growth factors for TBL bunch trains, injected with a static offset. (a)
and (c) show the wake growth factors for nominal parameters, for point-like bunches and full-
length bunches respectively. The multi-bunch effects for point-like bunches are negligible. (a)
and (c) should be compared with Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(c), which show the simulations for
nominal decelerator parameters. (b) and (d) show the growth factors for a wake amplitude
three times the nominal, for point-like bunches and full-length bunches respectively. For this
case a significant amplification is observed, especially in the high-energy transient.
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6.4 TBL orbit correction
In this section nominal TBL parameters are assumed. Figure 6.7 presents results of
orbit correction simulations, analogous to the results presented for the decelerator in
Figure 5.18. The quadrupole initial rms offset is σquad = 100 µm (a reasonable estimate
for CTF3), and 100 machines are simulated. The results show that some losses are
expected for an uncorrected machine, and that 1-to-1 steering brings the envelope close
to that of a perfect machine. The dispersion-free steering performs as well as the 1-to-1
steering towards the end of the lattice. (dispersion-free steering performs less well in the
first cells, however, this does not matter as long as the overall envelope growth along
the lattice is contained).
The decelerator dispersion-free steering scheme, discussed in section 5.5.5, was based
on using delayed-switching in the sub-harmonic buncher to create a longer train with
a beam intensity that varies in step functions along the trail, see Figure 5.15. Due to
the PETS beam loading, the mean energy loss in the test-beam is about half of that of
the nominal beam, resulting in a highly dispersive trajectory. The principle is elegant,
however, a similar correction scheme has to our knowledge not been applied previously,
and it is therefore of high interest to demonstrate this scheme. Even though DFS is not
required as alignment technique for the TBL, the TBL can still act as a valuable test-
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(b) Amplification of beam jitter
Figure 6.6: Potential TBL wake observables. (a) Simulated BPM readings along the TBL
a train injected with constant offset, for cases without any transverse wake (red x), nominal
transverse wake (blue o) and wake amplitude three times the nominal (magenta +). In no
cases a significant amplification of the beam centroid is observed along the TBL. For a wake
amplitude three times the nominal, a significant change in the centroid phase-advance is ob-
served. (b) Amplification of a beam injected with transverse jitter on a dipole mode frequency,
for cases without any transverse wake (red x), nominal transverse wake (blue o). The nominal
PETS wake amplifies the jitter by a factor of about two, potentially observable on a BPM
sensitive to the jitter frequency.
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Figure 6.7: The beam envelope along the TBL lattice in the cases of no correction (red x),
1-to-1 correction (blue o) and dispersion-free steering (magenta +). The minimum achievable
envelope due to adiabatic undamping alone is also plotted for comparison (black +). The 1-
to-1 steering is sufficient to correct the machine very close to the minimum envelope, however,
the dispersion-free steering is performing equally well. The figure should be compared with
Figure 5.18 showing the decelerator orbit correction performance.
delay-loop in CTF3 (shown in Figure 3.5) can generate bunch trains with every second
bunch removed in part of the train. The TBL beam loading will lead to a dispersive
orbit (in the simulation in Figure 6.7 a test-beam with every second bunch missing has
been used). This technique of test-beam generation is precisely the same as for the
CLIC decelerator, as described in Section 5.5.4.
The performance of the DFS in the TBL can be further investigated by simulating large
TBL BPM misalignments, analogous to the experiments performed for the CTF3 linac,
as described in Section 5.10.
6.5 TBL as a demonstration of the decelerator
We end the discussion on the TBL with some general considerations concerning TBL as
a demonstration of the decelerator.
A key demonstration in the TBL is production of 12 GHz rf power in a stable manner.
The power production should be uniform both along the TBL and along the pulse train.
Furthermore, it must be verified with high precision that the energy extracted from the
beam corresponds to the 12 GHz rf power. The Two-beam Test Stand, discussed in
Section 4.5, can perform precise correspondence measurements for a single PETS, so
the emphasise of the TBL should be to verify the power producing along the lattice,
and compare the total power production with the total energy extracted. Specialised
spectrometer dumps are being developed in order to accommodate precision energy
measurements during the various stages of TBL installation (1 PETS, 8 PETS and 16
PETS) [113].
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The direct effect of the transverse wakes seems to be limited in the TBL, assuming the
damping of the dipole modes is as good as promised by rf simulations. Because the
transverse wake effects are less severe in TBL than in the CLIC decelerator, small or
negligible observed wake effects in the TBL would not prove the feasibility of the CLIC
decelerator. If, on the other hand, if significant amplification of the beam centroid or
unexplainable losses are observed, it might mean that the transverse wakes are signifi-
cantly larger than predicted. Furthermore, if no effect is seen, it should be considered
removing the damping material from the PETS in order to aggravate the wake effects.
During commissioning, however, we do recommend to start with damped PETS and
only remove damping material when stable beam transport has been proven.
The incoming beam intensity should be as high as possible, preferably the nominal
value of 28 A, in order to perform a realistic demonstration of energy extraction and to
maximise the effect of the transverse wakes. The bunch length should also be as short
as possible, since e.g. the power produced by 2 mm bunches is about 20 % smaller than
the power produced by 1 mm bunches.
The TBL will act as a test-facility for PETS, but also for other vital parts of the decel-
erator components. For the beam-based alignment, high-precision quadrupole movers
have been developed [114], and will be used to test the 1-to-1 steering and the DFS. The
performance of the TBL BPMs [115] with the highly decohered TBL beam will also be
quantified.
The full TBL beam-line will be installed before all PETS are installed, and there might
therefore be opportunities to perform other experiments relevant to the decelerator,
not including the PETS, e.g. a verification of the fast-ion instability, discussed in
Section 5.8.2, by controlled variation of the TBL vacuum level (proposed by [116]).
Because of the low final energy, and the subsequently large beam envelope even for
a perfect machine (r = 7.5 mm for a perfect machine), it will be challenging but in
principle possible, to achieve a low-loss transport through the TBL. If the transport can
be achieved using orbit correction, with a test-beam generated by delayed-switching, it
will be a significant statement of feasibility of the proposed correction scheme for the
CLIC drive beam decelerator.
Some considerations on the TBL beam diagnostics
In the TBL simulations the injected beam has a flat, ideal energy profile E(z) = E0,
and regular bunch spacing and charge profile. In CLEX this will not be the case,
and therefore a complete characteristics of the incoming beam is important in order to
disentangle the beam dynamics in the TBL. In particular, the emittance, the energy
and charge profile along the pulse, the position and angle along the pulse, as well as the
bunch length should be measured with good precision.
In Chapter 5 we studied the performance of the CLIC decelerator in terms of Eq. (5.14),
r: the PETS and machine design must result in an r contained along the entire decel-
erator. In the TBL BPMs we do not observe r directly, and cases might occur where
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r is very large, while the BPM readings remain very small. On the other hand, a large
r could be observable on screens with sufficient sensitivity, or eventually in loss moni-
tors along the TBL lattice. It is therefore of high importance to install both transverse
screens and loss monitors with sufficient sensitivity in the TBL. Ideally, the sensitivity
should correspond to a fraction of the CLEX bunch charge, however, this target is prob-
ably not feasible with the available technology, and the exact specification of the TBL
instrumentation is still under study.
In Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(d) the amplification is mainly in the transient part of the
beam, within the first 3 ns. The CTF3 beam has additional transient effects due to
e.g. the linac beam loading, however, the transient part of the beam will in general
follow a different beam dynamics from the steady state part. For the decelerator, loss-
minimisation in the transient is as important as in the steady state part, and it is
therefore of importance that at least part of the TBL beam diagnostics tools achieve
time resolutions in the order of 1 ns, in order to resolve beam dynamics effects in the
transient (e.g. the spectrometer readout and/or a dedicated fast BPM).
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This thesis has focused on the heart of the two-beam scheme proposed for the Multi-
TeV electron-positron collider, CLIC: the rf power production and the corresponding
deceleration of the drive beam.
The power extraction and transfer structure, the PETS, has been thoroughly presented
with the aim of providing the physics base to understand the beam dynamics in the
CLIC decelerator. A simple model of PETS field recirculation has been developed as
well, in order to reflect the test set-up for the first 12 GHz PETS tests with beam
in the Two-beam Test Stand. The theoretical framework developed has been used to
reconstruct measurements of PETS rf power, phase and beam energy loss, and good
agreement between reconstruction and measurements has been found.
The decelerator, consisting of up to 1 km long sectors filled with almost 1500 PETS each,
has been simulated in detail. The next step of decelerator experiments, the Test Beam
Line, has been studied, indicating that some, but not all, key concepts of the decelerator
can be studied in this facility. It must be stressed that for the Test Beam Line studies,
it is of high importance to reach the nominal beam intensity foreseen for CLEX. Even
with the completion of the Test Beam Line, feasibility studies for the decelerator must
to a large degree be based on theory and simulation, and in the framework of this thesis
a methodology has been built up in order to study key decelerator beam dynamics
feasibility issues.
By simulation we have investigated beam envelope growth in the decelerator due to
the transverse dipole wake. Mitigation of the wake effects has been one of the major
constraints on the PETS design, and with the current design the effect of wakes seems
to be adequately contained. However, the margin is not large; simulation studies have
revealed that for example failure to achieve the design Q-values by a factor two leads
to unacceptable envelope growth along the beam. Furthermore, the simulations have
shown that robust suppression of the dipole wake depends strongly on the PETS group
velocity, even if the ratio between impedance and group velocity stays constant, since
the impedance must sufficiently decohere the motion at the head of the drive beam.
Simulations studies have also revealed that due to the particularly large energy spread in
the drive beam under deceleration, a standard 1-to-1 correction where the beam centroid
is steered into the centre of the BPMs, might not be sufficient to minimise beam losses,
even if excellent component pre-alignment of 20 micrometers is assumed. Instead a
correction scheme based on dispersion-free steering is proposed. We have shown that a
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test beam generated by bunch gymnastics using delayed switching, taking advantage of
the PETS beam loading, is well suited to take out the dispersion. Because there are 48
decelerator sectors, we require a very high level of confidence that each sector performs
to specification in order to reach a high level of confidence for the CLIC machine. This
requirement leads to relatively tight tolerance limits for the decelerator BPM resolution
and accuracy. In short, the simulations show that with the present PETS design and
proposed orbit-correction scheme, the drive beam should be transported along the entire
decelerator with only a minimal envelope growth due to imperfections or wake effects.
Some simulation issues remain still to be addressed though, e.g. inclusion of the beam-
loading ramp for the 12 GHz CLIC which will affect the transient part of the beam, and
the inclusion of other physics, including ion effects and space-charge in the PLACET
simulations.
There is still room for future optimisation of the decelerator lattice. The fact that the
decelerator has by far the largest number of both lattice magnets and beam position
monitors of all CLIC sub-systems calls for further integrated rf and beam dynamics
studies with aim of reducing these numbers. In the extreme case: if the dipole wakes
were completely suppressed, it is possible that the number of both lattice magnets and
instrumentation items could be reduced by a factor two. An even broader optimisation
scope could be imagined: the maximum energy extraction of drive beam particles is
currently specified to 90%, as a compromise between efficiency and envelope growth. If
one allows for lower extraction efficiency, the beam envelope growth might be reduced
and tolerances might become looser, however, at the same time the overall efficiency
of the CLIC machine will decrease. Contrariwise, extracting more energy from the
drive beam increases efficiency, but might lead to tighter component tolerances. This
optimisation scope would therefore be more involved, possibly including cost studies.
However, we recommend it to be looked into at least before the completion of a technical
design for CLIC.
On the medium term, though, we consider that the vital next steps for the decelerator
studies are thorough benchmarking of the decelerator and PETS simulation studies
against experiments. The first PETS beam tests, presented in this thesis, show that
we are on a good path to understanding the physics details. Further tests planned
for the short and medium term include precise studies of the dipole wake, as well as
power production versus energy extraction in the Two-beam Test Stand, as well as
the important demonstration of beam transport where a large fraction of the energy
is extracted along the lattice, to be performed in the Test Beam Line. The fact that
the final CLIC machine will include 42 km of decelerator lattice with more than 70’000
PETS, suggests that the details of power production, energy extraction, beam envelope
growth and instrumentation issues should be understood to a very good level of detail
from the planned experiments.
The overall goal to which we hope this thesis has contributed, is to show full feasibility of
CLIC by the time the first LHC results are ready. In this case, the international particle
physics community will have access to a proven Multi-TeV lepton collider concept, ready
to be implemented in order to further unfold the discoveries made by the LHC.
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A. Symbol and Parameter Tables
A.1 List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Meaning
CERN The European laboratory for particle physics
CLEX CLIC Experimental Area
CLIC Compact Linear Collider
CTF3 CLIC Test Facility 3
DFS Dispersion-Free Steering
FODO Focusing Defocusing
GLC Global Linear Collider
LEP Large Electron Positron Collider
LHC Large Hadron Collider
ILC International Linear Collider
NLC Next Linear Collider
PETS Power Extraction and Transfer Structure
PLACET The particle tracking code PLACET
(org.: Program for Linear Accelerator Correction Efficiency Tests)
TBL Test Beam Line
TBTS Two-beam Test Stand
Table A.1: List of abbreviations
I
A. Symbol and Parameter Tables
A.2 Key parameters in Chapter 4
PETS parameters Symbol Value Unit
PETS (TBTS) fund. mode frequency frf 12.00 GHz
PETS (TBTS) fund. mode impedance R′/Q 2’222 linac-Ω/m
PETS (TBTS) fund. mode group velocity βg 46 % of c
PETS (TBTS) length LPETS 1.0 m
PETS (TBTS) fill-time tfill 3.9 ns
PETS (TBTS) ohmic losses reduction factor ηΩ,PETS 0.98 -
Beam parameters Symbol Value Unit
Average beam intensity I A
Bunch frequency fbunch 12.00 GHz
Bunch to bunch distance zbb 25.0 mm
Bunch length σz - mm
Bunch form factor F (λ(σz)) - %
PETS power production P MW
Calculated quantities without recirculation Symbol Value Unit
Fundamental mode field at PETS end Ebeam V/m
PETS output power P W
PETS peak voltage Uˆ V
PETS mean voltage 〈U〉 V
Recirculation parameters Symbol Value Unit
Recirculation fitted phase φ 18 deg
Recirculation fitted total round-trip field gain g 75 %
Fitted constant factor for reconstructed field k 78 %
Round-trip ohmic losses reduction factor ηΩ,circ -
Calculated quantities with recirculation Symbol Value Unit
Fundamental mode field at PETS end E˜M V/m
Field phase with respect to beam generated field θ deg
PETS output power PM W
PETS peak voltage UˆM V
PETS mean voltage 〈UM〉 V
Table A.2: Symbol and parameter table for Chapter 4
II
A.3. Key parameters in Chapter 5
A.3 Key parameters in Chapter 5
PETS parameters Symbol Value Unit
PETS (CLIC 2008) fund. mode frequency frf 12.00 GHz
PETS (CLIC 2008) fund. mode impedance R′/Q 2’294 linac-Ω/m
PETS (CLIC 2008) fund. mode group velocity βg 45 % of c
PETS (CLIC 2008) length LPETS 0.21 m
PETS (CLIC 2008) fill-time tfill 0.9 ns
PETS (CLIC 2008) half-aperture a0 11.5 mm
Lattice parameters Symbol Value Unit
Decelerator sector length (longest sector) L 1053 m
Number of PETS per sector NPETS 1492 -
Quadrupole active length Lquad 0.15 m
Lattice FODO cell length LFODO 2.01 m
Lattice FODO phase-advance (lattice start) φFODO 92.5 deg
Lattice maximum beta function (lattice start) βF 3.40 m
Lattice average beta function (lattice start) 〈β〉 1.25 m
Number of FODO cells (longest sector) NFODO 524 -
Drive beam parameters Symbol Value Unit
Drive beam average beam intensity I 101 A
Drive beam initial energy E0 2.4 GeV
Drive beam energy extraction efficiency ηextr 90 %
Drive beam minimal final particle energy Emin 0.24 GeV
Drive beam train length ttrain 244 ns
Drive beam bunch frequency fbunch 12.00 GHz
Drive beam bunch to bunch distance zbb 25.0 mm
Drive beam bunch length σz 1 mm
Drive beam bunch form factor F (λ(σz)) 96.9 %
Drive beam initial norm. emittance Nx,Ny 150 µm
CLIC PETS power production P 135 MW
Imperfections Symbol Value Unit
Quadrupole offsets σquad 20 µm rms
BPM accuracy (mech. + elec.) σacc 20 µm rms
BPM resolution σres 2 µm rms
PETS σPETS 100 µm rms
Pitch/roll σθ,φ 1 mrad rms
Table A.3: Symbol and parameter table for Chapter 5
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A. Symbol and Parameter Tables
A.4 Key parameters in Chapter 6
PETS parameters Symbol Value Unit
PETS (TBL) fund. mode frequency frf 12.00 GHz
PETS (TBL) fund. mode impedance R′/Q 2’222 linac-Ω/m
PETS (TBL) fund. mode group velocity βg 46 % of c
PETS (TBL) length LPETS 0.8 m
PETS (TBL) fill-time tfill 3.1 ns
PETS (TBL) half-aperture a0 11.5 mm
Lattice parameters Symbol Value Unit
TBL length L 24 m
Number of PETS in the TBL NPETS 16 -
Quadrupole active length Lquad 0.15 m
Lattice FODO cell length LFODO 2.80 m
Lattice FODO phase-advance (lattice start) φFODO 90.2 deg
Lattice maximum beta function (lattice start) βF 4.72 m
Lattice average beta function (lattice start) 〈β〉 1.77 m
Number of FODO cells NFODO 8 -
CLEX beam parameters Symbol Value Unit
CLEX beam average beam intensity I 28 A
CLEX beam initial energy E0 150 MeV
CLEX beam energy extraction efficiency ηextr 55 %
CLEX beam minimal final particle energy Emin 67 MeV
CLEX beam train length ttrain 140 ns
CLEX beam bunch frequency fbunch 12.00 GHz
CLEX beam bunch to bunch distance zbb 25.0 mm
CLEX beam bunch length σz 1 mm
CLEX beam bunch form factor F (λ(σz)) 96.9 %
CLEX beam initial norm. emittance Nx,Ny 150 µm
TBL PETS power production P 139 MW
Imperfections Symbol Value Unit
Quadrupole offsets σquad 100 µm rms
BPM accuracy (mech. + elec.) σacc 100 µm rms
BPM resolution σres 2 µm rms
PETS σPETS 100 µm rms
Pitch/roll σθ,φ 1 mrad rms
Table A.4: Symbol and parameter table for Chapter 6
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A.5. Transverse dipole modes for PETS with damping material
A.5 Transverse dipole modes for PETS with damp-
ing material
The following table presentes the parameters of the nine wake functions fitted to best
represent the transverse impedance calculated with GdfidL, assuming dielectric damping
material in the slots. These parameters have been used for all the beam dynamics
simulations in Chapters 5 and 6.
Mode number 2k′T = W
′
T (0) [V/pC/m/m] QT [-] fT [GHz] βT [-]
1 45 300 27.44 0
2 19 180 28.05 0
3 17 290 32.9 0
4 200 85 39.12 0
5 30 120 41.8 0
6 15 380 48.9 0
7 850 3.7 10.0 0
8 4’820 3.8 13.4 0
9 2’630 6.2 15.46 0
Table A.5: Dipole mode parameters for the damped 12 GHz PETS
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B. Collection of Publications
B.1 High RF Power Production for CLIC
This paper presents the design of the 12 GHz CLIC power extraction and transfer struc-
ture (PETS). The PETS design process must take into account a number of constraints,
including critical constraints on the allowed magnitude and shape of the PETS trans-
verse impedance. These constraints are driven by beam dynamics studies.
The candidate was responsible for analysing a number of potential PETS designs, inves-
tigating the decelerator performance and beam stability for each, and working in loop
with the RF-design expert (Igor Syratchev) until an acceptable PETS design was found.
The resulting PETS design is now the CLIC base line design.
The text in this paper was written mainly by Igor Syratchev, however the beam dynamics
analyses performed by the candidate was a vital part of the design procedure leading
to the paper. Daniel Schulte, as CLIC Beam Physics study leader, introduced the
challenges related to the beam dynamics studies.
VII
HIGH RF POWER PRODUCTION FOR CLIC  
I. Syratchev, D. Schulte, E. Adli, M. Taborelli, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland.
Abstract 
The CLIC Power Extraction and Transfer Structure 
(PETS) is a passive microwave device in which bunches 
of the drive beam interact with the impedance of the 
periodically loaded waveguide and excite preferentially 
the synchronous mode. The RF power produced (several 
hundred MW) is collected at the downstream end of the 
structure by means of the Power Extractor and delivered 
to the main linac structure. The PETS geometry is a result 
of multiple compromises between beam stability and 
main linac RF power needs. Another requirement is to 
provide local RF power termination in case of 
accelerating structure failure (ON/OFF capability). 
Surface electric and magnetic fields, power extraction 
method, HOM damping, ON/OFF capability and 
fabrication technology were all evaluated to provide a 
reliable design. 
INTRODUCTION 
The CLIC PETS is one of the key components in the 
CLIC two-beam acceleration scheme [1]. In general, the 
decelerating module, consisting of PETS, quadrupoles 
and high power RF networks, must not be longer than the 
accelerating structure it drives, to ensure maximum 
effective gradient. The PETS should deal with high 
current electron beams (~100 A) and thus should provide 
extremely stable beam transportation for a few hundred 
meters. In the presence of deceleration, the final energy 
spread in a drive beam of ~90% is needed in order to 
achieve high efficiency of the RF power production; 
therefore, strong FODO lattice and strong damping of any 
deflecting HOM in the PETS are required to prevent 
significant beam losses [2]. 
The basic CLIC parameters were drastically changed 
recently [3, 4]. The major modifications concerned the 
operating frequency and the accelerating gradient in the 
main linac. Both the operating frequency and the 
accelerating gradient were reduced. The new operating 
frequency of 12 GHz (cf. 30 GHz) and the accelerating 
gradient of 100 MV/m (cf. 150 MV/m) were adopted after 
a thorough study. 
These modifications required a complete revision of the 
whole CLIC scheme. In this paper, the new X-band 
version of the CLIC RF power generating structure is 
presented. 
RF POWER GENERATION IN PETS 
The new layout of the CLIC module is shown in Fig.1. 
In this layout, the single PETS should produce RF power 
for two accelerating structures. The length of the module 
is driven by the physical length of the accelerating 
structure. The module, in itself, consists of the two 
focusing quadruples and four PETS connected to the eight 
accelerating structures. The new CLIC decelerator sector 
parameters are listed in Table 1. 
 
Figure 1: The CLIC module layout 
 
Table 1: The X-band CLIC decelerator parameters 
Number of sectors/linac 26 
Sector length, m 810 
Number of PETS/sector 1376 
Drive beam energy, GeV 2.4 
Drive beam current, A 93.3 
 
The RF power generated by the bunched beam in a 









QRFLIP ω=  
where I is the beam current, L – the active length of the 
structure, Fb – the single bunch form factor, ω0 – the 
bunch frequency, R/Q – the impedance per meter length, 
Q - the quality factor and Vg – the group velocity. At a 
given frequency and with fixed RF power and beam 
current, the only free parameters are the structure length 
and structure aperture. In our case, the PETS active length 
is limited by the module layout and thus the structure 
aperture absolute upper limit is well defined (impedance ~ 
1/a2). The lower limit for the structure aperture is 
governed by the RF constraints [5]. In a simple way it can 
be written as: asasPETS naa ×≥ , where aas is the input 
aperture of the accelerating structure and ns is the number 
of accelerating structures fed by the single PETS. In 
addition, the choice of the aperture defines the power 
extraction strategy, which in turn, can influence the active 
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length. As a result of multiple compromises the PETS 
aperture with a/λ=0.46 was chosen, see Table 2. 
Table 1: The X-band CLIC PETS parameters 
Aperture, mm 23 
Phase advance/cell, degrees 90 
R/Q, Ohm/m 2290 
β=Vg/c 0.453 
Q-factor 7200 
Active length, m 0.231 (37 cells) 
RF pulse length, ns 290 
RF power, MW 138 
 
Figure 2: The CLIC PETS general view 
 
Figure 3: The PETS S-parameters, diamonds -
transmission, circles - reflection and triangles - isolation. 
 
In its final configuration, PETS comprises eight octants 
separated by the damping slots. Each of the slots is 
equipped with HOM damping loads. This arrangement 
follows the need to provide strong damping of the 
transverse modes. In periodic structures with high group 
velocities, the frequency of a dangerous transverse mode 
is rather close to the operating one. The only way to damp 
it is to use its symmetry properties. To do this, only 
longitudinal slots can be used. These slots also naturally 
provide high vacuum conductivity for the structure 
pumping. The upstream end of the PETS is equipped with 
a special matching cell and the output coupler [6], see 
Fig. 2. The simulated efficiency of the power extraction 
from PETS is above 99%, see S-parameters simulated 
with HFSS [7] in Fig.3.  
Throughout the PETS design, special care was taken to 
reduce the surface field concentration in the presence of 
the damping slots. This was done using special profiling 
of the iris, see Fig. 4. Compared to the structure with the 
circular symmetry, a field enhancement of only 20% was 
achieved. The maximum surface electric field for the 
nominal RF power is 48 MV/m. 
     . 
Figure 4: The PETS cross-section and electric field plot 
on the iris tip (one quarter of the iris is shown). 
 
Figure 5: PETS ON (left) and OFF (right) configurations 
with detuning wedges. 
 
During machine operation, it will be necessary to 
locally turn the RF power production OFF when either 
PETS or an accelerating structure fails due to breakdown. 
The net RF power generated by the beam at the end of the 
constant impedance structure will be zero if the structure 
synchronous frequency is detuned by amount ±βc/(1-β)L, 
where β – Vg /c and L - length of the structure, see [8] for 
more details. We have found that such a strong detuning 
can be achieved by inserting four thin wedges through 
four of the eight damping slots, see Fig. 5. The wedge 
geometry and the final wedge position are optimised in 
such a way that at any intermediate wedge position, there 
is no electrical field enhancement in the gap between the 
wedge and the wall; thus, the device can operate as a 
variable attenuator. 
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HOM DAMPING AND BEAM STABILITY 
In the case of a structure with a high group velocity 
(β=Vg/c) and finite length (L), the expression for the wake 



























here we have included the catch-up parameter for 
damping and drain out from the structure of the finite 
length. Following (2), the best scenario to provide the fast 
decay of the wakefields is to reduce the Q-factor and to 
increase the group velocity as much as possible. 
 
   
Figure 6: The transverse wake potential (upper plot) and 
impedance (lower plot) simulated with GDFIDL for the 
complete PETS geometry. 
 
In the presence of the longitudinal slots, the transverse 
mode field pattern is dramatically distorted so that a 
considerable amount of the energy is now stored in the 
slots. The new, TEM-like nature of the mode significantly 
increases the group velocity, in our case from 0.42c to 
almost 0.7c. With introduction of the lossy dielectric 
material close to the slot opening, the situation improves 
further. The proper choice of the load configuration with 
respect to the material properties makes it possible to 
couple the slot mode to a number of the heavily loaded 
modes in dielectric. This gives a tool to construct the 
broad wakefields impedance. The transverse 
wakepotential simulations in a complete PETS geometry 
were done with GDFIDL [10], see Fig. 6. The computer 
code PLACET [11] was then used to analyze the beam 
dynamic along the decelerator in the presence of strong 
deceleration and calculated wakefields. The results of the 
simulation (see Fig. 7) clearly indicate that the 
suppression of the transverse wakefields obtained, is 
strong enough to guarantee the beam transportation 
without losses. 
 
Figure 7: Evolution of the 3σ beam envelope along the 
decelerator sector; circles – without wakefields, triangles 
– with wakefields included. 
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Stand
B.2 First Beam Tests of the CLIC Power Extraction
Structure in the Two-beam Test Stand
This paper presents the firsts tests of the 12 GHz CLIC power extraction and transfer
structure (PETS) with an electron drive beam. The structure tested corresponds to the
design reported in the paper ”HIGH RF POWER PRODUCTION FOR CLIC”, also
included in this thesis.
The experiments were performed using the Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) test-facility,
for which Roger Ruber is project manager. The candidate’s work includes responsibility
for the data acquisition and TBTS operation co-ordination during the 2008 run as well
as the analysis of the data logged during the 2008 run.
The text in this paper was written mainly by the candidate and Roger Ruber. The
candidate wrote the sections ”Recirculation”, ”Reconstruction” and ”Energy loss mea-
surements”. Roger Ruber wrote the sections ”Introduction” and ”The Two-beam Test
Stand”. The remainder was written together. The candidate produced all of the plots
and the figure in the paper.
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Abstract
The two-beam acceleration scheme foreseen for CLIC
and the associated radio-frequency (RF) components will
be tested in the Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) at CTF3,
CERN. Of special interest is the performance of the power
extraction structures (PETS) and the acceleration structures
as well as the stability of the beams in the respective struc-
tures. After the recent completion of the TBTS, the first
12 GHz PETS has been tested with beam, using so-called
recirculation of the RF power inside the PETS. The TBTS
allows precise measurement of beam parameters before and
after the PETS as well as RF power and phase. Measure-
ments of transverse kick, energy loss and RF power with
recirculation are discussed and compared with estimations,
including first measurements of pulse shortening probably
due to RF breakdown.
INTRODUCTION
The Two-beam Test Stand (TBTS) is a unique and ver-
satile facility devised to test key components of the two-
beam acceleration concept that is the basis of the CLIC
project [1]. Worldwide it is the only facility where CLIC
type power production (PETS) and accelerating structures
can be tested with beam. The TBTS is part of the CTF3
complex at CERN [2] that creates a high power drive beam
which is then decelerated in order to generate the RF power
needed to accelerate a second, probe, beam which is pro-
vided by a another linac. The drive beam has a time
structure suitable for power generation at all harmonics
of 1.5 GHz but is optimised for the nominal CLIC fre-
quency of 12 GHz. It can reach beam intensities up to
30 A, pulse lengths up to 1500 ns and beam energies up
to 150 MeV. The probe beam can reach beam intensities up
to 0.9 A, pulse lengths up to 150 ns and beam energies up
to 170 MeV.
Commissioning of the TBTS drive beam line started last
year. As the available drive beam current will be some four
times lower than in the CLIC design, the installed PETS
has a modified design. It has increased length to 1 m from
0.215 m and is equipped with external RF recirculation [3]:
∗Work supported by the Swedish Research Council, the Knut and
Alice Wallenberg Foundation, the Research Council of Norway and the
Commission of the European Communities under the 6th Framework Pro-
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the PETS operates as an amplifier feedback ring driven by
the drive beam power. Up to 30 MW of 12 GHz RF power
has been produced from a 5 A beam.
THE TWO-BEAM TEST STAND
The TBTS consists of two parallel beam lines for the
drive and probe beam and a two meter long test area in
each. The layout of the two beam lines is almost identical
[4]. The experiments described in this report are performed
on the drive beam line. The layout of the line with PETS
installation is shown in Figure 1.
Two quadrupole triplets are used to vary and optimise the
beam size inside the PETS and on an OTR screen following
a spectrometer dipole in order to maximise the energy res-
olution. Moreover, four steering magnets are available to
adjust the orbit inside the PETS with a closed bump. Five
inductive BPMs [5] are installed for intensity and position
measurements. Their bandwidth allows to observe the po-
sition within a bunch train and this is used to determine
kicks and energy loss of the beam during normal operation
and when a RF breakdown occurs inside the PETS. The
achievable resolution to determine the kicks is in the order
of a few micro radians and 4×10−4 for the energy [6].
The PETS RF recirculation loop contains a variable
splitter to control the amount of power in the loop and a
phase shifter to tune the loop’s length. The RF power and
phase are measured through directional couplers connected
to 12 GHz diodes and I&Q demodulators.
RECIRCULATION
In the recirculator a fraction of the field g (product of the
splitter ratio κ and the round-trip ohmic losses) is coupled
Figure 1: Sketch of the Two-beam Test Stand’s drive beam
line (not to scale).
back into the PETS with an eventual phase-shift φ with
respect to the beam generated field [7–9]. For a rectan-
gular pulse, neglecting system bandwidth limitations, and
keeping all parameters constant one can calculate the peak
electric field at the PETS output after M full recirculation






where Ebeam is the peak electric output field generated by
the beam before the recirculation starts to act. Using the
same assumptions the beam energy loss, 〈UM 〉, can be cal-
culated as [10]
〈UM 〉 = <(EM )LF (λ)− 12EbeamLF (λ) (2)
where L is the structure length and F (λ) the form factor.
RECONSTRUCTION
Extending Eq. (1) to arbitrary beam pulse intensities,
while keeping other parameters constant, we use BPM in-
tensity measurements to reconstruct the PETS output peak
field, E, the phase of the total field with respect to the beam
generated field, θ, and the output power, P . The relative
field phase was measured using I and Q demodulator chan-
nels on the signal from the PETS output RF window, indi-
cated in Figure 1.
For the 2008 run the recirculator parameters g and φ
were unknown, and as part of the reconstruction process
these parameter had to be identified. A continuous series
of 200 logged pulses were used to fit the unknown parame-
ters by comparing the power and phase reconstruction with
the RF measurements yielding g = 0.75, φ = -18 deg [9].
No precise bunch length measurements were available for
the run, and an overall scaling factor had therefore to be
fitted as well.
The rms difference of the measured and reconstructed
power pulses lies within 10% for 75% of the pulses in the
series used for the fit. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of





















pulse nr. 7-150,       time [ns]
reconstructed RF power
measured RF diode power
intensity [A]
Figure 2: Reconstructed RF power from intensity measure-
ments in black (+), measured RF power in green (o), BPM




















pulse nr. 7-150,       time [ns]
reconstructed RF phase
measured RF phase
intensity * 10 [A]
Figure 3: Reconstructed relative field phase from intensity
measurements in black (+), measured relative field phase
in green (o), BPM intensity in magenta (-), for a nominal
pulse.
The beam intensity was gradually increased during the
2008 run, and in specific time intervals the measured RF
power pulse was significantly shorter than the power recon-
structed from the intensity measurements for a given pulse,
as shown in Figure 4. The dynamics of such pulses can be
modelled by varying the recirculation gain and phase [8]
during the pulse, or, alternatively, by varying the bunch
arrival phase [11]. This work is ongoing and the instru-
mentation of the TBTS proves to be very useful for the
understanding of the dynamics of the PETS. The analysis
software will be incorporated in the on-line analysis soft-
ware and will serve as an indicator for breakdown, such
that interesting pulses can be automatically stored for fur-
ther post-processing at a later time.
ENERGY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
The PETS transfers part of the drive beam energy into
RF power. In [10] three different approaches for estimating
of corresponding beam energy loss are presented. First, we
can determine the energy loss from the BPM in the spec-
trometer [6]. Second, the loss can be deduced from the





















pulse nr. 4-1,       time [ns]
reconstructed RF power
measured RF diode power
intensity [A]
Figure 4: Reconstructed RF power from intensity measure-
ments in black (+), measured RF power in green (o), BPM



























Figure 5: Energy loss estimates based on spectrometer
measurements, 〈U〉H , in blue (x), PETS power combined
with BPM intensity measurements 〈U〉Pmeas, in green (o)
and BPM intensity measurements alone, 〈U〉Pmod, in black
(+).
ments. Third, we can can use the intensity measurements
alone, combined with Eq. (2). The rms difference between
the three estimates lies within 20% for 75% of the pulses in
the series used for the fit. Figure 5 shows an example of the
mean voltage seen by the beam, along the pulse, estimated
using these three approaches.
KICK MEASUREMENTS
For the design of a future two-beam accelerator and its
stability it is also important to know if the beam receives
any kick on its way through the PETS. Any such kick can
be determined using the horizontal and vertical BPM mea-
surements. For simplicity in the commissioning phase we
assume here that such a kick would originate in the longitu-
dinal centre of the PETS. From simulations we expect that
the kick due to transverse dipole wakes in the PETS should
be less than 100 μrad if the incoming beam offset is 1 mm
parallel along the PETS centre line. Due to mechanical and
electrical BPM offsets, not yet precisely identified, it was
not possible to resolve the absolute angle and kick mea-
surements accurately at this stage of operation. We there-
fore consider only relative changes along the pulse.
Figure 6 shows the estimated vertical offset (y), angle
(yp) and kick in the middle of the PETS, for the pulse pre-
sented in Figure 4. During the time period that corresponds
with the build up of the RF field in the PETS and the exter-
nal RF power, the kick angle changes with approximately
0.5 mrad. From 250 ns on the kick angle changes with more
than 1 mrad in the opposite direction. This could possi-
bly indicate a relation between the beam kick and the field
inside the PETS when pulse shortening is observed, and
will be studied further during the next run. The horizontal
measurements of the same pulse do not show a significant





































Figure 6: Estimated beam centroid offset, y, in blue (y),
beam angle in the PETS, yp, in green (o) and kick angle, in
black (+). All quantities are estimated in the middle of the
PETS.
CONCLUSIONS
The first beam tests of a PETS in the TBTS have proven
the extensive possibilities to correlate beam and RF mea-
surements. Using a simple constant parameter model, a
good agreement has been reached between estimations and
measurements of the RF power production and beam en-
ergy loss. Being in the commissioning phase, work is on-
going to improve the quality of the modelling and measure-
ments and extend their scope. The first results presented
here demonstrate already that the TBTS is an excellent tool
for studying the PETS dynamics.
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B.3 Beam Dynamics of the CLIC Decelerator
This paper presents an overview of the beam dynamics challenges in the CLIC deceler-
ator, as well as how they plan to be addressed. The test-facilities for decelerator beam
dynamics experiments are also presented.
The results in this paper are based on simulation and theoretical studies. The candidate
produced all the simulation results and the analysis in the paper. The candidate provided
the plots and figures, and wrote the text in this paper. Daniel Schulte and Igor Syratchev
acted as consulting experts in the fields of beam physics and radio frequency engineering
respectively.
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Beam Dynamics of the CLIC Decelerator∗
E. Adli† , D. Schulte and I. Syratchev, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CLIC Drive Beam decelerator will extract X-band RF-
power from a 100 A Drive Beam. The focussing and alignment
systems must ensure transport of particles of all energies through
the decelerator sectors, ensuring minimal losses. This paper sum-
marizes the current status of the beam dynamics studies, includ-
ing the effect of wake fields, the focusing strategy, the alignment
strategy and resulting tolerances.
INTRODUCTION
The CLIC Drive Beam Decelerator is responsible for
producing the RF-power for the main linacs accelerating
structures, operating at an X-band frequency of 11.9942
GHz.
The RF-power will be generated by a 100 A elec-
tron Drive Bream being decelerated by a number of
high-impedance Power Extraction and Transfer Structures
(PETS). In order to ensure a stable and uniform power pro-
duction it is very important that the Drive Beam is trans-
ported with a minimum of losses.
This paper is a review of the the current status of beam
dynamic studies of the CLIC decelerator, using CLIC 2008
baseline design parameters [1] (some listed in Table 1).
Table 1: Decelerator lattice and beam parameters.
Decelerator parameters Symbol Value Unit
Maximum sector length L 1053 m
FODO cell length LFODO 2.01 m
Initial energy E 2.4 GeV
Initial average current I0 101 A
Final max. energy spread S 90.0 %
Frequency fL 12.00 GHz
LATTICE LAYOUT
Each decelerator sector consists of a FODO lattice, with
up to two PETS inserted between each quadrupole, as
shown in Figure 1. We require the maximum extracted en-
ergy to be the same for each sector. Because the fill pattern
of accelerator structure varies, the length of the decelera-
tor sector also varies. As baseline we simulate the longest
sector (about 1050 m).
SIMULATION METHODS AND METRICS
The beam dynamics simulations have been performed
with the tracking code PLACET [2], and more detail about
∗Work supported by the Research Council of Norway and the Commis-
sion of the European Communities under the 6th Framework Programme
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Figure 1: Decelerator lattice
the simulation set-up can be found in [3].
As simulation criterion for minimum-loss transport we
require the entire 3-sigma beam envelope, denoted r, de-
fined as r ≡ max √(|xi|+ 3σx,i)2 + (|yi|+ 3σy,i)2, to
be within half the available aperture, a0 = 11.5mm, in
order to have a margin for unmodelled effects like higher
order wake fields.
FOCUSING STRATEGY
The decelerator focusing strategy is to keep the phase-
advance per cell constant at μFODO ≈ 90◦ for the lowest
energy particles. For a perfect beam and machine, higher
energy particles will then be contained in the envelope of
the lowest energy particles.
In the baseline design the required quadrupole gradi-
ent starts at 81 T/m (field of 0.9 T close to the poles) at
the beginning of the lattice, changing in steps of down to
0.05 T/m (corresponding to deceleration due to one PETS)
along the decelerator lattice. For the current baseline nei-
ther tune-up nor orbit correction strategies require that the
lattice magnet strength be re-scaled. Therefore, permanent
magnets might be an option for the lattice. However, the
current and energy acceptance is only a few percent [3],
meaning that a permanent magnet solution will not be flex-
ible wrt. small changes in drive-beam ”working-point”.
For cost reasons it is of interest to see if we can ac-
cept a coarser quadrupole strength granularity. Preliminary
studies with a stair-case decrease in field strength show,
however, that even a ∼1% quadrupole strength granularity
leads to an ∼10% increase in the beam envelope.
PETS TRANSVERSE WAKES
The PETS dipole wake can at worst significantly dis-
tort the drive beam and cause heavy losses. Part of the
PETS design process was therefore to bring the effect of
the dipole wake down to an acceptable level. This work
was performed as an iterative process, as outlined in Figure
2, where PETS design was improved until the effect of the
wakes on the envelope growth was deemed acceptable.
Figure 2: PETS dipole wake optimization
A variety of tracking simulations, taking into account
misalignments, energy spread, adiabatic undamping, as
well as beam jitter and offset, were performed in order
to investigate the envelope growth and eventual instabili-
ties driven by the transverse modes. The outcome of this
study - a PETS design were the dipole wake amplification
is deemed sufficienty damped - was a set of nine dipole
modes, used as baseline for further the baseline beam dy-
namics studies[4]. Figure 3 shows the amplification of each
dipole mode when driven by beam jitter at the mode fre-
quency, for different Q-values. We see that for nominal
Q-values, as predicted by the current PETS design, the am-






















Figure 3: Amplification of PETS dipole modes
The dipole modes are used to simulate both multi-bunch
effects and single-bunch effects. A comparison with the K.
Bane formula [6] for the short-range wake shows that ex-
tracted wake functions indeed corresponds very well with
up to 4 σz , as shown in Figure 4 (even though the PETS is
outside the usual area of usage for this formula). In Fig-
ure 3 the Q = Q0 graph corresponds to single-bunch ef-
fects only, and we see that the effect single-bunch effects
are quite negligible.
Finally, we note that even if the current PETS design
shows acceptable beam dynamics performance for nominal
Q-values, we note that a scaling of the Q-factors by two























Figure 4: Single-bunch wake compared to K. Bane formula
high-Q modes that don’t die out, but grow along the beam).
BEAM BASED ORBIT CORRECTION
The effect of quadrupole kicks
In order to underline the need for beam based orbit
correction we first discuss in some details the drivers of
the beam envelope. We have observed the previous sec-
tion that the beam envelope amplification due to transverse
wake fields is suppressed due to the PETS design. The
driver of the beam envelope is now quadrupole kicks due
to quadrupole misalignments. We estimate that static align-
ment of the machine at best can give a resulting rms offset
of σquad ≈ 20 μm. We can calculate the statistical average
of a particle having a FODO phase-advance of μFODO by
summing kicks, yielding an average centroid offset of :






yielding 4 mm for the lowest energy particle. This corre-
sponds to incoherent build-up of the kicks. However, for a
given machine some particles will sample the quadrupoles
with some coherence, and thus build up kicks faster. This


















Figure 5: The effect of quadrupole kicks
In the case above it is the lowest energy particles sam-
ples the quadrupole with some coherence and drives the
envelope, but this will change from one random machine
to another. In fact, because the transient head of the drive
beam pulse includes particles of a larger energy range, it is
probable that the transient will drive the beam envelope.
Steering strategies
In [5] it is shown that after simple 1-to-1 steering
the bean envelope growth is still significant, but that
Dispersion-Free Steering can efficiently suppress the beam
envelope growth due to quadrupole kicks, assuming the
BPM resolution is about 2 μm. Details about these steer-
ing schemes can also be found. Figure 6 show the en-
velopes without correction, after 1-to-1 correction and after
Dispersion-Free Steering. [7] describes tests of steering al-















Figure 6: Beam envelopes after steering
DECELERATOR CTF3 TEST-BENCHES
Test Beam Line (TBL)
The main test-bench for the CLIC Decelerator will be the
Test Beam Line (TBL), due for completion towards the end
of 2010. In the TBL it is foreseen to decelerate a combined
CTF3 beam, of up to 30A and 150 MeV, extracting ca. 60%
of the total energy, using 16 PETS of 0.8 m.
Simulations predict that the beam envelope amplification
due to transverse wakes is slightly larger in the TBL than in
the decelerator. Large over-estimations in Q-factors in the
PETS design should therefore be observable in the TBL,
e.g. in the form of losses due to high-Q modes leading to
instabilities.
Because of it small numbers of quadrupoles in the TBL
(16) versus the decelerator (> 1000) we do not expect ad-
vanced beam-based alignment to be necessary. However,
simulations show that Dispersion-Free Steering will still
be at least as effective as 1-to-1, and the TBL could there-
fore be a potential test-bed for the Dispersion-Free Steering
techniques suggested for the decelerator.
Finally, the TBL final energy will be a factor four
lower than for CLIC, and the beam envelope for a perfect
machine and beam (resulting from adiabatic undamping
alone) is predicted to be almost 8 mm - more than 2/3 of the
PETS aperture - potentially leading to strong higher-order
mode excitation (we remind that for the CLIC Decelerator
we aim to keep the beam within 1/2 of the PETS aperture
along the whole lattice). A 3-sigma transport through the
TBL therefore looks like a difficult task, but if we come
close to achieving it, it will be a great step towards proving
feasibility of the CLIC decelerator
Two-Beam Test Stand
Starting operation this year the Two-Beam Test Stand
(TBTS) will decelerate the beam through a single PETS
of 1 m, using recirculation of the extracted field to increase
power production and deceleration for a given beam cur-
rent. In addition to proving RF-power extraction and trans-
fer, the TBTS will provide the first tests for the decelera-
tor scheme, allowing e.g to correlate simulations measure-
ments of beam current, power production and measured de-
celeration in a dispersive region.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to ensure minimum-loss beam transport in a
robust way through the CLIC Decelerator, the following
items have been studied and optimized :
• Tightly focusing FODO lattice with smooth decrease
of quadrupole gradient
• Optimization of the PETS design in order to minimize
dangerous modes of the transverse wakes
• Advanced beam-based orbit correction to transport
particles of all energies
Simulations show that the a beam-envelope very close to
minimum can be achieved with the current design. Test-
facilities are underway to prove the feasibility of the above
items.
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B.4. Beam-Based Alignment for the CLIC Decelerator
B.4 Beam-Based Alignment for the CLIC Deceler-
ator
This paper presents a study of the challenges of transporting the 100 ampere elec-
tron drive beam through the decelerator. Solutions are suggested, including the use of
dispersion-free steering in order to take out dispersive errors due to the large energy
spread.
The results in this paper are based on simulation and theoretical studies. The candidate
produced all the simulation results and the analysis in the paper. The candidate provided
the plots and figures, and wrote the text in this paper. Daniel Schulte provided ideas
and suggestions, as expert in the field of beam physics.
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BEAM-BASED          ALIGNMENT         FOR         THE         CLIC DECELERATOR∗
E. Adli† , D. Schulte, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CLIC Drive Beam decelerator requires the beam to be
transported with very small losses. Beam-based alignment is nec-
essary in order to achieve this, and various beam-based alignment
schemes have been tested for the decelerator lattice. The decel-
erator beam has an energy spread of up to 90%, which impacts
the performance of the alignment schemes. We have shown that
Dispersion-Free-Steering works well for the decelerator lattice.
However, because of the transverse focusing approach, modifi-
cations of the normal DFS schemes must be applied. Tune-up
scenarios for the CLIC decelerator using beam-based alignment
are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the CLIC decelerator is to produce the
correct RF power for the main beam, timely and uniformly
along the decelerator, while achieving a high power extrac-
tion efficiency. Uniform power production implies that the
electron drive beam must be transported to the end with
very small losses. The transverse motion will be perturbed
by quadrupole misalignment as well as wake field deflec-
tions.
RF-power is produced by Power Extraction and Trans-
fer Structures (PETS) (more than 1300 for each decelerator
sector). The PETS fundamental mode is tuned to the fre-
quency of the bunch train (12.0 GHz), and the field builds
up resonantly. This field drains out of PETS with a finite
group velocity of βg=0.46, implying steady-state decelera-
tion after a transient of d( lP ET Szbb )
(1−βg)
βg
e = 11 bunches (zbb
is the bunch distance and lPETS the PETS length). Each
steady-state bunch will have a substantial energy spread,
due to the finite bunch size. Figure 1 shows the energy
profile at the end of the decelerator. This paper focuses
on transverse beam dynamics. Some complementary top-
ics, including detuning and longitudinal stability, have been
discussed in [1].
We start by summarizing the alignment tolerances
needed to mitigate the effect of transverse wakes and
to provide a starting point for beam-based alignment.
We then discuss beam envelope growth and alignment
schemes to reduce it. We will see that the large en-
ergy spread provides a challenge, suggesting the need for
advanced alignment schemes. Input parameters for this
study are based on [2], slightly adapted in order to achieve
a maximum energy spread at the end of the lattice of
S ≡ (E0 − Emin)/E0 = 90% (reference for the deceler-
ator studies). Details about the parameters and the simula-
tion method are presented in the accompanying paper [3].
∗Work supported by the Research Council of Norway and the Commis-
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Figure 1: Energy profile after deceleration (start of pulse)
ALIGNMENT TOLERANCES
A study has been performed in order to find the align-
ment tolerances resulting from beam dynamics require-
ments [4]. It was required that a single type of misalign-
ment should result in a maximum increase in the beam cen-
troid envelope of 1 mm. For the quadrupoles the resulting
misalignment tolerance is not feasible with planned static
alignment, and the tolerances given below represents the
expected residual error. The tolerances are shown in Table
1, and are used for the simulations in this paper. BPM res-
olution is further discussed below; initially a value of 2 μm
is used.
Table 1: Alignment tolerances
Misalignment Symbol Value Unit
PETS misalignment σPETS 100 μm
Quadrupole misalignment σquad 20 μm
BPM misalignment σBPM 20 μm
BPM resolution σres 2 μm
Pitch/roll misalignments σθ,φ 1 mrad
BEAM ENVELOPE GROWTH
Simulation Criterion
As simulation criterion for minimum-loss transport we
require the entire 3-sigma beam envelope, defined as
r ≡ max√(|xi|+ 3σx,i)2 + (|yi|+ 3σy,i)2, to be within
half the available aperture, a0, to have a margin for un-
modelled effects of higher order wake fields. There will be
∼ 50 decelerator sectors, and we require 99% confidence
that all sectors simultaneously adhere to this criterion. This
implies that 99.98% of random instances of a single sector
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must fulfill r < 12a0 = 5.75mm. It is not feasable to sim-
ulate enough machines to do a direct verification of this.
Instead, 500 machines are simulated and the tail of the re-
sulting beam envelope distributions will be inspected.
Sources of Envelope Growth
The beam envelope will grow due to the following ef-
fects :
• spurious dispersion induced by quadrupole offsets
• adiabatic undamping due to deceleration by the PETS
• transverse kicks due to the PETS dipole wake and RF
The beam is modelled as bunches consisting of slices in
z with variable energy and with second order moments to
represent the transverse particle distribution of each slice.
We first note that since we are interested in the envelope,
and not the emittance, the relative orientation of the dis-
tribution phase-advances (decided by the lattice chromatic-
ity) is irrelevant for our study. The beam envelope will be
determined by the motion of the slice centroids, plus the
adiabatic undamping of the distributions. The latter will
grow by a factor
√
γi/γf , leading to a maximum enve-
lope for a perfect beam going through a perfect machine
of rad =
√
32σ2x + 32σ2y ≈ 3
√
2LcellεN/γf = 3.3 mm
(μcell ≈ 90o assumed).
In order to discuss other contributions to the enve-
lope growth and the choices of steering algorithms, we
imagine a ”pencil beam” consisting of centroids only.
We denote the maximum centroid offset as rc. Typi-
cal residual misalignments of quadrupole and BPMs will
be of the order 20 μm rms. For a regular FODO lat-
tice without deceleration we estimate the final rms cen-
troid offset, due to sporious dispersion, by doing an en-
semble average over the sum of quadrupole kicks yielding
rc,rms ≈ σquadcos(μcell/2)2
√
2Ncell =1.8 mm. The PETS will
induce additional growth due to adiabatic undamping, RF-
kicks and transverse wakes. Including all effects in the sim-
ulations we find rc,rms = 11mm, where the dipole wake
causes an amplification of approximately 20% (PETS de-
sign / misalignment tolerances are such that the effect of
dipole wakes shall not be dominant [4]). Figure 2 shows
the uncorrected total envelope (NC), maximum of 500 ma-
chines. We note that it largely exceeds our criterion, imply-
ing a need for steering.
STEERING
1-to-1 Correction (SC)
We consider first a simple 1-to-1 correction scheme,
where the total beam centroid is steered into the centre of
each BPM. Quadrupole movers are assumed as correctors
in this study. In Figure 2 we observe the resulting envelope.
We see that although the envelope is now much smaller,
we still have a significant residual envelope. A particu-
lar problem is that the 1-to-1 correction steers the steady-
state part of the beam, while the particles constituting the
transient high-energy head will move on highly dispersive
trajectories, and might drive the envelope. Closer inspec-
tion reveals that it is indeed the transient part that drives
the envelope. After 1-to-1 correction the beam envelope is
slightly larger than our criterion (even for a limited number
of machines). This leads us to the study of Dispersion-Free
steering, in order to reduce the dispersive error.
Dispersive-free Steering (DFS)
The idea of Dispersion-free steering is to reduce the en-
ergy dependence of the centroid trajectories [6]. BPM read-
ing i is related to a corrector kick j via the response matrix
element, bi = Rij(p)cj . For the decelerator, Rij(p) and
therefore also bi, are highly non-linear in the momentun
p. However, we assume linear optics, so bi is linear in cj .
With perfect knowledge of our system, and perfect mea-
surement, we could in principle use correctors to zero the
difference between two arbitrary energy centroid trajecto-
ries, y0(s), y1(s). For several reasons this solution is not at-
tainable in practice; our models are not perfect and the pre-
cision of our BPMs is finite, leading to an unstable solution.
The difference orbit is therefore weighted against the cen-
tral orbit, resulting in the following metric to be minimized:
χ2 = w0Σy20,i + w1Σ(y1,i − y0,i)2 where the relative
weighting should be in the order w1/w0 = σ2BPM/σ2res.
Optimal weighting wrt. to r was found by simulation.
We must also ensure that ineffective corrector modes are
not applied, because this would lead to large corrector off-
sets. By doing an SVD-analysis of the resulting matrix, we
find indeed that σmax/σmin ∼ 107. In this study we only
include corrector modes with σmax/σ ∼ 103 or higher,
yielding σquad,corrected < 2σquad.
Decelerator Challenges: Test-beam
One particular challenge for the decelerator is to find a
suitable test-beam for difference-trajectory minimization;
a higher energy beam will not be available, a lower en-
ergy beam will not be stable with the nominal optics [4].
We solve this by taking advantage of the PETS: since
ΔEPETS ∝ I , a test-beam with an energy difference in-
creasing linearly wrt. to the nominal beam can be produced
by reducing the current. The energy spread of the nominal
beam increases linearly as well, therefore we do not get
large dispersive errors at the start of the lattice. A prac-
tical manner to reduce the current is to use the combiner
rings or delayed switching [5] to generate a bunch train
with empty buckets. For these simulations we use a test-
beam where every 3rd bucket is missing. The net result
has been shown to be similar to simply reducing the bunch
charge (less practical in the real machine).
Our suggestion for dispersion-free steering has the ad-
vantages that the quadrupole strength is kept constant
(avoids potential problems with change of quadrupole cen-
ter with strength), and that the main beam and the test-beam
could be combined in one pulse (avoids potential problem
with relative offsets of the two beams).
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Figure 2 shows the 3-sigma envelope for the cases of
no correction (NC), simple 1-to-1 correction (SC) and
dispersion-free steering (DFS) with BPM resolution of
2μm. Recalling the minimum achievable performance of
rad = 3.3 mm, we conclude that the dispersion-free steer-















Figure 2: Beam envelope with no correction, simple correction
and dispersion-free steering (maximum of 500 machines)
Dependence on BPM esolution for DFS
For the dispersive -free steering, the maximum envelope
depends linearly with σres when this error contribution be-
comes dominant ( > 6μm in our case) . Table 2 shows the
envelope versus resolution (maximum of all machines).
Table 2: Dependence on BPM resolution.
σres[μm] 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
r [mm] 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.9 4.2
Tail distributions versus CLIC target
Figure 3 shows the accumulated distribution of the en-
velopes for all machines, for the SC case, as well as DFS
cases with BPM resolutions ranging from 1μm to 10μm.
For a BPM resolution of 1 μm or 2 μm the tails have
sharp fall off, while for higher resolutions tail sizes start
to increase. Although the data available do not give a pre-
cise limit for the BPM resolution required, we do suggest
a resolution of σres = 2.0μm. Requiring more precise
BPMs will not improve the performance noticeably, and
this choice also indicated good confidence wrt. to our sim-
ulation criterion for the entire CLIC.
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS AND TUNE-UP
Transport through an uncorrected machine will lead to
losses, on average found to be in the order of several %.
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Figure 3: Histogram over all simulated machines
by inserting empty buckets between bunches (yielding less
average current, adiabatic undamping and dipole wakes).
With a few empty buckets between bunches, simulations
show very small average losses. 1-to-1 steering, then DFS
can then be performed, and the number of empty buckets
can be gradually reduced until nominal beam is reached.
This method would require BPMs to be sensitive down to a
fraction of the nominal current. Finally, we note that to be
robust against current/energy differences between response
and real machine, corrections should be performed in bins.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the CLIC decelerator needs beam
based alignment in order to achieve small losses during
operation, and that dispersion-free steering is an excellent
candiate. An appropriate test-beam with empty buckets
can be generated using combiner rings or delayed switch-
ing. For initial alignment one can use reduced current test-
beams, and then increase the current to nominal. We esti-
mate a BPM resolution of σres = 2.0 μm to be adequate.
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B.5 A Study of Failure Modes in the CLIC deceler-
ator
This paper presents a study of various failure modes for the drive beam decelerator.
The very high current, combined with the special characteristics power extraction and
transfer structures, lead to challenges that are particular to this machine.
The results in this paper are based on simulation and theoretical studies. The candidate
produced all the simulation results and the analysis in the paper. The candidate provided
the plots and figures, and wrote the text in this paper. Daniel Schulte and Igor Syratchev
acted as consulting experts in the fields of beam physics and radio frequency engineering
respectively.
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A  STUDY       OF      FAILURE      MODES       IN     THE    CLIC DECELERATOR  ∗
E. Adli† , D. Schulte, I. Syratchev, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CLIC Drive Beam decelerator is responsible for produc-
ing the RF power for the main linacs, using Power Extraction and
Transfer Structures (PETS). To provide uniform power produc-
tion, the beam must be transported with very small losses. In this
paper failure modes for the operation of the decelerator are inves-
tigated, and the impact on beam stability and loss levels is pre-
sented. Quadrupole failure, PETS inhibition and PETS RF break
down scenarios are being considered.
INTRODUCTION
The CLIC decelerator transports a very high-intensity
electron beam where the deceleration induces up to 90%
energy spread at the end of the lattice. A tightly focusing
FODO lattice ensures transport of particles in the entire en-
ergy range and mitigation of the transverse wake fields in-
duced by the PETS. Quadrupole failure leads to blow-up
of the beta function as well as effective kicks with respect
to a steered trajectory. A mechanism to inhibit the PETS
in case of structure break down is planned. The PETS in-
hibition will change the wake modes, and thus affect the
trajectory. In this paper the effect on the beam stability and
beam losses for a number of quadrupole/PETS failure and
operational scenarios has been quantified by simulation.
METHOD
The input parameters for this study, slightly adapted in
order to achieve a maximum energy spread of S=0.90, are
based on [1] and [2] and are summarized in Table 1.
There are 24 CLIC decelerator sectors along each linac,
differing in length depending on the number of empty
PETS slots in the FODO cells, which again depends on the
main linac design. For this study a decelerator of 960 m is
considered (70% of all possible slots are filled with PETS).
Simulations have been performed using the simulation
code PLACET [3]. The PLACET PETS model includes
both long and short range wakes. The monopole mode
decelerates the beam, and the set of dipole modes kicks
the beam transversally. Each mode is defined with ampli-
tude, frequency, damping factor and group velocity, based
on field simulations of the PETS [4]. Nominal PETS pa-
rameters are used for the simulations. Higher order modes
are not taken into account. The beam is modeled as slices
in z with varying energy and with second order moments to
represent the transverse particle distribution of each slice.
Simulating the real pulse length of 240 ns is too CPU in-
tensive. Because of the high Q-factors enough bunches to
∗Work supported by the Research Council of Norway and the Commis-
sion of the European Communities under the 6th Framework Programme
Structuring the European Research Area, contract number RIDS-011899.
† Erik.Adli@cern.ch, University of Oslo and CERN
Table 1: Decelerator lattice and beam parameters.
Parameters Symbol Value Unit
Beam parameters
Decelerator sector length L 960 m
Bunch separation zbb 25 mm
Bunch rms length σz 1.0 mm
Bunches per train n 2900 -
Initial average current I0 94.7 A
Initial energy E0 2.35 GeV
Final max. energy spread S 90.0 -
Initial norm. emit. ²n x,y 150 μm rad
PETS parameters
Frequency fL 12.00 GHz
Impedance [linac conv.] R ′/Q 2.22 kΩ/m
Group velocity βg 0.46 -
PETS half-aperture a0 11.5 mm
Lattice parameters
FODO cell length Lcell 2.0 m
FODO phase-advance μcell 92 deg
Average beta function β 1.9 m
Quadrupole misalignment σquad 20 μm
BPM misalignment σBPM 20 μm
BPM resolution σres 2 μm
PETS misalignment σPETS 100 μm
Pitch/roll misalignments σθ,φ 1 mrad
incorporate most of the wake effect must be simulated (50
used), and to ensure convergence of the single-bunch ef-
fects enough slices per bunch must be used (51 used). The
real length is mimicked by weighting the last simulated
bunch appropriately in the BPMs. For loss studies the beam
transverse size was simulated by transversally distributing
11 zero-emittance macro particles for each slice, simulat-
ing one dimension with losses taken at a = a0/
√
2. It was
verified that the loss levels were approximately the same
for longer simulated beams. The loss levels calculated in
this study is our best estimate, but should be taken rather as
order of magnitude calculations than precise number.
For some of the studies in this papers losses
are calculated, while for others it is of interest to
see the relative change of the beam envelope. As
standard metric, the 3-σ beam envelope defined as
r = max
√
(|xi|+ 3σx,i)2 + (|yi|+ 3σy,i)2 (maximum
along the lattice) is used.
The Drive Beam envelope will increase due to adiabatic
undamping as well as dipole kicks due to component mis-
alignment. The need for and use of steering algorithms
have been shown in [2], and for the simulations of failure
modes we look at results for the cases of uncorrected ma-
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chines (NC), machines corrected using simple 1-to-1 steer-
ing (SC) and dispersion-free steered machine (DFS). For
each of these steering approaches we average the results
over a number of random machines.
LATTICE FOCUSING
The quadrupoles will be scaled such that the low-
est energy particles have a constant phase-advance per
cell (μcell ≈ 90o). For a perfect machine, higher en-
ergy particles will then be contained in the envelope
[5]; the maximum envelope of the lowest energy slice
is (γi/γfεβˆ)1/2 = (10εβˆ)1/2, while for the highest en-
ergy it is (εβˆmax)1/2 ≈ (4.6εβˆ)1/2. We note that as
a consequence of the focusing strategy, the FODO sta-
bility limit is surpassed at the lattice end if the initial
beam energy is too low by a factor Eunstable/E0 <
(1 − S)( sin(μ/2)sin(1800/2) ) + S ≈ 0.97. Because the decelera-
tion scales with current, there is a similar limit for the cur-
rent: Iunstable/I0 > 1S − ( 1S − 1) sin(φ0/2)sin(1800/2) ≈ 1.03.
Because the quadrupole strength decays linearly along
the lattice, a possibility is to put families of quadrupoles in
series to limit the number of power supplies. The impact of
this will be analyzed below.
QUADRUPOLE FAILURES
We first investigate the effect of random quadrupole fail-
ures (failure implies here k=0). Total losses over machines
where N random quadrupoles have failed are calculated
(averaged over 10 machines) . We note that failure of a
quadrupole results in up to 25-fold magnification of the
beta function for the lowest energy particles. Figure 1
shows the percentage of the beam lost for 0 to 5 quadrupole
faults. For an uncorrected machine, several percent of the
beam is lost even with one quadrupole failure, while for
a corrected machine one quadrupole failure leads to sub-
percent loss level. Study of loss maps (not included here)
shows that for single quad failure, the average losses take
place uniquely at the last part of the machine, as expected
by the envelope growth. The effect of failure when F or D
quadrupoles fail in pairs is shown in Figure 2. Here even
corrected machines suffer from 10% loss levels for a single
failure.
QUADRUPOLE POWER RIPPLE
In order to get an estimate of the power supply precision
needed, the effect of power ripple is simulated by putting
random noise on the quadrupole strength and average over
a 100 machines. Figure 3 shows the envelope growth com-
pared to the same machines with no ripple. Ripple up to
10−3 is accepted without significant envelope increase . If
power supplies are connected in series, the ripple will be
correlated. For completeness Figure 4 shows the extreme
case where all F’s are scaled together and all D’s are scaled




































































Figure 4: The effect of quadrupole jitter - all quads of one family
in series
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PETS
The Effect of PETS Inhibition
The lattice contains up to two PETS between each
quadrupole, where each PETS extracts ∼ 0.1% of the
beam energy. During machine operation it will be neces-
sary to inhibit PETS power production in case of structure
breakdown. One mechanism being considered is detuning
wedges, described in [4]. The wedges occupy four out of
the eight transverse damping slots. A worst-case estimate
of how the transverse modes are affected is therefore to
double all the transverse Q-factors. In the simulations a
PETS is inhibited by setting R′/Q to 0 while doubling QT .
Inhibiting a PETS affects the beam as follows:
• the lack of deceleration leads to higher minimum
beam energy and thus less adiabatic undamping and
less energy spread
• dipole wake kicks increase; for a steered trajectory the
change of kicks will in addition spoil the steering
• the coherence of the beam energy will increase, and
thus also the coherent build up of tranverse wakes
For all the points above we expect the effect to be small
for few PETS. However, it is of interest to know how the
machine performs with a large number of PETS inhibited.
Figure 5 shows the relative change in beam envelope when
a number of PETS are inhibited at random positions (av-
eraged over 100 machines). For a dispersions-free steered
machine there is indeed a slight decrease of the beam en-
velope whenever less than 2/3 of the PETS are inhibited.
However, for all steering scenarios we observe envelope


















Figure 5: The effect of PETS inhibition
PETS Break Down Voltage
An RF break down will induce transverse voltage in the
PETS, with an amplitude depending on many factors, in-
cluding PETS design. In this section we estimate the max-
imum acceptable PETS transverse voltage by finding the
voltage needed to kick an initial unperturbed beam in a
perfect machine so that the maximum centroid envelope
along the lattice is 1 mm. An analytical estimate is found as








EiEf , where Ei
is the energy at the kick location, EiEf the effect of adiabatic
undamping, βˆ the beta function at the kick locations (worst
case assumed, β = βˆ). A is an estimate for the transverse
wake amplification, set to A = 1.2 based on previous ex-
perience. Figure 6 shows the estimate as well as simulation
results (PETS are located at points of varing beta function,
and there are varying patterns of empty ”slots”). We con-
clude that, with our criterion of maximum 1 mm centroid
motion, there is an acceptance of about 200 kV at the start
























Figure 6: Maximum accepted PETS break down voltage
CONCLUSIONS
A properly steered machine behaves better than an un-
corrected one also wrt. failure modes. For a steered
machine we conclude: more than two simultaneous
quadrupole failures leads to unacceptable loss levels.
Quadrupole power supply jitter is acceptable up to 10−3.
Inhibiting up to 1/3 of the PETS is not severe for beam
stability (up to 2/3 for a dispersion-free steered machine).
PETS break down voltage up to 50-200 kV is acceptable
for beam stability, depending on PETS position.
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B.6 Status of an Automatic Beam Steering for the
CLIC Test Facility 3
This paper presents experimental results concerning steering of the electron beam in the
CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) linear accelerator. In particular the alignment algorithms
studied in the paper ”Beam-Based Alignment for the CLIC Decelerator” also included
in this thesis, were investigated, and the algorithms were proven to work well.
The results in this paper are based on experiments with the CTF3 machine as well
as analysis and simulation studies. The CTF3 operation team, under supervision of
Roberto Corsini, provided invaluable assistance in explaining the physics of the machine
and in explaining how to interface to the control system in order to command and
acquire data from the machine. The operation team also provided help and expertise in
the machine operation during the experiment runs. Daniel Schulte provided ideas and
suggestions, as expert in the field of beam physics.
The candidate was responsible for the implementation of the steering algorithms, the
data acquisition as well as operation of the CTF3 machine during dedicated test-runs.
The candidate wrote the text, analysed the data and provided the plots for the pa-
per.
XXVII
STATUS OF AN AUTOMATIC BEAM STEERING FOR THE CLIC TEST
FACILITY 3∗
E. Adli† , R. Corsini, A. Dabrowski, D. Schulte, S.H. Shaker,
P. Skowronski, F. Tecker, R. Tomas, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
An automatic beam steering application for CTF 3 is be-
ing designed in order to automatize operation of the ma-
chine, as well as providing a test-bed for advanced steer-
ing algorithms for CLIC. Beam-based correction includ-
ing dispersion free steering have been investigated. An ap-
proach based on a PLACET on-line model has been tested.
This paper gives an overview of the current status and the
achieved results of the CTF3 automatic steering.
INTRODUCTION
The Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) study has shown
that advanced beam-based correction will be needed to
reach nominal performance of several parts of the collider
[1], [2]. The CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) has been con-
structed at CERN in order to demonstrate feasibility of sev-
eral key concepts of CLIC [3]. New areas are added to
CTF3 for each new phase, making operation more compli-
cated, and it is therefore of significant interest to ease the
operation of this machine. The purpose of the work de-
scribed here is thus two-fold:
• test of correction algorithms devised for CLIC on a
real machine
• aid operation of CTF3 by automating beam steering
(currently performed by hand)
CORRECTION APPROACHES
The correction algorithms investigated here are ”all-to-
all” (A2A) and dispersion-free steering (DFS) [4]. In this
paper we use ”correction” and ”steering” interchangeably.
Both algorithms can be implemented using response matri-
ces. Their effect when applied to a defined lattice segment
is ideally:
• A2A: steers the beam to get BPM zero-readings, by
simply inverting the response matrix of the nominal
machine optics
• DFS: minimizes the difference of dispersive trajecto-
ries, using responses corresponding to optics with dif-
ferent Δp/p; weighted against A2A
Matrix inversion for both candidates is performed in the
Least-Squares sense, using SVD. Smoothing can be in-
troduced by taking out corrector modes corresponding to
∗Work supported by the Research Council of Norway and the Com-
mission of the European Communities under the 6th Framework Pro-
gramme ’Structuring the European Research Area’, contract number
RIDS-011899.
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small singular values, effectively smoothing out noise ef-
fects. Furthermore, defect BPMs and/or correctors can be
taken easily into account by zeroing rows and/or columns
of the response matrix. A2A and DFS then find the global
solution within the defined lattice segment (this is why we
say ”all-to-all” rather than ”1-to-1”).
For quick and effective correction computer model gen-
erated responses are needed. With model-based steering,
one can perform all-to-all steering for a lattice segment in
few tens of seconds. In comparison, to obtain machine re-
sponses in CTF3 takes from 1/4 h to 1/2 h per optics, per
plane, totaling to hours if one wants to do dispersion-free
steering. On the other hand, model-based steering require
a good correspondence model/machine, and obtaining the
needed model accuracy might be challenging.
TEST-CASE: THE CTF3 LINAC
The CTF3 linac, characterized by operation with full
beam-loading [5], was chosen as ”test-lattice”, because of
higher applicability wrt. [1], [2]. We apply correction on a
straight part of the linac, with regular lattice structure con-
sisting of 11 girders (”nr. 5” to ”nr. 15”), where each girder
supports a quadrupole triplet, one corrector coil, and one
BPM, as shown in Figure 1. For girders 5,6,7,11,12,13 and
15 there are in addition two accelerating structures, fed by
one klystron, located between the corrector and the BPM.
Figure 1: Structure of the CTF3 linac (not to scale).
Dispersion and Emittance Growth
Dispersion measurement and DFS were in this work per-
formed by scaling magnet currents. We therefore consider
only dispersion building up from the start of the test-lattice
(we do not consider, and cannot mitigate, upstream dis-
persion). There are no powered dipoles in the test-lattice,
so the dispersion comes mainly from parasitic dispersion
due to quadrupole offsets (we also get a small contribution
from the correctors, dispersion due to incoming beam off-
set/angle and due to transverse wakes). We note that our 11
cell lattice accomodates little more than a single betatron-
oscillation, and we therefore expect dispersion to be small,
even for the uncorrected case (no resonant build-up possi-
ble). The CTF3 component alignment tolerance is 100 μm
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rms. PLACET simulations estimate the resulting disper-
sion growth to 5 mm (rms of 100 seeds). By simulation
we estimate emittance growth without correction, assum-
ing a bunch-length of 1.6 mm and an initial normalized
emittance of 100 μm, to be in the order of percent, and an
ultimate test of DFS would be to compare emittance growth
before and after correction.
MODEL IDENTIFICATION
A linac model implemented in PLACET was to be used
for the model-based correction. It was decided to verify
and eventually improve the model before using it for steer-
ing. An attempt to use ”LOCO-type” global identification
[6] was initiated (not applied to the linac before), and a
new identification code was written in Octave for this pur-
pose. Improvement of the model with this method turned
out to be difficult because of the triplet cells (see below)
combined with imprecise response measurement (the same
response point was found to vary up to 10% rms, due to
beam jitter, different working points, hysteresis etc).
Triplet Cells
The linac focusing is done with quadrupoles in triplets,
powered 2+1 or 1+1+1, with a single BPM and corrector
per triplet cell (see Figure 1). The similarity of difference
orbit when changing either of the outer quadrupoles, as
well as almost opposite orbit of the middle quad, leads to
near degeneracies which becomes difficult to resolve with
imprecise data. Quantitatively we see this by error prop-




inputting the imprecision of the response points, the stan-
dard uncertainty of the parameter estimates is for many
of the quadrupoles of the same order as the parameter it-
self, even when disregarding the first few triplet cells (the
least constrained ones). As comparison, with quadrupole
currents frozen, the uncertainty of the corrector gains is
∼ 1%. The phase-difference between model and machine
was shown to be reasonable small by direct SVD analysis,
and it was therefore decided to go on with quadrupole pa-
rameters frozen. The trustworthiness of individual correc-
tor gain identification with quadrupoles frozen is not clear,
and therefore the only parameters fitted before correction
was global scaling + the ratio of the calibration factor of
the two different corrector types in the test-lattice.
Requirement for Model-machine Correspon-
dence
After identification we still have a certain mismatch be-
tween model and machine. We want to estimate, by sim-
ulation, the error accepted on the model parameters while
still achieving adequate correction. To study this, A2A was
applied to a perturbed model using ideal model responses.
Each quadrupole strength was randomly scaled by an rms
value of σΔk %. The maximum resulting BPM readings
after 5 iterations of A2A, averaged over 100 machines, are
shown in Table 1. For strength rms error of up to 12%, A2A
still converges to BPM readings < 100μm (Perfect BPMs
were assumed for these simulations).
Table 1: Correction Convergence with Model Discrepancy
σΔk[%] 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 20
y [mm] 0 0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.3 0.7 3.6
CORRECTION RESULTS
All-to-all
Using machine responses both planes were corrected to
within 0.15 mm rms in two iterations (this illustrates some
imprecision in the machine responses and/or machine jit-
ter). Then, correction was performed using responses cal-
culated from the PLACET model. The calculation of the
responses takes less than 5 seconds. Both planes did con-
verge, but needed up to to four iterations before reaching
the convergence criterion, showing that the model of the
linac is not perfect but good enough for steering. Each iter-
ation takes from 10 to 20 seconds, depending on whether a
corrector has to switch polarity or not.
Non-functioning correctors or BPMs can be taken into
account by first identifying them (e.g manually or from
machine responses). A device is disregarded by the algo-
rithm by simply setting the corresponding row or column
to zero. One corrector was very unreliable during this work
(DVD1420), and was turned off and the corresponding col-
umn set to 0. The resulting system is under-actuated (10
correctors and 11 BPMs), and instead of trying to achieve
zero BPM readings A2A finds the least-square solution.
The result after model-based A2A correction, with one de-
fect corrector in the vertical, is show in Figure 2. The os-
cillatory pattern in the vertical corresponds to the uncor-
rectable BPM mode, belonging to the zero singular value
which is due to the defect corrector. Dispersion after A2A
steering was measured to less than 5 mm (error margin of
about 0.5 mm). This is comparable to dispersion measured
after manual correction of the machine. We conclude that
model-based all-to-all correction seems to work well, is
reasonably fast, and robust wrt. corrector or BPM defects.
Dispersion Free Steering
Since A2A correction gives a very small residual dis-
persion (showing reasonably small misalignments), we do
not expect to improve this result, given the beam jitter and
limited BPM resolution of 10 μm. As test-case we instead
simulate misalignment of 3-6 mm for a few BPMs. A2A
will now steer the beam into the simulated centre, creating
a position bump in the real trajectory. The red line of Fig-
ure 3 shows the position bump (the plot shows real BPM
readings, as opposed to the readings with simulated mis-
alignments that the correction algorithm sees). This bump
increases the local dispersion by a factor 3, up to 15 mm,
as shown in red in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Model-based A2A (BPM readings for both
planes).
One of the salient features of dispersion-free steering
is that absolute BPM position readings are mostly disre-
garded, and instead difference readings are used to min-
imize the difference of dispersive trajectories. We there-
fore expect a successful DFS to find an orbit with smaller
dispersion than A2A, while being mostly oblivious to the
simulated BPM misalignment. However, the performance
of the DFS depends on the precision with which the differ-
ence orbit can be obtained. We had dispersion of ∼ 10 mm
and a dispersion measurement precision of ∼ 0.5 mm for
Δp/p = 10%, with present machine conditions. It was
therefore not straightforward to find a good solution for
DFS, but after substantial trials with different weighting
wrt. the zero-reading (w1/w0=10 used), different SVD-
cuts (70% used) and different Δp/p (0.2 used), solutions
were found that clearly indicates how the dispersion and
position bump is reduced, shown in blue in Figure 3 and 4.
The BPM readings including the simulated misalignments
(seen by our correction algorithms) would show a large
bump after the DFS, giving operators indications of large
BPM misalignment. Finally, we note that applying DFS
without simulated BPM misalignment gave similar perfor-
mance as with these misalignments.

















Figure 3: DFS versus A2A (real BPM readings after cor-
rection).






















Figure 4: DFS versus A2A (dispersion after correction).
The initial large offset after DFS is due to incom-
ing beam offset/angle (reproduceable in simulations).
Machine-based responses were used for the dispersion-free
steering. The results show that when dispersion is signif-
icant after A2A correction, for instance due to large BPM
misalignment, DFS can provide a solution with lower dis-
persion and at the same time indicating the source of the
problem. However, as correction algorithm for CTF3, DFS
does not give a clear advantage over A2A.
CONCLUSIONS
The triplet structure impeded further model improve-
ment. Model-based A2A has been applied successfully in
a robust way to the CTF3 linac. DFS performance was
superior to A2A in a test-case with artificially large BPM
misalignment. However, for nominal linac operation we
recommend A2A because of its faster execution.
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C. Collection of Specifications
C.1 Drive Beam Decelerator Magnet Specification
This specification concerns the around 42’000 quadrupole magnets foreseen for the CLIC
decelerator. Due to the high number, the required magnet design accuracy and power
supply stability specified have a significant impact on the CLIC cost estimates.
The magnet specifications are driven by beam dynamics performance. A vital part
of the thesis was therefore to develop a beam dynamics simulation framework where
tolerances for all components, including magnet parameters, could be studied in detail.
An important topic discussed in this specification, related to CLIC cost estimates, is the
impact of a non-smooth tapering of the quadrupole gradient along the lattice.
The specification was written entirely by the candidate, with input from the Beam
Physics study leader Daniel Schulte. The specification is marked ”draft” because as the
CLIC project evolves, the specification is expected to evolve as well.
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1 Introduction
In the Drive Beam Decelerator the beam is focused and guided by quadrupoles in a
FODO configuration, where each CLIC module incorporates one F and one D quadrupole.
Each Decelerator is divided into 24 sectors. Each sector is of varying length, with the
same number of PETS per sector (ensuring the same energy extraction in each sector),
but with a different number of quadrupoles. The longest sector is about 1050 m, the
shortest about 840 m, with an average length of about 880 m. The half-cell length is
1.005 m, and the total number of quadrupoles needed for both Decelerators is about
42000.
1.1 Focusing principle
As the beam passes through a Decelerator sector, energy will be extracted by the 1491
PETS, and an energy spread will develop. The baseline is to have a maximum of S = 90%
extracted at the end of the lattice.
The quadrupoles will be scaled such that the lowest energy particles have a constant
phase-advance per cell (µcell ≈ 90o). The beam loses the same amount of energy per
PETS, so the ideal quadrupole gradient is linear with the number of PETS, see Figure
1.
We note that as a consequence of the focusing strategy, the FODO stability limit is
surpassed at the lattice end if the initial beam energy is too low by a factor Eunstable/E0 <
(1− S)( sin(µ/2)
sin(1800/2)
) + S ≈ 0.97. Because the deceleration scales with the current, there
is a similar limit for the current: Iunstable/I0 > 1S − ( 1S − 1) sin(φ0/2)sin(1800/2) ≈ 1.03.
1.2 Beam-based correction
The Decelerator requires beam-based correction [1]. For this purpose either quadrupoles
on movers or dipole corrector coils, in both the horizontal and the vertical plane, must
be used. For movers we estimate a maximum displacement of ±1mm in each plane
to be sufficient for normal operation as well as tune-up. The corresponding maximum
corrector integrated field required is 12 mT m. Whether movers or corrector coils are to




The quadrupole active length is specified to l =0.15 m.
2.2 Gap size
The inner radius of the vacuum chamber is specified to 11.5 mm. In addition the
thickness of the vacuum chamber walls must be foreseen. If movers are to be used, space
to move the quadrupoles in order to correct the orbit [1] must be foreseen. We estimate
a total of 2 mm extra gap in each plane to be enough. If corrector coils are to be used
enough space to accommodate the coils in the quadrupole design must be foreseen, the
resulting gap parameters will depend on the design of the corrector coils.
Thus, the required quadrupole gap size should be in the case of
• movers: 23 mm + vacuum chamber walls thickness × 2 + 2 mm
• coils: 23 mm + vacuum chamber walls thickness × 2 + space needed for corrector
coil integration
2.3 Gradient
At the start of the lattice a quadrupole gradient of Gˆ = 81.2 T/m is required. For
each PETS the beam sees, the gradient shall ideally decrease in steps of 0.0489 T/m
per PETS (from zero to two PETS will be installed between each quadrupole). The
resulting gradient for the last quadrupole is Gˇ = (1− S)Gˆ = 8.12 T/m,
2.4 Magnet design accuracy
Magnet imperfections affect both the beam focusing and the beam steering, but the
effect of the latter is removed by beam-based correction. The effect of gradient imper-
fections on the drive beam envelope has been investigated by simulation [2]. It was
found that a relative integrated gradient error up to 1×10−3 rms can be accepted in the




2.5 Power supply accuracy
Power supply ripple affects both the beam focusing and the beam steering, also after
steering (dynamic error source). An rms ripple of 5 ·10−4 can be accepted in the current
4
baseline design.
Table 1 summarizes the specifications for an ideal focusing.
Quadrupole parameters
Active length l 0.15 m
Gap (pole to pole) g See Section 2.2 mm
Max. gradient Gˆ 81.2 T/m
Max. energy extraction S 90 %
Min. gradient Gˇ = (1− S)Gˆ 8.12 T/m
Min. gradient step ∆G 0.0489 T/m
Magnet design accuracy rms σ(Gl)/(Gl) 1× 10−3 -
Resulting magnet design tolerance ∆(Gl)/(Gl)
√
3× 10−3 -
Power supply accuracy rms σ(I)/I 5× 10−4 -
Total nb. of quads Ntot ∼42000 -
Table 1: Ideal decelerator quadrupole specification
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3 Implementation issues and optimization
3.1 Powered magnets
In order to provide a gradient varying with the granularity as specified in Section 2
one would require an individual power supply for each quadrupole (or, in the case of
permanent magnets, more than 1000 different types, see Section 3.2).
As a strategy to reduce the number of power supplies (PS), we suggest to use a number
of quadrupole types, NT , and let one PS power a string of quadrupoles of different
types. In order to keep the relative gradient error small, the quadrupole types will be
adjusted to perfectly match the NT at the smallest energy intervals. Within each string
the current, as well as the number of quadrupoles, will be adjusted in order to keep the
average slope of the gradient equal to the ideal. The absolute gradient error within each
string will increase towards the start of the lattice, however, the relative error will be of
the same order along the lattice. Figure 2 illustrates the steps in the absolute gradient,
due to the string approach, towards the end of the lattice.
For a given NT , a given number power supplies, NP , will be needed per sector. Note
that NP is much smaller than the total number of gradients needed divided by NT .
Figure 5 shows the product NPNT . If one attributes a cost to adding another PS and
a cost to introducing an additional type one can find an optimum NT by minimizing
cPNP + cTNT .
As an example, we define NT = 50 types (minimum if cP ≈ 10cT ), yielding a total of
NP = 9 power supplies per sector, each powering from about 50 to about 300 magnets
(number will vary slightly from sector to sector). The resulting relative error in the
normalized strength is within 0.4%, as shown in Figure 3. The error due to the steps
is correlated, so the effect is not as strong as independent errors of the same magni-
tude.
Simulations show that the beam envelope growth is noticable with respect to the ideal
focusing. The effect is most noticeable in the case of a dispersion-free corrected machine.
Figure 4 shows the beam envelope for a number of corrected machines with both ideal
gradient and gradient with steps corresponding to NT = 50. The envelope increase is
significant (from 6% to 12% increase) with respect to ideal focusing, but with the present
baseline setup it is considered small enough to be acceptable, especially in light of the
potential savings in the number of power supplies (from ∼40000 to ∼400). However,
further study of the effect of such steps should be studied in more detail if the baseline
design changes significantly.
In order to refine further the exact number of quadrupole types and power supplies, a
cost study would be required to estimate cP and cT . However, we believe that the results
we have got for NT = 50 will be similar for a range of values of cP /cT .
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3.1.1 Effect of magnet failure
When discussing a reduction of the number of power supplies, it should be noted that a
failure of several quadrupoles in series will affect the beam more severely than one single
quadrupole. However, in [2] it was shown that already when two or more quadrupoles in
series fails, the beam losses will be more than ∼10%, so that using few rather than many
power supplies might not significantly mitigate this problem, unless individual power
supplies are used.
We summarize the example configuration with NT = 50 in Table 2 (other numbers stay
as in Table 1.
Powered magnets
Number of different quadrupole types NT 50 -
Number of power supplies per sector NP ∼9 -
Number of power supplies in total NPtot ∼432 -
Resulting max. relative error of normalized strength due to steps k/k0 0.4 %
Table 2: Example specification with reduced number of power supplies
3.2 Permanent magnets
Permanent magnets could in principle be considered for the decelerator. However, as
discussed in Section 1.1 the focusing properties of the lattice is very sensistive to changes
of the initial current. For instance with 3% more current than the nominal design value
the focusing of the beam will become unstable towards the end of the lattice if the
quadrupole strength is not adjusted correspondingly. Conversely, with low current test
beams, normalized gradients will vary substantially if absolute gradients are fixed. Initial
tune-up and operation and later diagnostic work of the line may then be made unduly
difficult. This may therefore imply that permanent magnets might be unsuitable for
the decelerator. All these points must be clarified before permanent magnets are to be
considered for the decelerator.
However, if permanent magnets are to be considered, the number of different types can
be estimated from Figure 5 (some further optimization can possibly be performed by
studying each individual sector in detail), yielding a minimum of about 400 different
magnet types (the total number of about 42000 magnets will of course still remain the
same).
We summarize the permanent magnets characteristics in Table 3.
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Permanent magnets
Number of types NT ∼400 -
Maximum relative error of normalized strength k/k0 0.4 %
Magnet design accuracy rms σ(Gl)/(Gl) 1× 10−3 -
Resulting magnet design tolerance ∆(Gl)/(Gl)
√
3× 10−3 -
Table 3: Example specification with permanent magnets
References
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Figure 5: Number of quadrupole types times number of power supplies (NT = 50)
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C. Collection of Specifications
C.2 Drive Beam Decelerator BPM Specification
This specification concerns the around 42’000 beam position monitors (BPMs) foreseen
for the CLIC decelerator. Due to the high number, the required BPM accuracy and
resolution specified have a significant impact on the CLIC cost estimates.
The BPM specifications are driven by the performance of the beam-based correction
schemes. A vital part of the thesis was therefore to first develop suitable beam-based
correction schemes and then investigate their performance as function of BPM parame-
ters. An important topic discussed in this specification, related to CLIC cost estimates,
is the effect on the correction scheme performance when a reduced number of BPMs is
used.
The specification was written entirely by the candidate, with input from the Beam
Physics study leader Daniel Schulte and in discussion with physicists from CERN beam
instrumentation group. The specification is marked ”draft” because as the CLIC project
evolves, the specification is expected to evolve as well.
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1 Scope
This specification covers the Beam Position Measurement System (BPM System) for
the CLIC Drive Beam decelerator. Considerations on the BPM spatial accuracy, spatial
resolution and time resolution will be given. Relevant beam dynamics issues impacting
the specifications given will be briefly discussed. Arguments for the number of BPM
specified will be given.
This is the first version of the specification, and machine protection issues have not been
studied at this time. This document should therefore be considered a working draft, as
future studies taking into account additional items might lead to modifications of the
specifications given here.
2 Description of the decelerator lattice
CLIC has 48 decelerator sectors. Each sector is between 840 m and 1050 m long, con-
sisting of up to 524 CLIC modules. Each CLIC module incorporates two quadrupoles
(F and D) and up to four PETS. Figure 1 shows the CLIC machine, where a single
decelerator sector is highlighted in red. Figure 2 shows a single CLIC module. The 48
decelerator sector lattices are independent, and the beam dynamics studies leading to
the specifications in this document are based on studies of a single sector. We will for
simplicity refer to this decelerator sector as the ”the decelerator”.
The CLIC Drive Beam decelerator requires the beam to be transported with very small
losses. Beam-based correction is necessary in order to achieve this, and the BPM speci-
fications are driven by the correction schemes. More details about the decelerator beam
dynamics is found in [1].
In the current base line one BPM and one corrector per quadrupole are foreseen. The
corrector will either be quadrupole vertical and horizontal movers, or horizontal and
vertical corrector coils. For the simulations in this document quadrupole movers are
simulated. The number of BPMs and correctors needed for correction will be addressed
further in Section 4.6. Figure 3 shows the drive beam decelerator lattice corresponding
to one CLIC module, as simulated for the BPM specification studies. The decelerator
optics is the same in both planes, and the BPM specifications given will therefore apply
to both planes.
All figures are collected at the back of the document.
3
3 Description of the beam observable
3.1 Production beam
The production drive beam consists of pulses consisting of 2922 bunches, spaced equally
with a bunch frequency of 12 GHz (83 ps). Each bunch is assumed to have a Gaussian
longitudinal charge profile with a 1 mm rms length. The average train current is 101
A, yielding a bunch charge of 8.4 nC. The drive beam requirements come from the
drive beam power production requirements. The 12 GHz bunch frequency is a result of
combining bunches from the 0.5 GHz drive beam accelerator by a factor 24, using the
delay loop and the two combiner rings. The pulses arrive at the machine repetition rate
of 50 Hz. [2].
3.2 Pilot beam
To tune-up the machine it is foreseen to start with a much less intensive beam. The
current strategy is to start the tune-up with a uncombined beam. The bunch frequency
of this beam will be 0.5 GHz, while the bunch charge and the average bunch length is
foreseen to be the same as for the production beam. The pilot beam will thus have an
average current of 4.2 A. The train length of the pilot beam is not yet decided upon; it
will depend on among other things machine protection issues. The repetition rate of the
pilot beam can be lower than for the production beam, typically low enough to allow
for manual analysis between each shot. The pilot beam will be used to perform initial
beam based correction; both 1-to-1 correction and dispersion-free steering (DFS).
3.3 Intermediate beams and tune-up considerations
The PETS beam loading implies that a large difference in the average current leads to
a large difference in the beam average energy along the decelerator. A machine that
has been corrected using the 0.5 GHz pilot beam will not perform well when sending
through the 12 GHz production beam. It is foreseen that the tune-up correction shall be
performed in steps of increasing average current (going e.g. from a bunch frequency of
0.5 GHz to 2 GHz, 4 GHz, 6 GHz etc). The exact number of different current plateaux
needed is to be studied further, but we suggest to allow for resolvability of any average
current between the pilot beam and the production beam.
The beam types foreseen are summarised in Table 1.
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Beam type Particle Bunch charge [nC] # of bunches Bunch spacing [GHz] σz [µm]
Production e− 8.4 2922 12 1000
Intermed. e− 8.4 ≤2922 0.5 - 12 1000
Pilot e− 8.4 <2922 0.5 1000
Table 1: Drive Beam decelerator beam types
4 Beam-based correction and resulting BPM constraints
4.1 Beam envelope growth
4.1.1 Lattice focusing
The decelerator focusing strategy is to keep the FODO phase-advance per cell constant
a µFODO ≈ 90◦ for the lowest energy particles. Details about the decelerator transverse
focusing strategy can be found in [3].
4.1.2 Metrics and correction criterion
As criterion for minimum-loss transport we require the entire 3σ beam envelope, denoted
r, defined as r ≡ max√(|xi|+ 3σx,i)2 + (|yi|+ 3σy,i)2, to be within half the available
aperture, a0/2 = 5.75 mm, in order to have a margin for unmodelled effects like higher
order wake fields. In this document we will with ”beam envelope” refer to the 3-sigma
envelope as defined here.
All 48 decelerator sectors should fulfil the above criterion. As baseline we simulate
100 machines and give the maximum beam envelope along the lattice of these 100 ma-
chines.
4.1.3 Envelope growth for a perfectly aligned machine
Due to adiabatic undamping the beam envelope will be amplified substantially even
for a perfectly aligned machine with an ideal beam entering the machine at zero offset
and angle. The most decelerated particles will have a final energy of only 10% of the
least decelerated particles [2]. The focusing strategy ensures that higher energy particles
will be contained in the envelope of the lower energy particles. With respect to the 3σ
envelope of the incoming beam, the 3σ envelope of the lowest energy particle will at









1/(1− S) = 3.2
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Figure 4 illustrates the amplification of transverse envelope along a perfect machine for
two particles starting at an offset from the axis. The particle in blue is at the head
of the pulse and keeps almost constant energy along the lattice. The particle in red is
situated so that it feels maximum deceleration, but is in return focused with a constant
phase-advance, µFODO = 90◦, along the lattice.
4.1.4 Envelope growth for an uncorrected machine
For a machine with realistic misalignments the beam envelope will grow due to the effects
of quadrupole misalignments and transverse wake kicks, in addition to the adiabatic
undamping. The beam envelope amplification due to transverse wake fields is to a large
extent suppressed due to the PETS design. The driver of the beam envelope is, for most
scenarios, kicks due to quadrupole misalignments.
As a starting point for simulations we assume that static alignment of the machine at best
can give a resulting rms offset of σquad ≈ 20 µm. We can calculate the statistical average
centroid position due to quadrupole kicks, of a particle having a FODO phase-advance
of µFODO by summing kicks, yielding an average centroid offset of [1] :







yielding about 4 mm for the lowest energy particle. This corresponds to incoherent
build-up of the kicks. However, for a given machine some particles will sample the
quadrupoles with some coherence, and thus build up kicks faster.
Figure 5 shows the uncorrected envelope (NC) along the decelerator (worst of 100 ma-
chines). We observe that the uncorrected beam envelope quickly grows above our crite-
rion of 12a0 = 5.75 mm.
Figure 6 shows the lowest and highest energy particle for one uncorrected machine. We
see that in this case the lowest energy particle has a higher amplitude; however this is
not always the case, as it depends on the quadrupole misalignment pattern. In any case
the transverse orbit amplitudes are too large, and must be corrected.
4.2 1-to-1 correction
The most straight-forward correction strategy is to use correctors to steer the beam
centroid into the centre of each BPM. However, the beam will not pass through the exact
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center of the quadrupoles. Dispersion due to quadrupole kicks will therefore build up.
The 1-to-1 steering will therefore effectively confine the transverse amplitude of particles
with energy close to the centroid energy, while particle with large energy deviation will
follow trajectories with large dispersive errors and lead to beam envelope growth.
Figure 5 shows the 1-to-1 corrected envelope (SC) along the decelerator (worst of 100
machines). We see that this envelope also approaches closely the limit 12a0 = 5.75 mm.
We want to be confident that all 48 decelerator sectors are within this limit, and the
significant envelope growth after to 1-to-1 correction, with respect to a perfect machine,
is therefore unacceptable. Figure 7 shows the lowest and highest energy particle, for one
machine, after 1-to-1 steering. We see clearly how the lowest energy particle is confined
with respect to Figure 6, while the highest energy particle trajectory has large dispersive
errors and has not improved significantly with respect to Figure 6.
These simulations have been performed assuming a quadrupole misalignment of σquad =
20 µm, a BPM accuracy of σacc = 20 µm and a BPM resolution of σres = 2 µm.
4.3 Dispersion-free steering
The idea of dispersion-free steering (DFS) is to reduce the energy dependence of the
centroid trajectories, and is therefore a seemingly ideal choice for decelerator correction.
The dispersion-free steering is planned to be implemented by varying the average drive
beam current in a pulse with delayed switching. The current difference will convert into
an energy difference due to the PETS beam loading [4].
Figure 5 shows the DFS corrected envelope (worst of 100 machines). We see that this
envelope growth is now barely above the minimal envelope growth, marked in black,
meaning that the DFS has very effectively suppressed the dispersive errors. Figure
8 shows the lowest and highest energy particle, for one machine, after DFS steering,
showing how both lowest energy and highest energy particles are confined with respect
to Figure 6.
These simulations have been performed assuming a quadrupole misalignment of σquad =
20 µm, a BPM accuracy of σacc = 20 µm and a BPM resolution of σres = 2 µm.
4.4 Correction binning
The correction algorithms, both the 1-to-1 and the DFS will be performed in bins, where
one bin consists of a fraction of the lattice. E.g.: a pulse is shot, the BPMs are read,
and the first 100 meters of the decelerator sector are corrected. Then a new pulse is
fired, the BPMs are read, and the second 100 meters are corrected and so on. In some
cases it might also be advantageous to have some overlap between the bins (e.g. half the
bin size). If the response matrix used for correction is close enough to the real machine,
decelerator simulations shows that the number of bins used does not influence much the
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final envelope growth. The optimal number of bins to be used for a machine depends on
a number of factors and will have to be studied further.
In the studies leading to this specification a single bin (all the machine is corrected at
once) has been used for simplicity.
4.5 Correction dependence on BPM parameters
4.5.1 Dependence on BPM accuracy (mechanical + electronic)
The beam envelope growth after performing 1-to-1 correction depends linearly on the
BPM accuracy, as seen in Figure 9. The growth after dispersion-free steering does not
depend significantly on the BPM accuracy (but instead on the BPM resolution, cf. next
section). This means that if the BPM accuracy is larger than the σacc = 22 µm it
might be difficult to get the beam through when doing 1-to-1 steering, and subsequently
it might also be difficult to perform the dispersion-free steering. (σacc = 20 µm is
simulated in Figure 5, and we can afford to increase by about 10% before hitting the
half-aperture limit, thus the number σacc = 22 µm).
4.5.2 Dependence on BPM resolution (differential measurements)
The beam envelope growth after performing dispersion-free steering depends linearly on
the BPM resolution, when this error source becomes dominant, as seen in Figure 10. The
growth after 1-to-1 correction is a result of the BPM resolution adding in quadrature to
the BPM accuracy to give the effective accuracy for the 1-to-1 correction.
From Figure 10 we observe that if σres > 2µm the finite resolution results in significantly
increase in the beam envelope. In order to reach optimal performance for the dispersion-
free steering we therefore suggest a BPM resolution of σres = 2µm.
4.6 Number of BPMs required
In Figure 5 simulations have performed with BPMs and correctors installed for each
quadrupole.
We saw in Section 4.2 that after 1-to-1 correction there will still be beam envelope growth
due to the dispersion induced by the quadrupole kicks. If BPMs and correctors are
installed for every N quadrupole instead, the beam centroid will have a larger transverse
offset close to the quadrupoles where no BPM is installed in their vicinity. The resulting
dispersion due to quadrupole kicks, and also the total beam envelope, will therefore
increase with respect to having BPMs and correctors for each quadrupole.
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Figure 11 illustrates this effect for scenarios with every N=1, 2, 3 and 4 quadrupoles
equipped with BPM and correctors. For illustration purposes these simulations have
been performed for perfect BPMs, and for one machine only. The points in magenta,
< y >, is the beam centroid in y as read by ”virtual” monitors, not used for correction,
which are installed for each quadrupole (as opposed the real BPMs installed for every
Nth quadrupole). The line in blue, rc, is the growth of the centroid beam envelope along
the lattice due to the dispersion induced by the quadrupole kicks. Both the centroid
displacement, < y >, and the centroid beam envelope growth, rc, increase as more and
more BPMs are taken away, as expected. For N=4 < y > increases without bounds
because there is now around one betatron oscillation between each BPM.
4.6.1 Reduction of BPM number combined with 20 µm quadrupole pre-
alignment
Figure 12 shows the resulting total envelope for σquad = 20 µm. We note that equipping
every second quadrupole with BPMs instead of every quadrupole (the baseline) does
only give a slightly worse performance: 15% larger envelope in the case of 1-to-1 and
less than 10% in the case of DFS.
4.6.2 Reduction of BPM number combined with large quadrupole pre-
alignment
However, reducing the number of BPMs makes the envelope growth after steering sensi-
tive to the misalignment of the quadrupole. Figure 12 shows the resulting total envelope
for σquad = 100 µm (marked with x), overlaid on the results for σquad = 20 µm (marked
with o). It is important to note than even perfect BPMs would not improve 1-to-1
steering results significantly for the case of σquad = 100 µm.
This implies that if one does not install one BPM and corrector for each quadrupole the
correction performance will depend strongly on the quadrupole pre-alignment.
5 Time resolution
The production pulse length is tp = 240 ns. The dispersion-free steering is foreseen to
be performed by the delayed switching technique [4], generating energy variations along
the pulse. We therefore require the BPMs to be able to resolve a fraction of one pulse.
We consider it adequate if the BPM readings can be resolved for each tresolve = 60 ns
fraction of the pulse.
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6 Other operational considerations
It should be remembered that the BPMs will be distributed in 48 independent beam
lines (the 48 decelerator sectors). The specified time resolution of tresolve = 60 ns is
only required during orbit correction operations. If the decelerator sectors are corrected
one by one, only a fraction of the BPMs (maximum ∼1/40) would have to be read out
simultaneously with this time resolution.
For normal operation one would need all BPMs to be read-out simultaneously. Read out
corresponding to the repetition rate of 50 Hz would probably be adequate, but this has
to be studied further, including machine protection studies.
7 Summary of requirements
If the quadrupole pre-alignment is assumed to be larger than σquad > 20 µm, we recom-
mend installing BPMs and correctors for each quadrupole. The preliminary BPM spec-
ifications are then listed in Table 2.
If one can assume a quadrupole pre-alignment of σquad ≤ 20 µm one can probably relax
the number of BPMs and correctors by a factor 2 (one BPM installed per F-quadrupole,
or per D-quadrupole). As seen from Figure 12 the BPM accuracy should be slightly
tighter (σacc = 20 µm) in order to give the same performance for 1-to-1 correction.
Apart from that the specifications stay the same. The preliminary BPM specifications
for this case are listed in Table 3.
Quantity Symbol Value Unit
# of quadrupoles per BPMs N 1 -
Total number of BPMS Ntot 42000 -
Production beam
BPM accuracy σacc 22 µm
BPM resolution σres 2 µm
Time resolution tresolve 60 ns
Pilot beam
BPM accuracy σacc 22 µm
BPM resolution σres 4 µm
Time resolution tresolve 60 ns
Table 2: Specification set 1
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Quantity Symbol Value Unit
# of quadrupoles per BPMs N 2 -
Total number of BPMS Ntot 21000
Production beam
BPM accuracy σacc 20 µm
BPM resolution σres 2 µm
Time resolution tresolve 60 ns
Pilot beam
BPM accuracy σacc 20 µm
BPM resolution σres 4 µm
Time resolution tresolve 60 ns
Table 3: Specification set 2, assuming σquad ≤ 20
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Figure 1: The 12 GHz CLIC machine with one decelerator sector outlined in red.
Figure 2: A single CLIC module with the components relevant for the BPM specification study
indicated.
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Figure 4: Amplification of particle transverse envelopes along a perfectly aligned decelerator.
The particle in blue is at the head of the pulse and feels almost no deceleration. The particle in

















Figure 5: The 3σ beam envelope (worst of 100 machines) along the decelerator lattice in the
cases of no correction (red), 1-to-1 correction (blue) and dispersion-free steering (magenta). The
minimum achievable envelope due to adiabatic undamping alone is plotted in black. We observe















Figure 6: Example of the least decelerated macro particle (in blue) and the most decelerate


















Figure 7: Example of the least decelerated macro particle (in blue) and the most decelerate
















Figure 8: Example of the least decelerated macro particle (in blue) and the most decelerate
































































































































Figure 11: 1-to-1 correction simulations where every N=1, 2, 3 and 4 quadrupoles are equipped
with BPM and correctors; simulations performed for perfect BPMs and for one machine. In ma-
genta, < y >, the beam centroid in y as read by ”virtual” monitors installed for each quadrupole
(as opposed the real BPMs used for correction installed for every Nth quadrupole). In blue, rc,













Every Nth quadrupole equipped
1-to-1,   20 µm
DFS,  20 µm
Figure 12: The effect on the total beam envelope of having BPMs and correctors installed for












Every Nth quadrupole equipped
1-to-1,   20 µm
DFS,  20 µm
1-to-1,   100 µm
DFS,  100 µm
Figure 13: The effect on the total beam envelope of having BPMs and correctors installed for
every Nth quadrupole. σquad = 20 µm and σquad = 100 µm.
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D. Energy Loss Calculations
In Eqs. (4.31) and (4.36) we derived expressions for the mean energy loss based on two
different starting points: considering the field in the phase with the beam, or consider-
ing the power leaving the system. For completeness we will now show that these two
expressions are indeed equal, in our model, for pulses with constant beam intensity, I.



















































We develop Eq. (4.31) in a similar manner

























D. Energy Loss Calculations
is trivially shown on the real axis. By the Identity Theorem of Complex Analysis, the
equivalence then holds in the entire complex plane. We have thus shown that Eq. (D.1)
is equal to Eq. (D.2), 〈UM〉POW ≡ 〈UM〉, and that the two ways of calculating the beam
energy loss are equivalent.
LXII
E. The Effect of Quadrupole
Kicks
In this appendix we estimate the effect of quadrupole kicks on the most decelerated
particles. We assume a linear decelerator lattice and linear betatron motion. The
quadrupole induced kicks then add linearly as well. We furthermore assume the thin-
lens approximation for the quadrupoles [23]. In general the effect of a kick θj, at location
sj, on the amplitude yi, at location i, is given by
yi = Rijθj
with transfer element Rij =
√
βiβj sinψij, ψij = ψ(j)− ψ(i) [23].
We are concerned with the maximum amplitude yF in a focusing quadrupole with β = βF
towards the end of the lattice. The dipole kick due to a quadrupole with focal length fj,
offset at a distance ξj from the centre line, is given by θj =
ξj
fj
. The random quadrupole
offset is described by the random variable ξ ∼ N(0, σquad). We will calculate the effect
of kicks on the lowest energy particles in the drive beam. These particles see a constant
FODO phase-advance φFODO throughout the entire decelerator lattice, implying constant





due to the adiabatic undamping, where γj and γf is the Lorentz factor
at the location of the kick and at the end of the lattice, respectively. The resulting





























Assuming independent quadrupole offsets the cross-terms become zero. Substituting
〈ξjξk〉 = 0 and 〈ξj〉 = σquad we get
LXIII
E. The Effect of Quadrupole Kicks








The adiabatic undamping term, γj, varies slowly with respect to the oscillating term.
The sum term, disregarding the adiabatic term, can be averaged to
ΣNj=1βj sin





using that half of the kicks are applied in focusing quadrupoles where β = βF and half
in defocusing quadrupoles where β = βD.
We write the adiabatic term γj in terms of the decelerator design parameter ηextr. The
energy decreases linearly from E0 at the entrance of the lattice to a level E0(1 − ηextr)






























Inserting Eqs. (E.2), (E.3) and (E.4) into Eq. (E.1) yields













To calculate the average centroid envelope for the lowest energy particles,
〈rc〉2Emin = 〈x2F 〉 + 〈y2F 〉, we use that the drive beam is round, and that the derivation
of (E.5) is independent of which plane is considered. Since a quadrupole focusing in
vertical is defocusing in the horizontal, βy,F = βx,D we get








































Using thin-lens approximation [23] we can simplify the expression further by writ-
ing




























(1− ηextr) . (E.6)
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